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A bstract
In this thesis a comprehensive model for the thermal emission from dnst associated with
the circumstellar environments of late type stars has been developed. The model fully takes
into account the effects of non-isotropic scattering, absorption and therm al re-emission,
and can calculate the radiative equilibrium tem perature distributions consistent with the
radiation field for a multiple grain size, multiple grain component dust distribution.
The model is applied to a number of well studied late type stars, with both optically
thin and optically thick dust shells whose chemistry reflects the either oxygen or carbonrich nature of the underlying stellar photosphere. Published laboratory measurements of
optical constants are used to investigate which of a variety of proposed dust condensates
best fit the observations; in oxygen rich environments this is found to be amorphous
olivine whilst in carbon-rich envelopes it is provided by amorphous carbon, sometimes in
conjunction with silicon carbide grains.
Results from a multiple wavelength observing programme of late type stars with
anomalous dust shells are presented, and are compared with published models. The radia
tive transfer model developed for red giants with normal dust shells is used to show that
a binary model for carbon stars observed to have oxygen rich dust shells has severe prob
lems. A new model is developed for these anomalous stars by comparing their observed
dust shells with those of S stars.
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C hapter 1

Introduction
1.1

O verview

It would be true to say th at this thesis could never have been w ritten, were it not for the
action of stellar mass loss. The atoms which constitute both the paper upon which it is
w ritten, and indeed the biological structure of its author, were liberated from their stellar
factories by that very process.
This thesis attem pts to address some of the problems associated with mass loss from
stars in an evolutionary phase where a large stellar radius, compared with th at of the sun,
and a cool stellar surface tem perature (generally lower than 3500K) commonly lends itself
to the description ‘red giant’ (or, for stars with the very largest radii, ‘red supergiant’). In
particular, a numerical technique is detailed which is then used to investigate the nature
of the solid phase in the mass outflows from a number of chemically divergent stars. The
solid phase in such outflows is usually termed ‘d u st’, though it in fact bears little chemical
affinity to the material which will doubtless cover this volume in years to come!
The theoretical basis for the modelling technique used throughout this thesis are out
lined in chapter 2 and 3, whilst in chapters 4, 5 and 6 the technique is applied to derive
models for specific objects with oxygen rich, carbon-rich and chemically peculiar circum
stellar envelopes respectively.
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to consider the ideas discussed in the follow
ing chapters within the broader astronomical perspective. To this end, the astronomical
observations of gas and dust, which provide the ultim ate test to the models presented in
the following chapters will be briefly discussed, as will the evolutionary status of the stars
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around which the dust shells being modelled have condensed. Finally, currently favoured
suggestions as to what might drive the process of mass loss from the stars around which
the circumstellar dust envelopes form will be reviewed.

1.2

A stronom ical O bservations o f Gas and D u st

Although the determination of the precise nature of dust grains has only begun to become
possible with the technological advances in astronomical instrum entation which have oc
curred since the end of the second world war, the obscuring effect of interstellar dust and
gas clouds is obvious, even without optical aid, to any observer who chooses to look in the
direction of the galactic plane on a clear moonless night. The dark rifts in the otherwise
bright band of the Milky Way have been known since ancient times, but the presence of
these regions of low star number density was first quantitatively studied using the method
of ‘star gauging’ by William Herschel in 1784. The technique was extended to cover much
of the celestial sphere during the early years of the 19th century by John Herschel and more
particularly by the

astronomer Wilhelm Struve, who finally used the method of

‘star counting’ as he called it, to derive, in 1847, a directionally dependent light absorption
of between 0.1 and 3.8 magnitudes per kiloparsec which he assumed to be a consequence
of light absorbing material between the stars. These measurements added quantitative
evidence to the qualitative arguments of Cheseaux in 1740 and Olbers, in 1823 (Jaki,
1970) who had already used the fact that the night sky was dark as an argument for the
presence of obscuring m atter between the stars, which reddened any radiation traversing
the interstellar medium.
It was with the advent of the new astronomical tools of photography and spectroscopy
during the late 19th century, th at quantitative studies of the interstellar, and indeed
circumstellar media became possible. Photography, as used by such exponents as the
French Henry brothers, and culminating with the publication of E. E. B arnard’s ‘Atlas of
selected regions of the Milky W ay’ in 1927, which was the result of 30 years surveying the
galactic plane, dramatically dem onstrated the existence of obscuration on both large and
small angular scales. B arnard’s earlier (Barnard 1907, 1910, 1919) photographic studies
provided for the first time, direct evidence for a link between luminous diffuse nebulae and
the clouds of obscuring m atter.
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The idea of absorbing clouds of m atter distributed along the galactic plane was used
by a number of astronomers early in the 20th century to explain the so called ‘zone
of avoidance’, whereby globular clusters and spiral nebulae were rarely observed in the
galactic plane.

Curtis (1917) assumed th at the Milky Way was a spiral nebula, and

reasoned by analogy th at the dark m atter observed in equatorial bands of other spiral
nebulae during long exposure photographs was also present in our own galaxy, and was
therefore responsible also for the observed zone of avoidance and for B arnard’s dark clouds.
This speculation was not however authoritative, since at the time, there was no definite
proof that the spiral nebulae were comparable with our own galaxy.
Photographic spectroscopy provided the key evidence for the existence of interstellar
m atter, with the discovery of the interstellar C all line in the spectrum of the spectroscopic
binary system 6 Ori by Hartm ann (1904), although the importance of this observation was
really only realised with the discovery by Slipher (1909) that the stationary line observed
by Hartmann was not confined only to spectroscopic binary systems, nor indeed were these
‘interstellar lines’ observed in only one ionic species. Working with an extremely efficient
spectrograph at the Lowell Observatory (that was later to play a key role in identifying
the large scale expansion of the universe by measuring the radial velocities of many faint
galaxies), Slipher also obtained spectra of the nebulosity associated w ith the Pleiades open
cluster in 1912 (Seeley & Berendzden, 1972), which indicated the need for a solid phase
in the nebulosity, since the spectrum obtained was identical with th a t of the foreground
stars (a reflection nebula). Subsequent studies of such reflection nebulae at a variety of
wavelengths have begun to offer an insight into the sizes of dust ‘grains’ in the interstellar
medium, such studies are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
The work of Trumpler (1930) which involved studying the angular sizes of galactic
open clusters, was particularly im portant in demonstrating the fact th at for these clus
ters, concentrated as they are in the galactic plane, the geometric size derived from the
angular size of the cluster on the sky was different to the photometric distance derived
from the cluster stars, and it was therefore conclusively shown th a t the light intensity for
radiation moving in the galactic plane fell off more sharply than an inverse square law,
thereby implying the existence of an absorbing medium in that plane. Trum pler’s obser
vations implied th at an interstellar absorption coefficient of 0M.67/Kpc for photographic
magnitudes eliminated the discrepancy between distances determined by photometric and
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angular diameter studies.
W ith the conclusive evidence for the existence of an interstellar absorptive medium
presented by Trumpler, the search began to identify the precise nature of this material.
The variation of extinction with wavelength was found to have a A-1 dependance in the
optical, with considerable curvature in the UV and near-IR, and the fact th at this differed
from the A-4 extinction expected from Rayleigh scattering provided no small clue to the
nature of the absorbing material responsible for the optical obscuration.
The first suggestion th at some late type stars lost mass, and could therefore input
some material into the interstellar medium also occurred at about this time, when Adams
& MacCormack (1935) discovered narrow blueshifted atomic lines in the spectra of some
of the more luminous cool giant stars, which indicated a mass outflow from the underlying
stellar photosphere at a velocity of some 5 km s- 1 . However it was not until the work of
Deutsch (1956) who studied the giant star a Her, th a t it was realised th a t stellar material
could actually reach velocities high enough to escape the gravitational attraction from
a parent star. This work marked the birth of the study of circumstellar as opposed to
interstellar material.
The advances in technology made during and in the years immediately following the
second world war enabled the development of new astronomical instrum entation which in
turn began to supply high quality observations of interstellar and circumstellar material.
These new observations enabled great advances to be made in the study of this material,
both by making more sensitive observations of a wider variety of objects and by extending
these studies outside of the optical spectroscopic regime to which most pre-war astronomers
had been confined. One of the first post war advances was the discovery of interstellar
polarization, which provided an observational method to study possible grain composition,
especially when studied as a function of wavelength, a field which really opened up late
in the 1960’s when further advances in detector technology, and the availability of launch
vehicles capable of putting astronomical instrum entation above the E arth ’s atmosphere
provided observations at mid-IR and short-UV wavelengths. These further advances in
technology also revolutionized the study of circumstellar material, since although the early
optical studies of circumstellar mass loss enabled the accurate determination of the outflow
velocities from late type stars, in reality the observations provided very little information
about the composition and structure of any associated circumstellar envelope. Also, optical
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studies of red giant stars were confined to ‘optically bright’ stars, and, as was discovered
later, as a result of IR and radio studies, excluded the m ajority of stars with high mass
loss rates.

1 .2 .1

I R S t u d ie s o f D u s t

Dust grains of most plausible compositions can not exist at tem peratures higher than
around 1500K, and therefore if they are to be studied on the basis of their emissive rather
than their absorptive properties, W ien’s law indicates th at the IR spectral region is where
they should be investigated.
The first large scale IR survey, at a wavelength of 2.2//m (Neugebauer & Leighton,
1969) revealed th at a large number of stars possessed IR emission in excess of th at expected
from their photospheric temperatures. This, it was soon realised, could be explained if
the stars exhibiting such excesses were enveloped by thick dust shells, which absorbed
the optical and UV radiation em itted by the stars, thermally re-radiating the absorbed
energy at longer, IR wavelengths. Woolf h Ney (1969) discovered a well defined emission
feature in the IR spectra of a number of cool stars at a wavelength of approximately 10/im,
which was attributed by them to silicate dust grains present in the circumstellar outflows
from the stars. This conclusion was supported by the chemical equilibrium calculations of
Gilman (1969), which suggested th a t silicates should be the first solid particles to condense
in oxygen rich outflows. The same calculations indicated th at for carbon rich outflows,
the initial condensates should be carbon and silicon carbide grains, and an HAfim. feature
was subsequently detected by Treffers Sz Cohen (1974) in the IR spectra of carbon stars.
Silicate spectral features have been observed also in interstellar locations whereas, to date,
no SiC feature has been observed in interstellar locations. The silicate features studied in
the ISM have not always been observed in emission. Thus, as was implied from optical
studies, the interstellar medium has, like the circumstellar envelopes of red giant stars,
been shown to have a solid phase composed of dust grains.

Investigations as to the

relationship between interstellar and circumstellar dust grains have only recently become
possible, with the availability of more sensitive IR detector arrays.
Infrared surveys at longer wavelengths than the original Two Micron sky survey of
Neugebauer h Leighton, by the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory (AFGL) at 10 and
20/mi, and most recently by the Infra Red Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) (Beichmann et al.,
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1984) at 12, 25, 60 and 100/im, have located many sources which have mid and far-IR
excesses, but have barely detectable optical counterparts. Follow up studies of some of
these sources (e.g. IRC -fl0°216, Rowan-Robinson et al., 1986, M artin & Rogers, 1987,
Griffin, 1990) have shown th at many of these sources are late type stars surrounded by
extremely thick circumstellar envelopes, which can completely obscure the stars in the
optical. One excellent example of this is the star IRC+10°216, mentioned above, which is
the brightest extra-solar system object when observed at a wavelength of 5/im, and yet has
a mean magnitude below 16, when observed in the Johnson U band at a mean wavelength
of «0.35/im.

1 .2 .2

R a d io a n d M illim e tr e s t u d ie s .

Although the presence of molecules such as CH, CH+ and CN had been identified within
the ISM via optical studies from the late 1930’s, it was not until the 1960’s, and at radio
wavelengths th at the variety and distribution of molecules within the ISM and circumstel
lar clouds began to become widely realised. OH was the first molecule to be detected via
radio studies, at a wavelength of 18cm and by 1968, both H2O and NH3 had also been
observed in dense molecular clouds. By 1989, the list of molecules th at have been detected
in either interstellar or circumstellar locations has grown to a total of nearly 80 (Verschuur,
1989), ranging in complexity from the simple diatomic molecules such as OH and CO, to
the 13 atom chain molecule, H CnN . These molecules have proved to be extremely useful
in both mapping the distribution of cool gas in the ISM, as well as in providing sensitive
diagnostics to the environments in which they are observed.
The number of molecules th at have been identified in interstellar and circumstellar
environments has increased further with the advent of large, sensitive high frequency
telescopes which operate in the atmospheric windows present in the wavelength range
350/im to 3mm. These ‘millimetre wave’ telescopes, the most recent examples of which
are the 15 metre diameter dishes of the Swedish ESO Submillimetre Telescope (SEST)
located at La Silla, Chile, and the James Clark Maxwell Telescope (JC M T), located at
the summit of M auna Kea in Hawaii, utilise the atmospheric windows to observe and
map the distribution of molecules such as CO in locations such as circumstellar shells,
and provide extremely accurate determinations of their outflow velocities. As well as
detecting spectral lines from molecular emission, both radio and millimetre receivers have
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been used to detect continuum emission and hence provide im portant measurements of
dust emissivity at the longest wavelengths (e.g. Sahai et al., 1989).
In 1965, the first OH masers (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation) were detected by several groups (Weaver et a/., 1965, Gundermann, 1965)
towards a number of HII regions. The emission was unusual in th at the observed relative
strengths of the hyperfine components of the 18cm OH emission line were incompatible
with thermodynamic equilibrium, and often the lines were observed to be highly polarized.
OH Maser emission was observed towards many of the sources detected in the two micron
sky survey, by Wilson & Barret (1968), and subsequent studies (e.g. Wilson, B arrett &
Moran, 1970) showed th at these sources exhibited a characteristic double peaked profile,
with two complexes of emission lines separated by between 10 and 50 km s-1 in velocity.
This profile has been shown to be a natural consequence of emission from a spherically
symmetric expanding shell of gas in the mass outflow from a late type star (e.g. Elitzur,
Goldreich & Scoville, 1976).
The detection of H2 O and SiO maser emission from circumstellar envelopes, both
of which also exhibit the double peaked spectroscopic profile has provided an extremely
valuable tool in the analysis of the circumstellar envelopes of red giant stars, since stellar
sources often display emission from SiO, H 2 O and OH simultaneously. As the 3 masing
species originate in different regions of the envelope with SiO being nearest to the star, and
OH furthest, (Reid & Moran, 1981) studies of the distribution of the masing regions for
each of the molecular species can contribute enormously to the understanding of the enve
lope dynamics and conditions (such as magnetic field strength) as a function of distance
from the central star. Presently, only a few stars (e.g. VX Sgr, Chapman & Cohen, 1986)
have had their envelopes studied in this way, since both high angular resolution, provided
using interferometric techniques, and high spectral sensitivity are required to perform a
full study for an individual circumstellar envelope, and this requires a large amount of
telescope time to be done comprehensively. However, the technique does provide an im
mense amount of physically useful information about the region under study, and it is to
be hoped that the database of stars that have been probed using it will increase in years
to come.
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1 .2 .3

U lt r a v io le t S t u d ie s .

Owing to the complete opacity of the E arth ’s atmosphere at wavelengths short wards of
approximately 3000A, the science of UV astronomy had to await the advent of rocket and
satellite bourne instrum entation. Thus it was not until the 1960’s th a t detailed photo
metric and spectroscopic studies became available for many stars in the UV region of the
spectrum. The region of the spectrum from 912A—3000A is particularly rich in the reso
nance lines of abundant elements, and thus if the distribution of these elements, either in
the ISM, or in circumstellar shells is to be fully understood, it is im portant to obtain ob
servations at these wavelengths. It is also im portant to obtain extinction measurements at
UV wavelengths, since these may be used to derive information about the size distribution
of the smallest particles present in interstellar and circumstellar environments.
Particularly im portant results, either in obtaining photometric or spectroscopic mea
surements have been obtained from a series of satellites, beginning with the Orbiting As
tronomical Observatory-2 satellite in the late 1960’s, progressing through the Astronomy
Netherlands Satellite (ANS) and Copernicus (OAO-4) during the 1970’s and continuing
to date with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite, launched in 1978, and
the Hubble Space Telescope, launched in May 1990. UV studies performed by Copernicus
and IUE have enabled the survey of many interstellar sight-lines using a method directly
analogous to th at used in the earliest optical studies by Hartm ann and Slipher, (e.g. see
Howaxth & Phillips, 1986) and the measured depletions along these sight-lines play an im
p ortant part in constraining the composition of interstellar dust. Both interstellar and cir
cumstellar extinction curves have also been measured in the UV spectroscopic regime, and
an unexpected extinction feature has been identified at a wavelength of 2175A (Stecher,
1965) which has played an im portant role in constraining the nature of the solid phase
in interstellar, and some circumstellar locations. The part played by UV spectroscopy in
determining the nature of dust grains is more fully reviewed in chapter three.

1.3

T he E volutionary status o f A G B Stars

Having briefly reviewed some of the more im portant historical episodes in the discovery
of the nature of circumstellar m aterial, it is perhaps now worthwhile investigating current
ideas as to the evolutionary status of the parent stars from which th a t material is being
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Figure 1.1: The Location of AGB Stars within the HR diagram,, (from Iben, 1985)
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driven, before going on to discuss the theories which attem pt to address the question of
how these stars lose mass in the first place.
W ithout exception, all of the objects studied in this thesis are Asymptotic Giant
Branch (AGB) stars, so called because of their location in the Hertzsprung-Russell dia
gram, a locus which is parallel to that occupied by stars undergoing their first ascent of
the red giant branch (see Figure 1.1 for details).
Current theoretical models suggest th at AGB stars have recently ceased core-helium
burning (e.g. Iben h Renzini, 1983; Lattanzio, 1989). The state of hydrostatic equilibrium
around the degenerate carbon-oxygen core of these stars is maintained by the combined
fr 0r\
pressure from a helium burning shell enshrouding the core, and, outside of that
a
hydrogen burning shell. The structure of such a star is presented diagrammatically as
Figure 1.2.
Current stellar evolution codes, such as those described above, predict that stars less
massive than 8-10 solar masses will pass through the AGB region of the HR diagram,
after they have exhausted initially the hydrogen and subsequently the helium in their core
regions.
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Figure 1.2: Core structure for an AGB star (H arw itt, 1973)
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It is estim ated (Then, 1985) th a t shell hydrogen burning, at the base of an extended
H-rich stellar envelope, provides the chief energy source for approxim ately 90% of the time
th a t a sta r is on the AGB. However, when the mass of the helium shell, laid down during
this H-shell burning phase exceeds a critical value (which is dependent upon the mass of
the underlying degenerate C -0 core), then He burning reactions ignite explosively in this
shell, during a so called helium flash, or therm al pulse.
The reactions occurring during a He shell flash, release nuclear energy more rapidly
than it can be carried away from the site of energy production by radiative transfer
alone. A convective flow is initiated, which leads to an expansion in the whole stellar
envelope. This in tu rn causes the ongoing H shell burning reactions in the envelope to be
quenched, with the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium for the star then being m aintained
by quiescent shell He burning, until all of the He w ithin the shell has been exhausted.
W ith the term ination of He shell burning, and the resultant contraction of the inner
envelope, the tem perature climbs high enough to initiate shell H burning in a region
outside of the now enlarged C -0 core and helium envelope, and the whole therm al pulse
cycle repeats once more.
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W hilst a star is undergoing a Helium flash, as much as 20% of the helium in the
shell is converted to 12C and ieO, whilst for stars with relatively small core masses (i.e.
Mcore < 0.7M®) some 13C may be released into the convective envelope above the shell.
The ratio of 12C to 160 being produced during this phase is still rather uncertain, since it
is dependent upon the still uncertain cross section for the reaction (Iben, 1985):

12C -f a — *16 0 + 7

(1.1)

It can be said with certainty though, th at as the am ount of 12C produced is always
greater than the amount of 160 , the main effect of a Helium shell flash is a progressive
enrichment of the 12C content of the envelope (Lam bert, 1989), which is ‘dredged up’ into
each of the progressively higher, but overlapping, convection zones, finally reaching the
steUar surface.
For stars with an appreciable heavy element abundance, the high temperatures gener
ated in the He burning sheH initiated endogenic neutron capture reactions, which can build
up isotopes as heavy as 209Bi. In fact, most nucleides with 24<A<50 are believed to have
been built up by slow neutTon captures (Tayler, 1975), or the s-process, so called because
the average time between captures is many years. It is thought th at the neutron flux,
which is necessary for the reactions to occur at all is probably derived from the exogenic
reactions (e.g. Harwit-^ 1973, Iben & Renzini, 1983):

22N e + 4 H e — >24 M g + n

(1.2)

13C + 4 H e — »16 O + n

(1.3)

and

with the 21Ne and 13C being present in sufficient abundance to seed the neutron flux.
The s-process manufactures appreciable quantities of elements including Sr, Y, Zr, Ba,
Nd and Tc, all of which have been detected in the stellar spectra of some AGB stars. These,
and other elements are most probably created as the result of a series of He Shell flashes.
These flashes initiate a convective behaviour during which the He-rich shell above the
helium burning layer mixes with material from the carbon-rich stellar core, and eventually
even with material from the hydrogen rich stellar envelope which may be convected into
the core regions (Schwarzchild, 1970). In this scenario, 12C and : H yield quantities of 13C,
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which may then produce the neutrons which power the s-process, by reacting with 4He in
the shell. It is interesting to note th at the observed s-process elements on E arth have an
abundance distribution which requires an exponential distribution of neutron exposures,
which the AGB thermal pulse cycle is thought to produce.
The violent events occurring in the core of an AGB star axe reflected in changes which
are observed to occur in the surface chemical composition of the star. M aterial is dredged
up to the stellar surface from the top of the shell burning regions near the stellar core, by
the large scale convective motions which exist throughout the envelope.
The dominant role of the CO molecule in the dissociation equilibrium of carbon and
oxygen, enables spectra of AGB stars with abundance ratios C /0 < 1 (oxygen-rich) to
be distinguished from those with C /0 > 1 (carbon-rich) even at the lowest spectroscopic
resolutions.
The spectra of O-rich stars (which, if on the AGB are predominantly of spectral class
M) axe dominated in the optical region by m etal oxide bands (e.g. TiO, ZrO, YO) whilst
in the near-IR (1-5/im) region, in addition to CO bands, absorption by H 2 O molecular
lines dominates the observed spectra. Optical spectra of the M8 star TY D ra are presented
as Figure 1.3.
For C-rich stars, the observed spectra are completely different to those exhibited by the
O-rich stars. The spectra are dominated by molecular bands of C 2 and CN in the optical,
whilst in the IR, C 2 H 2 and HCN bands are present, in addition to the omnipresent CO
lines. The C-rich stellar envelopes are classified as C stars, on the AGB. A low resolution
optical spectrum of the (C7,2) star WZ Cas is presented as Figure 1.4, for comparison
with the O-rich spectra of TY Dra, shown in Figure 1.3.
Between the spectral types M and C lies a sequence of spectral classifications; MS, S
and SC, which are broadly referred to as the ‘S’ stars. The C /O ratio changes through
these classes from C /O <0.95 in MS stars, through 0 .9 5 < C /0< 0.99 for S stars, to C = 0
(to better than one part in 100) for stars having the SC classification (Ake, 1979; Keenan
& Boeshaar, 1980). In these S spectral classes, bands of s-process oxides, in particular
ZrO and YO become particularly im portant in determining the nature of the emergent
spectra.
The sequence M-MS-S-SC-C is thought to be one of increasing carbon-to-oxygen ratio,
as well as s-process element abundance due to internal processing during evolution on the
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Figure 1.3: Optical spectrum of TY Dra (M8)
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Figure 1.4: Optical spectrum of WZ Cas (C7,2)
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AGB. These conclusions have been drawn on the basis of spectral classification of stars
in the Milky Way galaxy (Ake, 1979; Keenan & Boeshaar, 1980) as well as on the basis
of observational studies of AGB stars in the Magellanic clouds (see review by Lambert,
1989).
However, the precise relationships between the various spectroscopic classes are still
far from clear, and much work remains to be done before a confirmation th at the spec
troscopic sequence represents an evolutionary description of a sta r’s time on the AGB.
Recently, further evidence for evolutionary connections between M and C stars has come
from detailed models for the circumstellar environments which attem pt to match IR and
mm photometric observations of the stellar dust shells (e.g. Chan & Kwok, 1988). These
methods will be further discussed in chapter 6, where models are developed for some C
stars which appear to exhibit ‘fossil’ dust shells th at could have arisen during an earlier
O-rich phase of mass loss.

1.4

M ass loss m echanism s &; th eir role in A G B evolution

The AGB stars studied in this thesis posses circumstellar shells of dust because of the
process of mass loss, which is responsible for driving material from the stellar photosphere
in a cool outflow, or stellar wind as it is often called. The fact th a t many (optically
classified) AGB stars exhibit circumstellar dust emission, is indicative th a t mass loss is
commonplace amongst these stars.
The ultim ate fate of a star is dependent upon competition between two physical pro
cesses; core nuclear reactions, and mass loss from the stellar envelope. If nuclear reactions
manage to accumulate sufficient mass in the core to exceed the Chandrasekhar lim it, then
the star will explode in a supernova, which leaves either a neutron star or a black hole as
the stellar rem nant. If however, mass loss from the stellar surface succeeds in removing
the entire envelope, then the result is the formation of a planetary nebula (PN), leaving as
a rem nant a white dwarf. Given th at for more than 95% of all stars the effective temper
atures on the main sequence are not high enough to cause radiation-driven mass loss, it
can be seen that for most of a stellar lifetime, nuclear burning dominates the evolutionary
process.
However, for a relatively short period, of perhaps 106 years or so, whilst the star is on
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the AGB, its character is radically changed by the process of mass loss. Theoretically the
rate at which an AGB star loses mass increases with its luminosity (Iben, 1985). In turn,
the stellar luminosity increases with the mass of the degenerate C -0 core, and therefore,
as the star evolves along the AGB, the mass loss rate climbs to such an extent that at
the end of the AGB phase, almost all of the m atter in the H-rich envelope outside of the
core has been stripped from the star. The rem nant begins to contract, whilst remaining
at the same luminosity, as the expelled envelope moves away at constant velocity. When
the surface tem perature of the remnant reaches approximately 30,000K, the intense UV
radiation ionizes the expanding shell, and a PN is born. Eventually, the envelope disperses,
and the white dwarf stellar rem nant begins to cool slowly. Were it not for the process of
mass loss on the AGB, every (single) star in the mass range 1.4-10M® would become a
supernova; as it is, it is thought th at all single stars of initial mass less than 10M® will
become white dwarfs.
A comparison of observations with theoretical evolutionary calculations suggests that
significant mass loss only develops after the formation of the degenerate C -0 core, at
the beginning of hydrogen shell burning, which initiates the AGB evolutionary phase.
The end of AGB evolution has been defined (e.g. Kwok, 1987) as the point when the
stellar envelope of the star begins to undergo rapid changes as a result of the depletion
of the envelope mass due to mass loss. The actual value of the critical envelope mass
at which this occurs, is dependent upon the core mass of the star. For a core mass of
0.6M®, Schonberner (1983) estimates th at the mass of the circumstellar envelope will be
« 1 0 -3 M®, with the stellar effective tem perature having climbed to around 5000K. At this
point, AGB mass loss is expected to stop, and for a period, whilst the envelope remains
un-ionised, the object is classed as a proto-planetary nebula.
Although the occurrence of copious mass loss from AGB stars is well established from
observations, the actual mechanism of mass ejection is not yet fully understood. This
is because the near stellar environments, from which the m atter is being expelled, are
complicated, and can rarely be resolved for direct study using ground based observations.
The theoretical mechanisms which drive mass loss in stellar winds have been extensively
reviewed, most recently by Holzer & MacGregor (1985) and Goldberg (1984), whilst Morris
(1987) has reviewed the observational evidence for mechanisms which might drive stellar
winds.
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Although many mechanisms have been suggested, most explanations which have been
presented to explain the phenomenon of mass loss may be divided into one of four groups;
these involve AGB stellar winds being therm ally driven, wave driven, radiation driven or
shock driven.
A thermally driven stellar wind is one in which the driving force is a therm al pressure
gradient. This type of wind was first described by Parker (1958), and has been subse
quently discussed by a number of authors (most recently by W antanabe, 1981). However,
Holzer & MacGregor (1985) have shown th at a therm al mechanism is a very inefficient
way for driving a stellar outflow from cool, low gravity stars such as those on the AGB,
and th a t a therm al mechanism alone cannot drive mass loss from these stars.
A second group of mechanisms may be broadly termed ‘wave driven’ since they utilise
transport of a mechanical energy flux through the stellar atmosphere, usually by small
amplitude waves. If the waves occur in a star with a magnetic field (and all stars on
the AGB are thought to posses at least a nominal magnetic field), they may be either
compressive (e.g. acoustic waves) or non-compressive (e.g. Alfven waves, which exert a
force on a stellar atmosphere because the variation of the wave’s magnetic energy density
in the atmosphere creates a pressure gradient which then drives the m atter away from the
star).
Unfortunately, although acoustic waves driven models have proved good at extending a
stellar atmosphere near its base, they have been shown to steepen quite rapidly into weak
shock fronts which are dissipated within a few pressure scale heights of their initiation
point, and are therefore not able to lift large quantities of stellar material out of a star’s
gravitational field (Hartmann &: MacGregor, 1980).
Alfven waves, (or indeed any non compressive waves) are much less readily damped
in a stellar atmosphere than the compressive waves, and may therefore extend through a
stellar atmosphere over a much larger radial distance. Thus if conditions in the atmosphere
are such th at the non-compressional waves do occur, then it has been shown (Belcher &
Olbert, 1975) th at sufficient energy is available to lift photospheric material into an escape
trajectory from the stellar gravitational field. The key question in determining whether
Alfven waves are responsible for driving a stellar wind, is whether sufficient magnetic
energy density is present in the atmospheres of the AGB stars to create conditions which
can drive a stellar wind. It is thought th at Alfven wave energy flux densities of some 105 B 0
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erg cm - 2 s_1, with Bo being at least

10

gauss (Holzer & MacGregor, 1985) are required for

this to be an effective mass loss mechanism. There are very few available measurements
of the magnetic fields strengths for AGB stars, and until such measurements do become
available, the role th at Alfven wave driven winds play in mass loss will remain uncertain.
The third mechanism th at has been suggested as a way of creating outflow from AGB
stars is to have the outflow driven by shock waves. Many stars whose atmospheres are
sufficiently dusty to have a strong coupling between the stellar radiation field and the
atmosphere itself, also exhibit some degree of pulsational activity, as may be seen by in
spection of the light curve of any AGB star. It has been argued (e.g. Jura, 1984) that
regular pulsations could produce large-amplitude shock waves which then propagate out
wards through a stellar atmosphere, eventually allowing material to escape from the stellar
gravitational field simply because of the heat and momentum donated to the atmosphere
by the passage of such a shock.
Pulsation driven shocks have proved, in theoretical studies, to be particularly efficient
in driving mass loss from stars th at exhibit regular pulsations, such as m ira type variables
(Wood, 1979). However, many stars on the AGB do not show regular pulsations, and
there is also the fact th a t large amplitude shock waves are inherently non-steady (Holzer
& MacGregor, 1985) which therefore necessitates modelling a stellar wind by viewing the
average effect of quasi-periodic shocks as a steady process, if a steady state mass outflow
from a star is to be obtained. Other uncertainties involved in modelling a pulsation driven
shock stem from not knowing whether adiabatic or isothermal shocks would arise from the
original pulsations.
The true description of a shock driven stellar wind probably lies somewhere between
adiabatic and isothermal cases, and would require a detailed treatm ent of the energy bal
ance in the moving atmosphere (Willson, 1981), which is a difficult task, that has only
recently (e.g. Bowen, 1989) become feasible. However, it is clear from various theoreti
cal treatm ents, th at whilst the case for the involvement of stellar pulsations in the mass
loss process is actually quite strong, pulsations alone can not account for the observed
stellar outflows, since the mass loss rates generated by the best models (e.g. Willson &
Bowen, 1986) are still much lower than those derived observationally. Skinner & W hit
more (1988a,b) have more recently suggested th at radial pulsations may not be the primary
mechanism in driving the mass outflow from M supergiant stars, on the basis of no corre
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lation between the derived mass loss rates for a sample of stars, and either the period or
the amplitude of their optical variabilities.
Another method of driving mass away from the star is to utilise the power of the star’s
own radiation field to drive away m atter from its envelope; schemes which attem pt to do
this may be grouped under the heading of ‘radintively driven’ outflows. Any radiatively
driven wind needs a mechanism to couple the radiation field to the stellar material. For the
hot O and B stars, with high UV fluxes, and atmospheres rich in UV resonance lines, the
good spectral m atch between the stellar radiation field and the atmospheric line opacity
provide the coupling mechanism which drives the mass loss. This mechanism can not, of
course apply for the cool stars on the AGB.
For such cool stars, two alternative coupling mechanisms have been suggested. A
molecular coupling analogue to the hot star mechanism has been suggested by Fix &
Alexander (1974) where the cool star radiation field, peaking in the near-IR couples with
the molecular line opacity in the same spectroscopic region to provide the driving force,
although no quantitative evidence was supplied as to how molecules could provide a suf
ficiently link between stellar radiation field and material in the envelope.
Another coupling mechanism for cool stars, which has gained favour recently is that
radiation pressure on dust grains could prove sufficient to drive the stellar wind. As
mentioned above, the envelopes of AGB stars are known to exhibit emission from solid
circumstellar dust grains. A number of authors (e.g. Gehrz & Woolf, 1971, Kwok, 1975,
Jura, 1984) have provided scenarios, all of which envisage grains nucleating and growing
in the outer photospheric layers of the star. The grains experience an outward force from
the stellar radiation field, and the friction between grains and envelope, drags the envelope
along with the grains, as the radiation pressure drives them away from the star.
In order to match the (observationally derived) high mass loss rates for some AGB
stars, it is necessary for the dust to condense relatively near to the photospheric surface,
in order th at sufficient dust ‘surface area’ is available to drag along the surrounding gas.
Unfortunately, in the most detailed static models presented to date (e.g. Willson & Bowen,
1986) the dust condensation point occurs at a large radial distance from the stellar surface,
where densities have fallen too low to allow dust to be very efficient at dragging along the
surrounding gas. Thus, once again, although there is good observational evidence that
dust does play a m ajor role in the mass loss process, it cannot alone account for the mass
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loss observed from cool staxs.
The fact th at no single mechanism has as yet been identified which can explain all of
the observed aspects of mass loss from AGB stars has lead to some attem pts to create
models for mass loss which utilise more than one of the four methods discussed above to
drive stellar outflows. For example Morris (1987) qualitatively proposed a ‘2 step’ process,
whereby pulsational shocks drive material from the stellar photosphere, to a point where
dust condenses, and then radiation pressure from the central star drives the dust grains,
and the coupled circumstellar gas, away from the star in a cool, low velocity wind.
Alternatively, Skinner & W hitmore (1988) propose th at Alfven waves, generated in a
turbulent photosphere may provide the necessary boost for m aterial which allows sufficient
quantities to escape, later for dusty blobs to condense, and hence a large scale mass outflow
to begin. Other mechanisms have also been proposed, but, as yet, no real *

has

been reached, and most of the ideas th at have been presented have been in qualitative
rather than in quantitative form.
It is hoped th at the models presented in chapters 4, 5 and

6

may go some way towards

helping in the understanding of the chemical nature, and the quantities of dust which form
around AGB stars, and th at future work, incorporating these results will enable a much
clearer idea to be obtained about the nature of the processes which drive stellar mass loss.
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C hapter 2

R ad iative transfer in
circum stellar envelopes
2.1

Introd u ction

In this chapter, previously published techniques used to solve the equation of radiative
transfer in spherically symmetric circumstellar envelopes containing dust grains are re
viewed and the method adopted for use in this thesis, namely the generalised two stream
Eddington approximation, is briefly described. The adopted technique allows the calcula
tion of emergent spectra and apparent surface brightness profiles for spherically symmetric
envelopes containing multiple sized dust grains composed of multiple chemical components.

2.2

T he effect o f dust upon radiation transfer in circum 
stellar environm ents

The presence of dust grains in a circumstellar envelope affects the transfer of radiation
through th a t envelope in several distinct ways. Grains diminish the intensity of radiation
incident upon them, both by direct absorption within the grain particle, and by scattering
radiation out of the line of sight to an observer. Grains also cause a retardation in the
phase of any radiation th at interacts with them.
The extinction and phase retardation caused by dust grains can be attributed to a
complex refractive index, m, which may be written:
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rh = n + ik

(2 .1 )

where n and k (the ‘dust optical constants’) are the grain refractive and absorptive
indices respectively. Some workers prefer to work with the grain dielectric function, or
perm ittivity of the material e, which is given by:

e=

+ ie2

( 2 .2 )

£i = n 2 —k 2

(2-3)

e2 = 2 nk

(2-4)

where

and

Values for n and k, or

and e2, for proposed grain materials may be derived either

via laboratory reflectivity measurements (e.g. Kratschmer & Huffmann, 1979) or from as
tronomical observations (e.g. Volk & Kwok, 1988). Various proposed grain compositions,
and their derived optical constants will be discussed in chapter 3 for the different chemical
environments found in the outer regions of atmospheres of red giant stars.
Once a set of optical constants has been found, by whatever means, for a grain m ate
rial, they may be used to calculate the scattering and absorption cross sections (measures
of the amount of radiation removed from an incident beam by the dust grain) for parti
cles of any size composed of th at m aterial, using Mie theory. This is a classical theory
which solves Maxwells’ equations at the boundary of a particle, regarding the particle as
a continuous medium. Usable formulae have been calculated th at give the absorption and
scattering cross sections (Ca&s(a,^) and Caca(a,i/) respectively) for a variety of astronomi
cally interesting grain shapes, including spheres, infinite cylinders and concentric spherical
particles composed of different materials (Van de Hulst, 1957; Wickramasinghe, 1973).
Knowledge of Caba(a,i/) and Csca(a,i/) is crucial to the radiative transfer calculations
involved in modelling circumstellar dust envelopes. These param eters are both functions
of grain radius, a, and frequency, r/, and have units of area. They may be related to the
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more often quoted efficiency factors for absorption and scattering, Qa6 «(a,i^) and QaCa(a,^)
by dividing them by the grain geometrical cross section. Thus, for spherical grains:

Q M “, ‘' ) = Cab’7T(a2’
a 2 '/)

(2.5)

Q,«,(<>■,v ) = C’a‘{Y
7ra2 )

(2.6)

and

In principle, were circumstellar dust shells composed of grains whose sizes and composi
tions were identical, knowledge of Qabs and Qaca would lead directly and straightforwardly
to a measurement of the total dust opacity, provided the number density of grains as a
function of distance from the central star was also known. In this idealised case, and
indeed generally, the total extinction caused by dust grains, Kext(u,i), is given by the sum
of opacities due to absorption and scattering:

Kext{v, r) = Kabs(u, r) + nsca{v, r )

(2.7)

K a b s — ^ d ( ^ ) Q a 6 a ( ® ? l/'j'KQi

(2 .8 )

where

with n</ being the number density of grains at radial distance r from the central star.
However, as will be discussed more extensively in the following chapter, there is now
strong observational (e.g. M athis, Rumpl & Nordsieck, MRN, 1977) and theoretical (e.g.
Biermann & H arwitt, 1980) evidence th at dust grains in the circumstellar envelopes of
red giant stars do not all have identical sizes; rather there appears to be a distribution
of grain sizes.

In somecases, grains of different chemical compositions may

be present

simultaneously in the same dust shell, and thus in the most general case, the total dust
extinction opacity must be calculated in a circumstellar envelope where multiple grain
sizes and components are present.
Assuming th at the grain size distribution may be represented by a power law with
index p, such th at the number density of grains with radius a, per grain radius interval is
given by, for an i component dust model, then
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7i'(a,

r) = nlg(r)a p

a\ < a < a.2

(2-9)

with ai and a 2 being the lower and upper limits to grain radii for the size distribution
being used.
Hoare & Clegg (1988) have derived the following expression for the constant n^, which
determines the absolute number density of dust grains at radial distance r:

„ j (r) =
3

*-P
4jr a*4-") - a*4- ”'

(2.10)
y\oAO

where m ^/m // is the dust to hydrogen ratio by
the more commonly used dust to gas ratio, for a

Pi

(which is equal to 1.4 times
helium abundance of

0 .1

by number

relative to hydrogen), m # is the mass of the hydrogen nucleus, and pj, is the density of
the grain material. n # (r) is the number density of hydrogen nuclei, which may be derived
from a knowledge of the expansion velocity of the stellar wind. It is given by:

nH W = 4 * r 2 „ « Mm „

(2-U )

with M being the stellar mass loss rate, p. is the mean molecular mass of the gas in
the outflow, and v(r) the outflow velocity of the stellar wind at radial distance r from the
star. In practice the velocity of grains in the stellar wind v(r), is not known accurately as
a function of radial distance for many stars, and the wind terminal velocity, Uqq is often
substituted for v(r). Adoption of Voo as the dust outflow velocity throughout the dust shell
has the advantage th a t its value may be fairly easily derived via observations of molecular
emission lines from the stellar envelope, but its substitution into the expression used to
calculate n //(r) could lead to inaccuracies in the calculated number densities, especially
in the inner regions of a circumstellar envelope, where the dust grains, once they have
condensed from the stellar wind, may still be being accelerated. In the few cases where
the velocity fields in a stellar outflow have been studied, as a function of distance from the
central star, the observations are contradictory as to the radial distance at which gas and
dust in the outflow reaches terminal velocity. A detailed study of the velocities of masers
in the envelope of the O-rich supergiant star VX Sgr (Chapman & Cohen, 1986) suggested
that material in the envelope did not reach term inal velocity until it had reached a radial
distance of several hundred stellar radii, whilst an analysis of the envelope dynamics of
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the C-rich envelope associated with the C star IRC+10°216 using observations of the CO
first overtone bands at 2 /zm (Keady, Hall & Ridgeway, 1988) found th at terminal velocity
was achieved by material at distances as small as ten stellar radii.
Given that dust grains are predicted to condense from stellar winds at tem peratures in
the range 1000-2000K, depending upon grain composition, and th at these temperatures
are found at radial distances of 2-5 stellar radii, depending upon the adopted model
(Chan & Kwok, 1988; Rowan-Robinson et al., 1986), it is im portant to be aware that
adoption of v

as the velocity throughout the stellar envelope could introduce errors

into the predicted grain number densities, at least in the warmer, inner regions of the
circumstellar environments under study.
W ith the adoption of v ^ at the velocity at all points in the envelope, combining
equations 2.10 and 2.11, and integrating 2.9 over the grain size distribution, an expression
is obtained for the number density of grains at any radial distance from the star with mass
loss rate m, for dust component i:
, _ 3(md/ m gy
1 ’~

4-p

m

a ^ ~ p) - a (11~l>)

4 4- p> - 4 4- p> *■*«*,

1- V

,

.

c }

The expression for the total absorption opacity for i dust components may then be
written:

Kaba(v,r) = 5 3 /
j

7ra2 Q a 6 ,(a ,^ K (a ,r)d a

(2.13)

and an analogous result may be derived for the total scattering opacity, K3ca(u,i) by
substituting Q,ca(a,i/) for Qats(a,^) into the expression.

2.3

T he equation o f radiative transfer

As described in the previous section, dust grains in circumstellar envelopes absorb and
scatter incident radiation. Radiation absorbed by the grains increases their therm al energy,
and may be re-emitted, and the effect of this therm al radiation upon other grains in the
shell must be accounted for, if a realistic model for radiation transfer through the dust
shell is to be developed. The ultim ate goal of radiative transfer model calculations is
to calculate accurately the circumstellar grain tem peratures, and solve the equation of
radiative transfer in order to predict the emergent flux from a circumstellar envelope.
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These processes have to be done simultaneously, because it is the IR radiation from hot
dust nearer the star which heats the cooler grains at larger radial distances.
The one dimensional time independent equation of radiative transfer, for a spherical
dust shell may be written:
dlJr.u)
1 —u2 d l J r . a )
,
. _ .
.
.
M
+—
d i i ~ -K*xt(v,r)Iv(rip) + ]{y,r)

.

(2.14)

j(v, r) is the volume emissivity per unit solid angle. It is given by:

jfar)

=

X ! / ™ 2Qabs(vi a)B»(T}(a,r))n'(a,r)da
i Jai
ra2
^ r+1
+
Ta2Qtsca(J' , a)n'(ai r )2 J x

;

;

;

(2.15)

Vrt4iere the first summation term arises due to thermal emission from the grains, whilst
\
the second is due to scattered light within the dust shell. R[,(a, fi,
is a scattering
redistribution function, which denotes

the probability th at a photon incident upon a grain

from direction / / will be scattered into direction //. It is normalised in such a way that:
1 f +1
- /
R\,(a,cos0)dcos9 = 1

(2.16)

2 7-i

with 9 being the angle through which the photon scattering occurred.
Unfortunately, the value of the scattering redistribution function (or the phase func
tion) is difficult to determine from astronomical observations. Rather, workers have often
attem pted to measure the asymmetry param eter, or mean cosine of the scattering angle,
g(a, u), for dust in a variety of sources. It is defined by:

1 r+1
gl(a, v) = - I
cos9R]/(a,cos6)dcos9

(2.17)

2 7-i

The quantity g(a,u) is a measure of the amount of forward scattering, whose value
varies from zero if scattering is purely isotropic in nature, to unity for the case where a
phase function is such th at scattering is purely in the forward direction. Values for g have
been estimated from studies of dust grains in reflection nebulae in the UV and optical
regions of the spectrum. For the nebulosity NGC 7023, W itt et al. (1984) varied in value
from 0.63 at 5515A to 0.25 at the UV wavelength of 1400A. In the optical region, studies
of other reflection nebulae, such as that associated with the star Merope in the Pleiades
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(M artin, 1978 and references therein) again suggested a forward throwing phase function,
w ith measured values all suggesting that g >0.5. However, as pointed out by M artin
(1978), the use of reflection nebulae does not provide reliable values for g , since there are
uncertainties in the geometries in the systems being studied.
Better constraints have been placed upon g via studies of the surface brightness profiles
of dark nebulae, such as the ‘thum bprint nebula’ in Chamaeleon (Fitzgerald et aZ., 1976),
where a value of «0.7 was derived for g at the wavelength of the Johnson B filter. However,
such studies are few and far between, and the value of g is just not known very well for
many astronomical environments.
A relationship between the phase function and asymmetry param eter may be derived,
by expanding the phase function in a Legendre polynomial series (Chandrasekhar, 1960):
L

Rl(a,

with a b e i n g

mu) «

5 Ka ’
(2-18)
l=o
coefficients in the series expansion. The observations currently

available do not merit consideration of more than the first two terms in the expansion (i.e.
L = l). From the normalisation condition given in the equation for Hj/(a,/x,/x#), the first
coefficient in the series expansion, ao is zero, whilst the second isrelated to the asymmetry
param eter by &\=2g (Leung, 1975).
Thus

£ |,(a ,/z ,//) = 1 + 30‘(a, i/)/z/Z

(2.19)

and the expression for the volume emissivity term in the transfer equation then be
comes.

j(v,r)

=

H /
i

* a2Qab»(vi a)s v(Td i( a , r ) ) n \ a ,r ) d a

[a2
+J„(r) /
Ja\
+LiHu( r ) Y ^ f
,•

7ra2g ; ca(i/,a)35f,( a ,i /) n ‘(a ,r ) d a

(2.20)

Jai

where

M r ) = \ J 1 h{r,p)dlJL
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(2.21)

is the average (zero order moment) of the specific intensity over all solid angles, and
is known as the mean intensity, whilst

S v(r ) = ^ J i f i I v(r i /i)dfjL

(2.22)

is the first order moment, commonly called the Eddington flux.

Following Hoare

(1988), the terms BI/(r) and Kani(u,r) are introduced, for the total therm al emission and
anisotropic components of scattering respectively, such that:

B(r) = J 2 [
i

* a2Qaba(ui a)B i'(Td(ai r ))nt(air)da

(2.23)

and

Kani(v,r) = J 2 /
i

™ 2 <2‘ca(i/,a)30’(a,i/)da

(2-24)

with these terms, the expression for volume emissivity becomes:

j(v, r) = B v{r) + Ksca(u, r)Ju(r) + Kani ( ^ r ) ^ H v{r)

(2.25)

which leads to a final expression for the equation of radiative transfer in a multiple
grain component circumstellar envelope containing dust grains in an (as yet) arbitrary
power law size distribution: This is

dIJr.u)
1 — a2 d l J r . i i )
A* x
+ -------------or
r
o[L

=

,

x_ ,

x

-

,

x

- K ext(v, r)Iu(r, fi) + B v(r)

4“f^sca {y, r)Jy(r) + ^ani (v,r)iiH„(r)

2.4

(2.26)

Solutions to th e equation o f radiative transfer

There have been many published numerical methods for solving the equation of radiative
transfer, and reviews of the relative merits and approximations utilised by a variety of
authors may be found in Rowan-Robinson (1982), Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1986) and
Bode (1988).
To date, the most comprehensive amongst the plethora of published models, in that
they have been used with some degree of success to model the emergent flux from optically
thick circumstellar shells have been those derived from original work by Leung (1975),
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Rowan-Robinson (1980) and Rogers and Martin (1984,1986). Since the method of solution
used in this work differs from all of these, the rationale for adoption of (yet another) method
of solving the equation of radiative transfer will be justified in terms of deficiencies in
each of these modelling techniques, and the need for a radiative transfer technique that
overcomes these deficiencies.
Leung (1975) used a quasi-diffusion method (QDM) to determine the emergent flux
from a dust shell with either a planar or spherically symmetric dust shell. The method
assumed the radiation field in the dust shell to be isotropic, with a source function deter
mined from the solution of a set of moment and energy balance equations. The derived
source function was then used to solve for the angular

of the radiation field,

using an iterative ray tracing method, which could include the effects of anisotropic scatter
ing. The original Leung paper provided a rapid numerical method for solving the equation
of radiative transfer, though as originally implemented did have a number of limitations in
that it neglected the effect of radiative back-warming upon the star, and it assumed that
the radiation field at the inner edge of the dust shell was isotropic (Mitchell Sz Robinson,
1978; Rowan-Robinson, 1980). These limitations were overcome in later adaptations of
the QDM method and it has been used with some success to model the envelope of the star
IRC+10°216 (Le Bertre 1987, 1988) for an envelope which was assumed to be composed
of single sized grains of a single chemistry.
Rowan-Robinson (1980) described an alternative method to solve the equation of radia
tive transfer, and the method was applied to circumstellar shells around M-stars (RowanRobinson & Harris, 1983a; Rowan-Robinson et al. 1986) and C-stars (Rowan-Robinson
k Harris, 1983b, Rowan-Robinson et al. 1986). The method, which Rowan-Robinson
calls ‘exact’ (in th a t it does not ignore any terms in the equations, and accounts for the
effect of multiple anisotropic scattering) involves calculation of the radiation field inten
sity as a function of frequency and direction at a grid of radial points (‘depth points’)
throughout a dust shell, by integrating along rays through the shell, and then iterating
to calculate the dust tem perature distribution until conditions of radiative balance and
flux conservation are satisfied. It has recently been extended to cope with axi-symmetric
circumstellar geometries and a single grain size model has been presented for the disk
shapes envelope of the star VY CMa (Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson, 1990). However,
the Rowan-Robinson models share at least one limitation with those of Leung, in that the
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modelling process does not allow account to be taken of external heating sources (e.g. the
interstellar radiation field) upon grains in the outer envelope (Bode, 1988). Also, both
the Leung and Rowan-Robinson techniques use rays, in which the description of radiative
transfer along each of many parallel rays provides one of the set of ordinary differential
equations which are then solved. Ray techniques have been criticised by Rogers*(1984)
who identified some cases where a single grid being the basis of both angular and radial
grids did not provide an optimum way of studying angular and radial variations of the
radiation field simultaneously.
One (non ray) method of solution which does allow the effect of external heating
sources to be introduced into models is the ‘half range m om ent’ method (M artin et al.,
1984, Rogers & M artin 1986) which has thus far only been used to model the circumstellar
environment of one star, th at being IRC-flO°216 (M artin Sz Rogers, 1987). This method
involves recasting the partial-differential equation of transfer into a set of ordinary differ
ential equations for the angular moments of the intensity over two angular hemispheres.
A closure relation is used to complete the set of differential equations, which when repre
sented by finite differences result in an algebraic system of equations which may be solved
to give the tem perature distributions and flux throughout the dust shell via the method
given in Rybicki (1971).
However, all three of the methods described above have only ever been applied to
dust shells which are assumed to be composed of a single component of dust, with grains
all of the same size. It will be shown in the next chapter th at there is strong evidence
for multiple size grains of different compositions being present in a single circumstellar
envelope, and if a realistic description is to be offered of this scenario, then the radiative
transfer methods adopted must be able to incorporate dust shells composed of multiple
grain components comprising grains with a distribution of sizes. Admittedly, both Leung
(1975) and Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (1990) have described how multiple size dust
grains may be incorporated into their methods, although results for real stars have not
been forthcoming in either case. Multiple grain component models (albeit with dust shells
assumed to be composed of single sized grains) have been constructed by Sarazin (1978),
Mitchell & Robinson (1978) and Tielens & de Jong (1979) in attem pts to model the
opacities in the HII regions associated with Orion,

77

Car and W 3A /IRSI respectively,

although in all cases, simplifications in the adopted solution techniques for the radiative
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transfer made these models inapplicable to optically thick dust shells.
To date, the most comprehensive models for circumstellar environments have been
those offered by Hoare (1988) for the HII region G45.13 +0.14A, by Hoare h Clegg (1988)
for the O-rich planetary nebula DDDM-1 , and by Hoare (1990) for the C-rich envelope
around

2

further PN. These models do incorporate multiple grain components and multiple

dust sizes, and utilise a numerical technique to solve the equation of radiative transfer
first used by Haisch (1979). The availability of a version of the numerical code at UCL
developed by Hoare (1988) from the original Haisch version, coupled with its advantageous
incorporation of multi-size grains into a multiple component model led to its adoption for
this thesis.

2.5

T he stream ed Eddington approxim ation

The streamed Eddington approximation assumes th a t a radiation field may be described
by a number of directed streams, which simulate the true variation of intensity as a
function of angle within a dust shell. In the simplest case, the field is assumed to consist
of just two streams, one directed radially outwards, denoted by

the other directed

radially inwards, denoted as I j ’(r). In spherical geometry this is equivalent to dividing the
radiation field into two hemispheres, and assuming th at the Eddington factor (/„ = K u/ J u)
has a value of one third. In this idealised case, the cosine of the angle dividing the two
hemispheres measured from the outward directed normal, denoted /zr has a value of zero.
In spherical geometry, as one moves outwards through the dust shell, and the distance from
the source of the radiation increases, the radiation field becomes more outward peaked
(i.e. /ir —►1 , f y —* 1 ).
The simple case of the so called ‘two stream ’ Eddington approximation was generalised
by Unno Sz Kondo (1976). The generalisation accounted for the geometrical dilution
of the radiation field as a function of optical depth by allowing /zr to be positionally
dependant, with the positional dependance being determined by an approximate solution
to the equation of radiative transfer.
Haisch (1979) developed the method of Unno & Kondo for model dust shell calcula
tions in spherical geometry. The method presented by Haisch fully took into account the
effects of non-isotropic scattering, absorption and thermal re-emission in shells composed
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of multiple sized dust grains. The numerical code of Haisch has been further developed
by Hoare (1988) to a state where it allows for a continuous (as opposed to a discrete)
grain size distribution, and also incorporates multiple dust components into the modelling
process.
Although the details of the numerical implementation of the generalised two stream
Eddington approximation have been given by Haisch (1979) and Hoare (1988), a brief
summary of the differential equations and techniques of numerical solution will be given
below, since models calculated later in this thesis use an updated version of the numerical
code. In any case, the version of the code described by Hoare was used specifically to
model the environments of PN and HII regions, and a number of changes were made to
his numerical code to bring it into a form where it could be usefully employed to model the
circumstellar environments of red giant stars, and these (albeit small) changes are worthy
of discussion in the light of the equations of which they aid the solution.
Unno & Kondo (1976) define the specific intensity in the two stream Eddington ap
proximation by:

( m\) -—
Cr M

I

M
C M

1

- M - Pr

1 1 17\
(2.27)

Mr > M > “ I

with Mr being defined as the cosine of the angle dividing the two radiation streams.
After taking the first four moments, Ju, E v^ K l/ and N v of the specific intensity, which
were defined by integral relations of the form:

(2-28)
for n=0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively, yielded the relations

(r) =

+ 2 ^ r , i i ) E v(r))

(2.29)

and
^ ( r ) = - ( l + ^ (r ,M ) W r )

(2.30)

Three differential equations may then be obtained by taking the first three moments
of the equation of radiative transfer. These may be written (Hoare, 1988):

“
( r 2 I , ( r ) ) = - K abs{v, r)Ju(r) + Bu(r)
r *• ar
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(2.31)

dJr,

2
d ,
1
+ ^ 3 ^ ( r Hr(r,v)Hv(r)) = - 3 (Kext(u,r) - - K ani( v, r)) H u(r)

(2.32)

and
= 1 - /f lr ,« 0 _ 2 1 + 3 ^ M ) _ 1
d
rnr(r, v)
3 4/zr (r,i/) r2Hu{r)dr

dr

2

_
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2

3

These equations then being solved for «7„(r), H u(r ) and /ir (r,z/) using the same boundary
conditions as Haisch (1979).
The first boundary condition is that at the inner radius of the dust envelope, the
outward

stream is defined by the solid angle subtended by the stellar disk. i.e. (at all

frequencies):

M r(r.„)= ( l - ( J ) T

(2.34)

As noted by Haisch, the intensity in the outward stream is th a t of the stellar surface;
this provides a second boundary condition, as:
(n „) = 4* = M r in) + ] + ^
in)2B„(rin)
1 H'rVin)
where I* can.either be th at given by a blackbody whose tem perature is equivalent

(2.35)
to the

energy source at the centre of the dust shell, or via use of a stellar modelatmosphere,
should one be available.
The third boundary condition may be derived from the assumption th at at the outer
boundary of the dust shell, there is no external radiation field. Thus:
I v {Tout)
Iu{rout) aO = < I u { Tout)

1

^

^ A^r

A*r ^ A4 ^ 0

(2.36)

0 > fj, > —1

0

This effectively ignores the contribution of the interstellar radiation field, and its heating
effect upon dust grains in the outer regions of the circumstellar envelope. This is obviously
an approximation whose importance must be considered in the light of the results pre
sented by Rogers et al. (19S^) and Rogers Sz M artin (1984) whose models do incorporate
the effect of an external

radiation field upon dust in the outer regions of the envelope.

However, ignoring for a moment the possible inaccuracies introduced by ignoring any
external radiation field, the third boundary condition may be written:
Urout) = 7

1 + A*r(»W ,I/)
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(2-37)

The three equations are solved numerically after initially guessing at an initial value
for /xr (r, i/i), the angular dependence of the radiation field at the lowest frequency and at a
run of Td(a, r), the tem perature of the dust grains as a function of radial distance from the
star, throughout the dust shell. These initial guesses are not as difficult to make as it may
seem from first inspection of the problem. At the lowest frequencies, the optical depth of
the circumstellar envelope due to dust grains, and the therm al emission from the grains,
diminishes, and thus stellar emission becomes the dominant contributor to the radiation
field. Therefore, an initial guess as to the value of

the lowest frequency being

modelled, may be obtained, since it is given simply by the geometrical dilution undergone
by the radiation at the radial distance from the star:

»r{r,Vl)initial = ^

^

(2-38)

An initial guess as to a value for Td(a,r) is obtained by calculating (approximately) the
radial distance from the star at which the warmest (smallest radius) dust grains reach
their condensation tem perature, and then assuming th at the grain tem perature falls off
in proportion to the half power of its radial distance from the star, throughout the radial
grid.
After making initial guesses at n r(r,v) and T j(a, r), equations 2.31 and 2.32 were
solved for

and H Ul via m atrix inversion. The values obtained were then used to solve

Atr ( r ,t/i) in equation 2.33, by using a predictor-corrector method originating at the inner
boundary of the dust shell. The process is then iterated until convergence of //r (r,i/) is
obtained, which takes between 3 and 4 iterations.
Once values for Ju(r), H u(r) and fir(r,u) have been obtained for the first frequency
point, the initial guess at /z(r, u) for the next frequency point can be made from the
previously converged value. The entire process is repeated until converged values have
been obtained for all fir(r,v).
W ith the achievement of converged values of the three quantities Ju(r), H v(r) and
/ir(r, v) for all frequencies, a tem perature correction procedure, developed by Haisch
(1979), but extended by Hoare (1988) to incorporate multiple dust components, was
used to calculate dust temperatures throughout the dust shell. This procedure utilises
the conservation of frequency integrated spherical flux relies upon the fact that the ‘true’
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integrated flux, E T(r) may be calculated from:
S T(r) = H ( t ) + A S ( r ) = ( ^ ) * 3 ri„

(2.39)

for rin < r < r ^ t , as opposed to integrating E„ over frequency. The value of A E( r )
is used by the tem perature correction procedure to calculate the grain temperatures as
a function of radial distance. These newly calculated grain tem peratures may then be
used to solve for Jv(r,v), E v(r) and //r (r, v) again, and the entire process of temperature
correction is iterated until converged values of grain temperatures are obtained within the
dust shell, which can take up to 5 iterations.

2.6

Surface brightness profiles

A development by Hoare (1988) of the Haisch (1979) numerical code which was not in
corporated into the original work as given by Haisch, was to incorporate the ability to
calculate surface brightness profiles. This technique offers an additional (and powerful)
m ethod of deriving the physical properties of circumstellar envelopes by comparing the
model surface brightness profiles directly with spatially resolved observations of an astro
nomical source.
The method used by Hoare (1988) involves calculating the model surface brightness
at a point p,

by integrating the emission along a series of rays in the line of sight

direction to an observer, in a way analogous to the im pact param eter technique described
by Leung (1976). For an optically thick circumstellar envelope it is the source function,
Sv(r ) = j ( v , r ) / K ext(r,v) which is integrated along each of a series of rays, th at when
taken in unison give a surface brightness profile, for a spatially resolved source.
In the case of spatially resolved observations of a source being obtained with an in
strum ental beam width whose size is comparable with that of the angular size of the
source under observation, then the beam profile must be convolved with the model surface
brightness profile in order to compare the model directly with observation. In the method
described by Hoare, and adopted here, all instrum ental beam profiles used to make spa
tially resolved observations were assumed to be two dimensional Gaussians, with a profile
symmetrical in shape about the beam centre.
As well as comparing models with spatially resolved observations, the convolution
technique used by Hoare is of use in correcting observed fluxes, derived from the literature,
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made with finite (known) beam sizes, for the effects due to a beam being smaller than
a source (if the angular diameter of the instrum ental beam is smaller than the angular
size of a source on the sky, then some flux from the source outside of the beam may be
effectively ‘lost’ and an underestim ate made of the actual source flux).

2.7

T he accuracy o f th e generalised tw o stream approxi
m ation

Rowan-Robinson (1982) has questioned the accuracy of the generalised two stream Ed
dington approximation as given by Unno & Kondo (1976), since some of the true intensity
distributions calculated by his ‘exact’ numerical models (Rowan-Robinson, 1980) did not
resemble a two stream case. However, Petrosian & Dana (1980) have investigated the
relative accuracies of QDM models (similar, though not identical in implementation with
those used by Rowan-Robinson) and models calculated using a modified Eddington ap
proximation for the case of radiative transfer in the case of an optically thick dusty nebula.
It was found th a t the Eddington approxim ation provided results of comparable accuracy
to those obtained using the QDM technique in a fax shorter computational time. The work
of Hoare & Clegg (1988) and Hoare (1990) in using the 2 stream Eddington approximation
to model dust in the neutral regions of planetary nebulae has also proved the technique
useful in obtaining self consistent models for ionised nebulae.
The neglect of the interstellar radiation field, which is implicit in the adoption

of

the second boundary condition for solving the moment equations is in fact a common
assumption used in radiative transfer modelling of circumstellar envelopes, and to date,
only M artin & Rogers (1987) have incorporated its effects into a model for the carbon
star IRC-flO°216. Though the component proved to have negligible effect upon the model
fluxes in the wavelength region studied by M artin & Rogers (which was surprising when
one considers th a t the interstellar radiation field ultimately constrains the outer radius of
the circumstellar dust envelope), there was some evidence th at it needed to be incorporated
to explain surface brightness observations at wavelengths of 0.55/mi. However, the actual
value of the intensity of the interstellar radiation field, as a function of both frequency
and of spatial location in the galaxy is far from certain, and there is some doubt that
the intensity of the field measured in the solar neighbourhood (e.g. M athis, Mezger &:
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Panagia, 1983) may be applied generally within the galaxy. It was therefore decided that
for the purposes of this project, attem pting to incorporate a model for the interstellar
radiation field would introduce an unnecessary complication into an already complicated
modelling process, and its quantitative effects would therefore be ignored.

2.8

N um erical im plem entation o f th e code

At the outset of this thesis, the code was available in a fortran - 6 6 version implemented
upon the University of London Computer Centre (ULCC) Cray-lS mainframe computer.
This version was th at adapted by Hoare (1988) from the original coding by Haisch (1979),
and in practice, a typical model for a dusty nebula, comprising 200 radial grid points, 90
frequency points, and 20 grain sizes, took about 5 minutes of cpu to iterate to convergence
over 4 frequency and 4 tem perature iterations (Hoare, 1988).
The reason for the original implementation of the code upon the Cray was that, at
the time of implementation, the speed of the UCL Starlink VAX 11-780 was such that
a similar model would have taken some 2 hours of processor time. The speed of mini
computers has increased dramatically over the past few years though, and the /iVax 3800
computer currently installed at the UCL Starlink node is a factor 3.8 faster (A Fish,
private communication) in cpu time than the 11/780. If this is coupled with the fact that
the ULCC Cray is run on a batch schedule basis, where even small jobs may take as long
as

1 2

hours to be processed and returned to the user, it can be seen th a t the proposition

of implementing the numerical code upon the Starlink /iVax became very attractive.
Thus, during late 1987,1 completely re-wrote and re-optimised the code, in Vaxfortran77 and implemented it upon the Starlink //Vax. In performing the transfer, a number of
modifications were made to the numerical code as implemented by Hoare, which improved
its usefulness in modelling circumstellar envelopes. The principal modification involved
adapting the code to allow for different condensation tem peratures for grains of different
components. As implemented by Hoare, the code did allow for a dust shell to be composed
of multiple dust components, but all dust components had to share the same radial grid,
beginning and ending at identical inner and outer radii. This could, in practice, lead to
some non realistic models. For example in a model comprised of a multiple component
dust shell, the inner radius of the shell was determined by the condensation temperature
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of the more refractory grain component, and all other dust components were assumed to
condense at th at point in the shell. This could lead to situations in which dust grains
existed, and their effects upon radiation transport through the circumstellar shell were
accounted for in models, in cases where in a ‘real’ dust shell the grains had not actually
condensed.
In the modified version of the code, the inner radius of the shell was still determined
by the condensation tem perature of the most refractory grains, but the effects of the less
refractory grains were only incorporated into the radial grid once the grain temperatures of
the warmest grains of the most refractory grain component had reached the condensation
tem peratures of the less refractory component.
Of course, since the dust was assumed to be composed of a grain size distribution,
there was a distribution of temperatures within a single dust component at any point in
the radial grid. Once again, grains of an individual component were only allowed to affect
radiative transfer once the tem perature of grains of a given radius at a position within
the envelope had reached th at corresponding to their condensation point. It is felt that
this modification provided a more realistic description of conditions within a circumstellar
envelope than in the original code.
The modified code provides a model spectrum for a 100 point radial grid at 70 fre
quencies in «35 minutes of cpu on the /iVax computer, for a 4x4 grid of tem perature and
frequency iterations.
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C hapter 3

T he com position o f circum stellar
dust
3.1

Introduction

Dust grains th a t condense and grow in the winds of post-AGB stars are seeded to the
interstellar medium via the process of mass loss. Thus in a very real way, the chemical and
physical nature of dust in circumstellar envelopes is probed, albeit to some small degree,
during the course of every astronomical observation, since the path to every celestial object
is veiled to some extent by the dust grains contained within the ISM which pervade all
sightlines.
The grains th a t comprise the solid phase of the ISM may differ from those th at have
recently condensed in the winds of post-AGB stars, due to physical and chemical processing
th at they may be subjected to. However, information derived about grain properties from
observations of the ISM may be used to constrain the composition of dust in circumstellar
envelopes as long as the processes undergone by these grains during their period in the ISM
can be understood and accounted for within models. If the true nature of circumstellar
dust grains is to be discovered, it becomes im portant to acknowledge the position of
circumstellar grains within the broad spectrum of grains thought to occur within the ISM,
by studying observations of grains located in a variety of environments.
W ithin this chapter, the relationships between grain models for dust in circumstellar
and interstellar environments will be discussed, and an attem pt will be made to better
define the chemical and physical compositions of grains located in the circumstellar en
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velopes of post-AGB stars. To this end, the observed interstellar extinction curve, and its
implications for both the composition and size distribution of interstellar dust grains will
be used as a starting point for the development of circumstellar grain models.

3.2

T he evid en ce for dust grains

At short wavelengths (A < l/im ) the presence of dust may be identified by its absorption
and scattering of radiation, whereas at longer wavelengths its presence in a source may be
inferred by intrinsic emission an d /o r absorption of radiation. Dust grains may generally
be seen to absorb radiation in the UV and optical regions of the spectrum, and to emit it
at IR and longer wavelengths.
One method th a t has been used extensively to derive grain properties is to study
the way in which the grains extinguish radiation in the UV, optical and near-IR spec
tral regions, and then attem pt to identify materials whose extinction properties match
those observed. In practice, deriving the extinction to an astronomical source requires a
knowledge of its intrinsic energy distribution. Providing a source whose intrinsic energy
distribution is known can be identified, then the extinction properties of the dust in the
line of sight to th at source as a function of wavelength (an ‘extinction curve’) may be
derived.
At UV, optical and IR wavelengths, intrinsic spectra have been studied as a function
of spectral type and luminosity class for a wide variety of stars, and hence intrinsic photo
metric ‘colours’ (magnitude differences measured through filters with standard bandpass)
have been calculated. Thus, a multi-filter photom etric, or indeed spectrophotometric ob
servation of a dust obscured star whose spectral type and luminosity class is known yields
a measure of the extinction curve towards th a t star, by simply comparing the observed
photometric colours with those expected from an unobscured (‘unreddened’) star, and
finding the differences. If the observations extend sufficiently far into the IR, the absolute
amount of extinction, or the zero point, towards the star may be derived, since as obser
vations go to longer wavelengths, the am ount of extinction at each wavelength will tend
to zero.
In order to compare the extinction curves observed along different sightlines, a nor
malised form of the curve has been developed. The usual normalisation chosen, is to plot
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E (A -V )/E(B -V ) as a function of wavelength, where E(A-V) is the difference (expressed in
magnitudes) between the extinction measured at wavelength A, and that measured towards
the star through the Johnson ‘V ’ filter. Extrapolation of such a plot to the longest wave
lengths, where E (A -V )=—A y gives as its intercept the ratio of to tal to selective extinction,
A v / E ( B — V), which is sometimes denoted R.
Figure 3.1 presents an average interstellar extinction curve, derived from measure
ments made towards stars of a wide range of spectral types in all directions within the
galaxy. Though there are detectable (and sometimes substantial) variations in the shape
of the extinction curve from star to star (some of these ‘anomalous’ sightlines are illus
trated in figure 4.1), the shape of the interstellar extinction curve exhibits some common
characteristics along all galactic sightlines studied to date. The first study of this type,
which concentrated upon extinction in the optical spectroscopic region, was performed by
Johnson (1968) who showed th a t the average extinction curve (or law) closely followed
a theoretical curve (number 15) calculated by Van de Hulst (1946) to be appropriate for
that exhibited by grains with a certain distribution in sizes and grain refractive index.
Though this work provided a good first step along the road to understanding the nature
of interstellar dust grains, later work, extending coverage of the extinction curve into the
UV and near-IR (see reviews by Savage & M athis, 1979; Massa & Savage, 1988) discovered
features in the curve which made the Johnson model obsolete.
The most obvious feature in the interstellar extinction curve is the feature located at
«4.6/im - 1 , which corresponds to a wavelength of «2175A in the UV spectroscopic region.

3.2.1

T h e 2175A fe a tu r e

Since its discovery in the early UV surveys by Stecher (1965, 1969), the 2175A extinction
hump has provided a tough observational test for models of the solid phase of the ISM.
A number of different mechanisms and m aterials have been suggested to account for the
observed width, shape and spectral location of this feature, which was found by Fitzpatrick
& Massa (1986) to have an average width of some 480A, with a peak position of 2175A,
but the general consensus is now th at the extinction hump is caused by some sort of dust
m aterial, and th at it is entirely due to absorption (Greenberg & Chlewicki, 1983).
The profile of the 2175A feature has been shown to be well matched by a Lorenzian
(Seaton, 1979) or alternatively (and with a slightly better fit) by a Drude profile (Fitz-
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Figure 3.1: An average interstellar extinction curve (after Bless k Savage, 1982)
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patrick k Massa, 1986) which, as noted by Massa k Savage (1989) has the advantage
over the Lorenzian profile th a t it may be related to simple param terizations of the optical
properties of solids (e.g. Bohren k Huffman, 1983). Though param eterisations such as
those of Seaton, and Massa k Savage do not explicitly identify the substance causing the
2175A feature, they do aid in the characterisation of its strength and central position in

a variety of objects using (relatively) simple analytical formulae.
The nature of the agent responsible for the 2175A feature is the subject of much debate
in the astronomical literature. Initially, graphite particles were put forward to explain the
observed feature ( Strecher, 1965; Donn, 1968) since bulk graphite presents an extinction
peak at 2600A in laboratory spectra, although Gilra (1972) suggested that the 2175A
feature might arise from surface plasmon oscillations in graphite grains whose radii were
« 200A.

More recently, a number of workers have developed models for interstellar extinction
which incorporate graphite grains to reproduce the 2175A extinction hump (M athis et al.
1977; Hong & Greenberg, 1980; Draine k Lee, 1984; Mathis k Whiffen, 1989). In general,

it was found th at the position of the extinction feature produced in these models was
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strongly dependent upon both the size and shape of the graphite grains, with the best fits
coming from models th at assumed the grains to have small (a«0.01/im ) radii.
There is however observational evidence th a t graphite is not a m ajor component in
circumstellar dust shells, and therefore by inference nor is it an im portant contributor
to the ISM. This is because the 11.52/zm resonance feature predicted to arise from pure
graphite grains (Draine &: Lee, 1984) has not been observed in C rich environments around
either the mass losing star IRC+10°216 (Treffers & Cohen, 1974) nor in high resolution
spectra of the Wolf-Rayet star Ve 2-45 (Glasse et al., 1986) whilst N uth (1985) also found
th at primitive meteorites contained little graphite. It is this lack of observational evidence
for the existence of pure graphite in the ISM th a t has le ,d some workers to explore other
possible grain components which could produce a 2175A feature. The search is constrained
by the fact that the uniformity of the observed feature requires a m aterial which is well
defined, whilst the observed strength of the feature, in relation to the cosmic elemental
abundances requires a high absorption cross-section near 2175A (Greenberg, 1986).
In fact a variety of alternative mechanisms and agents have been suggested to account
for the 2175A feature. Prominent amongst these is amorphous carbon (AC) (Borghesi et
al., 1985; Hecht, 1986) for which there is now considerable evidence for its existence in
the circumstellar envelopes of C stars (Rowan-Robinson & Harris, 1983; Rowan-Robinson
et al., 1986; M artin & Rogers, 1987, Griffin, 1990). There are however problems with the
utilization of AC grains to account for the 2175A feature. Firstly, laboratory measurements
indicate th a t AC particles produce an extinction feature th at peaks at « 2350A (Borghesi
et a l , 1983; Borghesi, Bussoletti & Colangeli, 1985; Colangeli et a/., 1986). Secondly, more
than the measured cosmic abundance of carbon is required to account for the observed
strength of the feature (Bussoletti, Colangeli & Orofino, 1987). These problems were
overcome by Bussoletti et al (1987) who developed an ‘interstellar A C ’ (IAC) compound
of particles whose mean radius was wlOA, and a fair match to the UV extinction hump
was obtained.
Further carriers, some invoking O-rich, rather than C-rich agents, th at have been
suggested include magnesium silicate containing O2- ions (Duley & Najdowsky, 1983),
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Leger & Puget, 1984), a quenched carbonaceous mate
rial (Sakata et a l , 1983), charge transfer reactions between neutral hydrogen and ions on
grains (Carnochan, 1988), unsaturated linear chain molecules (Hoyle & Wickramasinghe,
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1977) and a carbonaceous substance photochemically formed from the mantles of solid
core organic refractory particles (de Groot et al., 1988). All of the proposed carriers have
some problems associated with them, and at present there really exists no real agreement
as to the identity of the carrier of the 2175A feature.
Some work has been done in trying to discover the chemical nature (i.e. whether it is
C-rich or O-rich) of the carrier, by deriving UV extinction curves towards regions whose
chemistry is known to be either C-rich or O-rich. In practice this involves observing a
serendipitous binary system where the radiation from a normal early type star is extin
guished by a C or O-rich circumstellar gas cloud from a nearer evolved star. Alternatively
observing a system in which stellar variability is caused entirely by a variation in the
amount of circumstellar dust (e.g. R CrB stars) allows an extinction curve for the system
to be derived simply by comparing spectra obtained at maximum and minimum light.
The former method has been used by Snow et al. (1987) and Seab & Snow (1988) to in
vestigate circumstellar extinction around M supergiants; these authors found no evidence
for a 2175A feature in any of the stars studied. The C-rich envelope around the R CrB
star RY Sgr has been studied by Hecht et al (1984) who found a broad shallow extinction
bump in the 2300-2500A region, but no evidence for a 2175A extinction peak. Studies
of other C-rich environments (e.g. th at of the red rectangle by Sitko et al., 1981) have
revealed similar results, with the ‘displaced’ extinction hump being explained by Hecht et
al. (1984) as being consistent with th at produced by a power law size distribution of AC
spheres, with radii in the range 150-500A.
In conclusion then, it may be seen th at the available evidence is inconclusive as to the
true carrier of the 2175A feature, although there are observational and theoretical reasons
to suspect th a t its presence is associated w ith a C-rich chemistry.

3 .2 .2

O t h e r f e a t u r e s o f t h e i n t e r s t e l la r e x t i n c t i o n c u r v e

Although the most notable feature of the interstellar extinction curve visible in figure 3.1
is the 2175A hump, there are several other distinctive features present in the curve from
which information may be derived about the grain population contributing to the ISM.
At optical wavelengths, the curve exhibits a A-1 dependance, which has been inter
preted as a contribution from dust grains whose sizes are comparable with the wavelength
(i.e. 27ra « A) (M artin, 1978). There is also some structure observed in the optical extinc
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tion curve; a ‘knee’ exists at «2.25/zm_1, and though this knee feature is observed in all
sightlines, the ratio of the slopes on either side of the knee are found to be variable from
one sightline to another (Massa & Savage, 1989).
The linear form of the extinction curve observed in the optical is seen to continue into
the UV, but at the shorter UV wavelengths, a curvature appears. The strength of the far
UV extinction is not correlated either with the extinction observed at visible wavelengths,
or with the strength of the 2175A feature (Seab et al ., 1981; Greenberg & Chlewicki,
1983). This has led some workers to suggest th a t the far-UV rise in extinction is due

to a separate component of grains with a different chemical identity to those needed to
provide the optical extinction and 2175A feature (e.g. M artin, 1978). However, Jones et
al. (1988) have pointed out th a t this need not necessarily be the case, since there are some
substances (e.g. AC grains such as those described by Borghesi et al., 1985; Colangeli et
al., 1986) th at show optical properties at visual and far-UV wavelengths th at are sensitive
to the chemical and structural nature of the material.
It is generally agreed th at the far-UV rise in extinction is due to a population of
progressively smaller grains than those responsible for extinction in the optical.

The

uniformity of curvature observed in the far UV towards many separate sightlines was used
by Greenberg & Chlewicki (1983) as an argument for very little scattering, which would
be the case if the grains were small. The radii of these smaller grains would have to be
less than 0.01/zm for the grain dimensions to be comparable with the wavelengths under
discussion. At the shortest UV wavelengths, the observed rise in extinction necessitates
particles whose dimensions are similar to those of large molecules, such as poly cyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) which have been invoked (see later) to explain unidentified
emission features observed in the IR spectra of evolved objects (Leger & Pnget, 1984).
Extinction in the IR region has been extensively studied, and Koornneef (1983) sum
marized many of the early results, and derived an average near-IR extinction curve for
dust in diffuse clouds within the ISM, where a value of 3.1 for the ratio of total to selective
extinction was also found to provide the best fit to a m ajority of the sightlines studied.
A simple analytical formula for the extinction law in the IR and optical region has been
derived by Howarth (1983), and may be used to parameterise extinctions in the IR and
optical in a way analogous to th a t suggested by Seaton (1979) or Fitzpatrick & Massa
(1986) for the UV region. More recent work e.g. by W hittet & M artin (1990) or Draine
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(1989) shows th at in the 1-5/im region, A a oc A-1 -8.
In summary then, although the interstellar extinction curve can in principle give valu
able information about the dust grains which comprise the solid component of the ISM, the
precise message th at the available information, derived from the observations discussed
above, is trying to tell is unclear. More sensitive observations are needed to better tie
down the dust param eters, and the wavelength coverage of the known mean interstellar
extinction curve needs to be extended further into the IR and UV/X-ray regions. In
particular, observations made at the shortest X-ray wavelengths can provide particularly
useful information, since it is not only possible to observe the extinction at these wave
lengths, but also the halo into which the radiation has been scattered (Hg^pikawa, 1970;
Mauche & Qo''**

* 1986). The additional constraints provided by observations of dust

scattering haloes, which should become available with the next generation of high res
olution and high sensitivity X-ray observatories such as AXAF, will give a greater idea
as to grain compositions and properties than can be obtained presently from extinction
measurements alone. C
‘

^

O —

To gain further insight into the nature of dust, it becomes necessary to investigate
the identities of spectroscopic features which may be related to the presence of dust.
Though these features are observed in the ISM, the uncertain chemistry of the interstellar
clouds means th at the best places to study these spectral features is in locations where the
chemistry (at least in terms of the C /O ratio) is better defined. Circumstellar envelopes
provide such a location.

3.3

Spectral features and circum stellar dust envelopes

A collection of features have been observed in several spectral regions th at have been
attributed to, or at least associated with, the action of dust. These range from optical
studies of the diffuse interstellar bands (e.g. Herbig, 1975) through the unidentified near
to mid infrared features (see review by Allamandola, 1989) to the resonance features now
known to be associated with the presence of C-rich or O-rich grains.
The spectral features observed in O-rich regions are very different to those found in
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C-rich locations, and this has provided insights into the chemical nature of the grains
in each environment. Particular advances in studies of the composition of circumstellar
envelopes have been made with the publication of the IR A S LRS catalogue of 8-23//m
spectra, obtained with the low resolution spectrometer aboard the Infra Red Astronomy
Satellite (Beichmann et al., 1984).

3 .3 .1

D u s t in O -r ic h e n v e lo p e s

Mid-IR (8-35/xm) observations of the O-rich envelopes associated with M type and OH/IR
stars (Gillet Low & Stein, 1968; Treffers & Cohen, 1974; Forrest et al., 1979) and of
planetary nebulae for which UV based abundance studies indicate an O-rich nature (i.e.
C /0 < 1 ) (Aitken et al., 1979; Aitken & Roche, 1982) reveal broad spectroscopic features
centred at 9.7fim and «18^m , with the 18/zm feature being weaker than the one at 9.7/im.
In optically thin circumstellar shells, the 9.7/zm feature is seen in emission, whereas in
optically thick shells it is seen in absorption. The 9.7/nn feature has been attributed to
a Si-0 bond which is observed in all silicates (M artin, 1978) whereas the 18/im feature is
thought to arise from an Si-O-Si bending mode, also found in silicate molecules (M artin,
1978).
There are many different types of silicates, and much effort has been expended in iden
tifying the type th at is responsible for the silicate feature observed both in circumstellar
and in interstellar sightlines. The exact wavelength and profile of a silicate feature is
systematically dependent upon the crystalline structure of the grains responsible for it.
Thus, by comparing the laboratory spectra of various silicates with the observed strengths
and profiles of the circumstellar dust features, the nature of the silicate grains responsible
for those features may be derived.
When identifying astronomical dust from IR spectra (not just those for O-rich en
vironments), authors have often resorted to the large body of literature concerned with
the infrared properties of mineral grains which have been derived using laboratory-based
methods, such as the KBr pellet technique or by measuring the reflectivites of bulk mineral
samples. The former technique involves deriving the bulk absorptive optical properties of
powders of the substance under test with a large grain size (typically «4/im ) suspended
in a pellet of KBr, which has a refractive index of about 1.5 in the mid IR region of
interest. This method has been criticised since it is generally accepted th at interstellar
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and circumstellar grains need to be much smaller than

0

. 1 /im to account for the observed

extinction towards C and O-rich stars. Also, the high refractive index of the KBr pellet
must be carefully accounted for, since grains in circumstellar environments are situated
in a medium whose refractive index is close to unity. Therefore, as it is known th at both
particle size and the refractive index of the surrounding medium can affect the shape and
wavelength of absorption features (Penman, 1976), results obtained using the KBr pellet
technique have to be studied very carefully if they are to be compared directly with the
features observed in either circumstellar or in interstellar media.
In principle, the problems associated with the KBr pellet technique may be avoided if
the reflectivity measurement method is utilised. This involves measuring the reflectivities
of bulk samples of the mineral under investigation, and then using the Kramers-Kronig
dispersion relations (e.g. Perry et aL, 1964) or alternatively a dispersion model based
upon classical physics (Spitzer & Kleinmann, 1961) to give the real and imaginary parts
of the m aterials refractive index, which may then be used to calculate the bulk absorptive
properties of the material using Mie theory, as described in the previous chapter.
There are difficulties involved with the use of the reflectivity method. The princi
pal

problem is the difficulty of initially finding and then of making measurements upon

samples of ‘interesting’ materials of sufficient purity which are not necessarily isotropic.
As discussed by Penman (1976), analysis of reflectivity of unpolarised radiation from a
polished surface results in average optical constants which may, or m ay not, give good
calculated cross sections for a dust cloud composed of randomly orientated particles.
There is also evidence th at Mie calculations provide results of questionable accuracy
if applied to small particles, with radii in the range 0.01-0.2/im (e.g.

Steyer, Day &

Huffmann, 1974). For the smallest particles it was found th at though Mie theory correctly
predicted the wavelengths and relative strengths of features, it proved unable to correctly
reproduce the observed widths or the absolute heights of the features.
Given the many difficulties in deriving accurate laboratory spectra of astronomically
interesting minerals, it is perhaps not surprising th at a variety of different minerals have
been put forward as offering good fits to the features observed in astronomical sources.
The task of matching mineral to feature is made more difficult still by the fact th at
there appear to be two distinct ‘forms’ of silicate dust feature. The first, described above
and observed in the interstellar medium and in O-rich envelopes around PN and evolved
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stars does appear to be relatively constant in shape (with slight variations) in all sources
where it has been studied (Little-Marenin, 1986). A second, slightly broader feature, first
observed towards the Trapezium in Orion (e.g. Forrest, Gillet & Stein, 1975) and also
observed towards some other sources is suggested to be due to thermal processing of the
grains (N uth et a/., 1986) although it perhaps also involves grain size effects (Papoular
& Pegourie, 1983). For both varieties of silicate feature though, the lack of observed fine
structure in any of the many sightlines studied to date has been used as an argument for
an amorphous as opposed to a crystalline structure for the grains.
On the basis of a chemical model, Gilman (1969) predicted th a t for a gas ejected
from an O-rich star, with the outflowing gas exhibiting cosmic (solar) abundances, olivine,
with a chemical formula (M gFe^SiO ^ would be the most likely condensate. On this basis,
samples of amorphous olivine have been studied in the laboratory (e.g. Day & Donn, 1978;
Stephens & Russell, 1979) and have been found to provide an excellent fit to the broad
9.7/im feature observed in circumstellar shells. However, this form of olivine was found to
produce a second feature whose wavelength was closer to

2 0

/im than to the 18/im required

to m atch the observations. Other amorphous silicates have also been studied; Kratschmer
& Huffman (1979) and Kratschmer (1980) have measured the mid-IR reflectivities for a
sample of radiation damaged olivine. The samples studied were prepared by exposing them
to doses of heavy ions and then collecting the condensate by burning this irradiated sample
between two arcs. The optical constants calculated from the reflectivity measurements on
this condensate were found by Skinner & W hitmore (1987, 1988) to provide excellent fits
to the IR spectra of M giant and supergiant stars at both 9.7 and 18/im.
Other materials for which good matches have been claimed to the observed silicate fea
tures at both 9.7 and 18/im in astronomical sources have been amorphous enstatite (chem
ical formula MgSiOa) (Day, 1979), and amorphous bronzite [(Mg,Fe)Si0 3 ] (Dorschner et
al., 1986), though to date, the optical constants derived for these materials have not been
used to produce detailed radiative transfer models for any astronomical source. A further
set of optical constants for silicate grains has been synthesized by Draine & Lee (1984)
by combining measured laboratory derived optical constants with some estimated from
astronomical observations of O-rich envelopes. One problem with this set of constants is
th a t the Trapezium-type emission was used to estimate the optical constants in the 9.7/im
feature, and hence these are of little use in modelling circumstellar envelopes, where, as
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already noted, a different, narrower silicate feature is observed.
More esoterically, some authors have found th at organic material, specifically cellulose,
can provide a good m atch to the observed ‘silicate’ features at both 9.7 and 18/xm (Hoyle &
Wickramasinghe, 1979; Khare & Sagan, 1979). However, it has been stated by Kratschmer
(1980) th at correlations between strengths of a 3.1/xm feature (also predicted by these
models) and the observed strengths of 9.7 and 18/xm features do not exist. It is not clear
either how cellulose might be formed in interstellar/circum stellar environments, nor how
it might survive in the physically harsh conditions located therein.
Apart from the 9.7/xm and 18/xm silicate features, other absorption features are ob
served at 3.1, 6.0 and 11.5/xm in the most optically thick O H /IR and post-AGB stars
such as the ‘frosty Leo’ nebula (W hittet, 1989). These features are attributed to the O-H
stretch (3.1/xm), a bending mode (6.0/xm) and a libration mode (11.5/xm) in the structure
of pure water ice molecules contained in frost mantles which are thought to condense upon
the silicate grain cores in the outermost regions of a stellar outflow.

3 .3 .2

D u s t in C - r ic h e n v e lo p e s

Early chemical models of the dust condensates expected in conditions where the C /O
ratio was greater than unity (Gilman, 1969; Gilra, 1972) predicted th at graphite and/or
AC grains should be the first to condense, with silicon carbide being the next most likely
condensate, although W ildt had previously suggested SiC as a possible condensate in cool
stellar atmospheres as early as 1933.
As discussed previously, there is growing evidence th a t graphite is not a m ajor com
ponent of interstellar or circumstellar environments, and many authors now propose th at
amorphous carbon (AC) particles may be the preferential condensate in C-rich conditions.
Unfortunately, AC, with the possible exception of a weak feature observed in laboratory
spectra at a wavelength of around 8 /xm (Koike et al., 1980) does not exhibit any unam
biguously detectable spectral features, and hence its presence in an envelope is usually
inferred by lack of spectral features of other predicted condensates, rather than by its own
spectroscopic features.
Mid-IR observations of C stars, and C-rich PN (Treffers & Cohen, 1974; Willner et al.,
1979; Aitken et al., 1979) have identified an emission feature centered at «11.4/xm, which
has been identified as being due to SiC grains. Laboratory spectra of at least two types of
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SiC have been investigated. Dorschner et al. (1977) suggested th at a form of SiC known as
‘black’ or a-S iC which contains hexagonal rhomboedric polytypes could provide a good fit
to the observed 11.4/im feature observed in the spectrum of the C star V Hya. Stephens
(1980) investigated a second form of SiC with a cubic crystalline structure (‘green’ or
(3-SiC), although these results were not compared directly with any astronomical spectra.
Samples of both a and /?—SiC were studied by Friedemann et al. (1981) who tabulated
mass absorption coefficients for both types, and produced a model for the envelope of the
C star Y CVn. It was found that a better fit to the observations was obtained with the
black form of SiC.
More recently, Borghesi et al. (1985) found th at for both forms of SiC, the shape
of spectroscopic features obtained in laboratory spectra was dependent upon the size and
shape of the grains in the sample. Optical constants were derived by Pegourie (1988) for a SiC grains from the measurements published by Borghesi et al. in the range 0.1-243/zm,
using the Kramers-Kronig relation, and these optical constants were used, as part of a
multiple component dust model by Griffin (1990) to reproduce the observed SiC feature
in the spectrum of the C star IRC+10°216.
Another feature, centered at around 30/xm is also observed in the spectra of C stars
and some PN (Forrest, Houck & McCarthy, 1981). The feature, which is very broad (it
begins at around 24/xm and may extend as far as 50//m in some objects observed by Goebel
Sz Moseley, 1985) has been assigned to emission from MgS grains by N uth et al. (1985)
on the basis of comparing the observed feature with th at produced in the laboratory by
substances including CaS, FeS2 , SiS2 , FeaC as well as MgS. To date, optical constants
have not been published for MgS, and this has, as yet, precluded its incorporation into
radiative transfer models for C star envelopes, which would be one of the best ways to
test the validity of the assignment of the 30/im feature.
W hat experimental laboratory measurements there are, suggest th a t neither MgS or
SiC grains provide great sources of opacity outside the resonance features by which they
are identified. Instead amorphous carbon an d /o r graphite grains are thought to provide
the major opacity source at most wavelengths in circumstellar shells. Optical constants
have been given for particles of graphite by Draine & Lee (1984, 1987) with values being
given for both the perpendicular and parallel planes of the highly anisotropic crystals,
whilst for AC, optical constants have been derived by Mathis & Whiffen (1989) from
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the measurements of Bussoletti et al. (1987). Runs of optical constants for AC have
been synthesised by many authors, most recently by M artin k Rogers (1987) and by
Hoare (1990). Syntheses of optical constants, used in the radiative transfer modelling
of circumstellar envelopes are necessary since the measurements of reflectivities used to
derive the constants are rarely measured from the UV to IR by a single author; instead,
measurements made at different wavelengths are published separately, and it is the work of
the synthesist to derive self- consistent runs of constants for a single m aterial. Difficulties
arise when different methods may be used to prepare samples for measurements made in
the different regions of the spectrum, and for this reason alone, syntheses of constants
must be regarded with extreme caution when using them to construct models of mooted
circumstellar dust components.

3 .3 .3

T h e U I R a n d E R E fea tu r e s

Other spectroscopic features are sometimes observed in the IR spectra of some C-rich
stellar envelopes, proto-planetary and planetary nebulae, as well as in the spectra of HII
regions, reflection nebulae and galaxies. The features axe observed at wavelengths of 3.3,
6.2, 7.7, 8 . 6 and 11.3 fim and have been interpreted as being due to emission from polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules (see for example the review by Bregman, 1989).
PAH molecules are made up of benzene rings linked to each other in a plane, w ith H-atoms
or other radical ions saturating the outer bonds of the peripheral C atoms. Leger & Puget
(1984) proposed both an excitation mechanism and possible modes of emission for the
observed features, by assuming th at a typical PAH molecule, coronene (C 2 4 H 1 2 ) was the
responsible species.
In the Leger & Puget (1984) model, excitation is provided by the direct absorption
of an individual UV photon by a large, isolated molecule of coronene. The 3.3, 6.2, 7.7
and 11.3/im features were then (it was proposed) identified with fundamental vibrational
modes of the molecule: a = C -H stretch (3.3/xm feature), the C = C stretching modes
( 6 .2 /zm), an in plane = C -H bond (7.7/im) and finally an out of plane bend in the = C -H
bond was identified as being the cause of the 11.3/zm feature. The ratio of the strengths
of the 11.3/zm and 3.3/im features may be used to estim ate the molecular size of the
em itting species (Jourdain de Muizon et a/., 1989) which has been found to be typically
in the range 50-130 atoms, implying th at large molecules are responsible for the observed
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emission bands.
Probably associated with the presence of hydrogenated amorphous carbon is the so
called extended red emission (ERE) which has been observed as an excess emission in
the red optical spectra of a number of reflection nebulae (e.g. W itt et al., 1984; W itt &
Schild, 1985). Dust luminescence, excited by mid-UV radiation from hot stars embedded
in reflection nebulosity has been offered as one mechanism to explain the observed excess,
on the basis of a study of 14 reflection nebulae by W itt & Schild (1986). It was found for
those nebulae th a t the ERE was most common in sources illuminated by stars of spectral
type B or early A, and th at the contribution of the ERE to the surface brightness of the
nebula was 15-25% in the B photometric filter, rising to 30-50% in the I filter. W itt
(1989) claims th a t the presence or absence of the ERE band can give information as to
the degree of hydrogenation of AC in the nebulae.

3 .3 .4

T h e f a r - I R e m i s s i v i t y o f d u s t g r a in s

Observations of dust continuum emission in the far-IR spectral region (i.e. A >30/im)
can provide an insight into the nature of grains in circumstellar envelopes. Theoretical
evidence suggests th at the slope, p of the far-IR emissivity is determined by the structural
composition of the dust grains. Crystalline grains are predicted to have emissivities th a t
fall off as A”p, with p having a value of « 2 (Andriesse, 1974) whereas amorphous grains are
thought to exhibit a less steep fall off, with p being in the range 1-2 (Day, 1976; Koike et
al., 1980; Day, 1981) although Koike et al. (1987) have recently identified some scenarios
for which the slope could be outside of this range for amorphous grains.
In fact, grain size has also been shown to play a role in determining the slope of the farIR emissivity, and theoretical studies (Seki & Yamamoto, 1980) show how for small grains,
a value of p close to unity arises from dominant surface vibration resonances between grain
and radiation, whilst for larger grains, so called bulk mode resonances of the entire grain
tend to cause an emissivity fall proportional to A- 2 . According to Seki & Yamamoto, the
wavelength at which the turnover between A- 1 and A- 2 occurs is grain size dependant,
and is directly proportional to grain radius for radii greater than 0.005/mi.
Far-IR and sub mm observations have been used to derive grain emissivity, either
directly from observations, or by fitting the observational d ata with model spectra derived
from radiative transfer models. To date, only HII regions have been studied using the
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former approach, which has been used by Gear et a l (1988) to obtain a value for p for the
dust of 1.75±0.2, although considerable scatter was found for the values of p for separate
HII regions from the observations. Other workers, including most recently Ericksson et
a l (1981) found th at p= 1 gave a better fit to dust emissivity for the HII regions being
studied, whilst Chini et a l (1986) identified the best fit on the basis of a model fit, as
having p « 2 .
For O-rich circumstellar environments around M giants, supergiants and O H /IR stars,
a similar disparity of derived values for the far-IR emissivity of dust is found. For these
objects, the IR emissivities have been derived from radiative transfer models by a number
of workers, including Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1983) and Rowan-Robinson et a l (1986),
who found th a t a value of p =
far as

1 0 0

1

provided good fits to observations extending out only as

/mi. However, Skinner & W hitmore (1987, 1988) found th a t the spectra of the

M supergiant a Ori (Betelguese) and several other M giants and supergiant staxs could be
adequately represented over the range 0.5/zm-10cm with a dust emissivity proportional to
A-2 , if free-free emission from a warm extended chromosphere was incorporated into the
modelling procedure. Similarly, Hoare $z Clegg (1988) obtained good fits to the observed
spectrum of the halo planetary nebula DDDM 1 , also by using a A- 2 far-IR emissivity law
for the dust.
In C-rich environments, a similar variation is found in the literature for published values
for the far-IR emissivity of the dust grains. Of particular im portance in attem pts to find
the far-IR emissivity of C-rich dust grains have been studies of the C star IRC+10°216
which has proved a boon to emissivity students due to its high surface brightness at all
wavelengths (it has been studied in the wavelength range 4000A-6cm). Different studies
of IRC-f 10°216 have proposed values of p of

1 .1

(Zuckerman & Dyck, 1986), 1.2 (Sopka

et a l, 1986), 1.3 (Jura, 1983; Le Bertre, 1987, 1988) on the basis of radiative transfer
‘best fits’ to the observed energy distribution of the source, as well as the p value of unity,
which would arise were the grains amorphous (Rowan-Robinson & Harris, 1983; RowanRobinson et a l, 1986; M artin & Rogers, 1987). All of the workers mentioned have used
single grain sizes in their models for the circumstellar envelope of IRC+10°216, and hence
their results may be biased if grain size and shape change the exponent of the emissivity
law (Seki & Yamamoto, 1980).
Thus for both silicate and for AC grains, the precise chemical and physical compositions
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Dust type

A

C /0 Ratio

Where observed

Silicate

9.7,18

< 1 .0

K, M, O H /IR, PN, ISM

SiC

11.4

> 1 .0

C stars, PN

H 2 O ice

3.1,6.0,11.5

< 1 .0

O H/IR, post AGB, ISM

PAH(?)

3.3,3.4,6.2,7.7,8.6,11.3

> 1 .0

proto PN, PN, ISM

Table 3.1: S p e c tro sc o p ic fe a tu re s a s s o c ia te d w ith d u s t

of grains remain highly uncertain. It is hoped th at during the course of the present work
that these properties may be better defined, at least in the case of circumstellar envelopes.
To this end, a summary of the observed spectroscopic features which have been ascribed
to dust emission and discussed in this chapter are presented as Table 3.1. Any unified
grain model for the grains present in the envelopes of evolved stars, or more generally
within the interstellar medium must account for these observations, if it is to stand up to
even the most basic of observational tests.

3.4

M odels for circum stellar and interstellar dust

Taken as a whole, the observations of dust obtained at various wavelengths, in conjunction
with the theoretical models used to explain the observed spectroscopic features provide
a large quantity of data which may be incorporated into unified models th at attem pt to
explain the gross solid state features observed in the interstellar environment within the
framework of a single model. For circumstellar environments, or PN, which of course
provide the raw material for the ISM via mass loss, the O-rich and C-rich components of
a successful model may be used separately, depending upon the C /O ratio.
A number of grain models have been proposed, th at attem pt to m atch the entire
interstellar extinction curve, from far-UV to sub- mm wavelengths. Amongst the more
recent, and most widely discussed are those of Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck (MRN, 1977),
Hong Sz Greenberg (1980), Duley (1987) and Mathis & Whiffen (1989).
MRN proposed a model with separate populations of bare silicate and graphite grains,
with the grains being present in a power law grain size distribution, such th at n ( a ) a a ~
for 0.005/zm<a<0.25/zm, with a being the grain radius. The a ~ 3
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5

3 ,5

size distribution has

been found to be a natural consequence of grain-grain collisions in the winds of red giant
stars (Biermann & H arwitt, 1980) and was found by MRN to provide a good fit to the
extinction curve from the IR to the far-UV. Recent extensions of the MRN model, by
Draine & Anderson (1985) have extended the size distribution limits downwards to 3A, in
order to explain the observed 60 and

1 0 0

/mi emission detected towards interstellar clouds

by the IRAS satellite (Low et al., 1984). This extension may also provide a link between
grain models and the PAH hypothesis, since the lower limits of this size distribution
are beginning to approach the upper limits to sizes of PAH molecules inferred by the
observations discussed earlier.
One problem with the MRN model is its inclusion of a graphitic component, which is
needed to m atch the observed 2175A feature. However, as discussed previously, graphite,
in a pure form, may not be a m ajor component of the ISM. This has le d some work
ers, starting with Mathis (1986, 1988) and Hoare (1988) to substitute amorphous carbon
grains for the graphitic component in the MRN model. This substitution does have some
theoretical justification in the light of the work discussed above where it was found th at in
some circumstances, both the strength and profile of the 2175A feature could be matched
by AC grains.
Hong & Greenberg (1980) have developed a model with grains composed of refractory
silicate cores, which axe enveloped by tenuous organic mantles. The core radii are «0.10/zm
and the mantles have a distribution of thicknesses. The Hong & Greenberg model also
incorporates a population of (separate) bare silicate and graphite grains with small grain
radii (a«0.01/m i). Once again, the pure graphite component is invoked to match the
2175A feature, the far-UV rise is provided by the small silicate and graphite particles,
whilst the organic mantles provide the optical extinction. The Hong & Greenberg model
does appear to have some severe difficulties. Firstly, both it (and indeed the MRN model)
actually use more carbon than is available along most sightlines (W hittet, 1984); this
problem may be overcome if the grains are allowed to be fluffy, or porous (M athis, 1988;
Jones, 1988). The second (and more im portant) drawback to this model is th a t no optical
constants have as yet been offered by the authors for their core/m antle grains, which
means in effect th at they may not be incorporated into radiative transfer models.
The model of Duley (1987) uses small ( a < 0 .0 1 //m) silicate core/ hydrogenated amor
phous carbon mantle grains, in conjunction with large ( a « 0 . 1 /mi) iron silicate grains in a
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MRN size distribution. In this model, it is the small silicate grains th a t are responsible
for giving rise to the 2175A feature. This may be problematic, since, as discussed earlier,
extinction curves derived towards O-rich circumstellar shells do not show a 2175A feature,
arguing against an O-rich carrier for it.
Most recently, Mathis & WhifFen (1989) have developed a model for interstellar grains,
where the grains are assumed to be very small collections of individual particles of silicates,
AC and graphite, bonded together in a loose aggregate. This model, gives a good m atch
to the observed extinction curve in the wavelength range 0 . 1 2 < A <1500/im .
However the graphite particles are again required to provide the 2175A feature, but
as discussed by Mathis & Whiffen, these small graphitic particles may be produced di
rectly from AC by annealing during the high tem peratures attained immediately after
the absorption of a single UV photon. The grains are assumed to be in an MRN size
distribution.
Although not directly applicable as a model for all grains in the ISM, Frenklach et al.
(1989) have described a possible condensation sequence which may occur in the envelopes
of C stars, and provide a method by which AC could be returned to the ISM. In their
scenario, Frenklach et al. proposed th at in the envelopes of C stars, the first condensate
would be small particles of SiC, which, as they move away from the star acquire a m antle
of AC, whose thickness grows as the particle moves out through the stellar wind. To date,
the existence of these SiC core/AC mantle grains within the ISM has yet to be confirmed.
In the following chapters, some of the dust models discussed above will be incorporated
into detailed radiative transfer models for the circumstellar envelopes of both O-rich and
C-rich stars. In particular, the MRN and M athis & Whiffen models will be used as starting
points for model descriptions of grains in circumstellar envelopes.
For O-rich envelopes, the optical constants given by Draine & Lee (1984,1987) and
Kratschmer Sz Huffmann(1979) will be tested, whilst for AC, the optical constant syntheses
presented by Mathis &: Whiffen (1989) and Hoare (1990) will be examined in the light of
observational evidence. For SiC grains in C-rich envelopes, the synthesis of constants given
by Pegourie (1988) will be used as a starting point.
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C hapter 4

A m odel for th e circum stellar
envelope o f W X Ser
4.1

Introduction

In this Chapter, the radiative transfer code described in Chapter

2

is used to develop a

model for the circumstellar envelope of the M giant and M ira variable star, WX Ser, which
is known to be chemically O-rich in nature.
It is argued th at dust is the sole opacity source in the circumstellar envelope of this
star, and th a t there is no observational evidence for the existence of a stellar chromosphere
or corona, which might give rise to free-free emission th a t would contribute to the energy
distribution at IR and longer wavelengths.
Optical constants for amorphous silicate grains derived from laboratory measurements
of olivine grains are then tested against high signal to noise observations of WX Ser, and
a coherent dust model produced for its circumstellar envelope.

4.2

W h y W X Ser?

In the past, workers have preferred to model observations of large numbers of different
stars, using either laboratory based optical constants (e.g. Treffers & Cohen, 1974; Onaka
et al., 1989) or by deriving optical constants which provide the ‘best fit’ to the sample of
stars under study (e.g. Rowan-Robinson & Harris, 1983a; Rowan-Robinson et al., 1986;
Volk & Kwok, 1988).
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The launch of the IR A S satellite in 1983, and the consequent publication of 4 colour
photom etry at 12, 25, 60 and lOO/im, coupled with flux calibrated low resolution spectra
from the Dutch Additional Experiment (Beichmann et a l , 1984), of a large sample of red
giant stars, has provided an excellent opportunity to extend the spectroscopic range of
circumstellar dust models for O-rich shells into the mid-IR spectral region.
Although observations of O-rich circumstellar dust shells had previously been published
in this spectroscopic region (particularly in the

8

- 2 1 /xm atmospheric window where the

im portant 9.7 and 18/zm silicate reasonance features are located), it was only with the
publication of the IR A S observations th at coeval d ata at multiple IR wavelengths became
available for the first time for a variety of dust shells exhibiting a range of optical depths.
However, it must be adm itted, th at not all of the IR A S d ata are of the highest signal
to noise ratio, and difficulties can arise when these d ata are used to interpret the nature
of the circumstellar dust shells. In particular, the LRS spectra for many objects are of a
quality which is insufficient to provide a detailed test of, or indeed a basis for deriving,
optical constants for the dust grains located in O-rich environments.
For the purposes of this project, a different approach to those described above was
adopted, in attem pting to test the properties of circumstellar dust grains. It was decided
to select from the available photometry, a single example of a star having either an optically
thin or optically thick dust shell, for which high quality photometric observations existed
over a wide range of wavelengths.
Since it has been argued th a t some red giant stars, and most red supergiant stars have
warm extended chromospheres (e.g. Skinner & W hitmore, 1987; 1988) whose presence
modifies the character of a spectrum at mid-IR and longer wavelengths, it becomes im 
portant to select a source for which there is no observational evidence for chromospheric
emission, if a straightforward discussion of the optical properties of dust grains is to be
embarked upon.
The selected star should also have well defined param eters (distance, radius, mass
loss rate etc.) and no evidence for extensive departure from spherical symmetry in its
dust envelope. This would minimise the uncertainties in the modelling process, ideally
confining any such uncertainties to the properties of the silicate dust grains used within
the modelling process.
In order to test the optical properties of dust grains, the star WX Ser was selected for
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modelling purposes, as it fulfilled at least some of the selection criteria described above.

4.3

M odelling th e circum stellar dust shell

The adopted stellar param eters for WX Ser are given in Table 4.1. The star is a classical
Mira w ith a period of 425.1 days (Kukarkin et al., 1969), and has been classified as a nonradio luminous type II O H /IR star, with an IR excess which is due to a dusty mass-losing
wind (Hyland et al., 1972). Near-IR CVF spectra in the wavelength range 1.4-3. 8 /zm
obtained by Jones et al. (1988) exhibit strong photospheric absorption features th at are
characteristic of a Mira variable star (strong water vapour bands at 1.9/xm and 2.37^m), as
well as CO second overtone lines shortwards of 1 .6 /xm. The spectra obtained by Jones et al.
were used to assign the spectral type of VM by those authors, who were also responsible for
deriving the adopted stellar effective tem perature of 1960K (from the observed strengths
of CO lines in the photospheric spectrum, used for WX Ser in the models calculated belovj)

4 .3 .1

M o le c u la r lin e b l a n k e t in g

The strong photospheric absorption features observed in the near-IR spectrum of WX Ser
provide an doiaJc ' for models of the emergent spectrum of this, and indeed any late type
P le^ c Vv

star. Traditionally, it is assumed th at a

. function appropriate to the given effective

tem perature provides a realistic description of the stellar radiation field, and this is used
as the input to the radiative transfer code. However, molecular and atomic line opacities
in the cool atmospheres of late type stars mean th at the stellar spectrum is fax removed
from th at of a black body, and if a realistic model is to be made, then this departure
must be accounted for within the modelling process. The problem is mainly confined to
the optical and near-IR spectroscopic region where much of the line-blanketing occurs;
at longer wavelengths the blanketing plays a progressively lesser role in determining the
nature of the emergent stellar spectrum.
The ideal solution to this problem would be to utilise a model stellar atmosphere,
appropriate to the star in question, as the illuminating source at the centre of the cir
cumstellar envelope, rather than a black body. The main difficulty w ith this is th at at
the moment, there exist no accurate model atmospheres for M type stars with effective
tem peratures lower than 2500K (see Bowen, 1989; Bessell & Scholz, 1989; Bessell et al.,
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Parameter

Value

Distance

0.72 Kpc

R*

4 x 1013cm

T*

1960 K

M

4 .0 x l0 “ 6M@ Yr-

Voo

7.5 km s - 1

Reference

Rowan-Robinson et al. (1986)
This Work
Jones et al. (1988)
This Work

1

Engels (1979)

Table 4.1: Adopted stellar parameters for WX Ser

1989 for a discussion of the best recent model stellar atmospheres for late type stars).
A further problem with atmospheres of M ira stars particularly is the fact th at they
are non-static and for a static model of the circumstellar envelope the question would
arise as to which phase in the stellar pulsational cycle would be appropriate to the dust
model. Ideally of course, a dynamically linked pulsational stellar atmosphere and dust
model would solve this problem, but this solution is not as yet possible, since pulsational
model atmospheres have only recently become available for the shorter period (P=300400 days) stars (e.g. Bessell et al., 1989), again only for those with effective tem peratures
higher than 2500K.
Thus, if the effects of line blanketing are to be taken into account within the modelling
process, an alternative method must be sought to quantify the departure of the emergent
spectrum from that of a black body. Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris (1983) derived empirical
relations for the intrinsic broad band colour indices for their sample of M giants and Su
pergiants, which were then used to calculate ‘correction factors’, which gave the am ount
by which a black body model for a star of a particular effective tem perature should be
decreased as a function of wavelength, due to the effects of molecular line blanketing.
Unfortunately, the synthetic colours derived by Rowan-Robinson & Harris bear no resem
blance to the best current model atmospheres, and correction factors derived from them
can not therefore be believed.
For example, Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris give the intrinsic V-K index for a star of
spectral type Mf, where 4 < t < 9 and is the spectral class, as:
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V - K =

. t - 1.6

1 6

(4.1)

For a star with an effective tem perature of 2800K (to which Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris
assign spectral type M5) this equation implies a V-K index of 6.4; However, in a recent
model for a Mira with an effective tem perature of 2800K, the V -K index was given as

1 0 .8

(Bessell et al., 1989).
Thus although the Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris method does in principle give a way
of estim ating the inaccuracies introduced by using a black body to represent the stellar
energy distribution, it requires knowledge of the intrinsic colour indices of the star, which,
as was pointed out above, axe just not known for cool Miras like WX Ser.
It was therefore decided not to attem pt to quantify the effect of the molecular line
blanketing upon the model spectra at this stage in the analysis; If reliable stellar atm o
spheres and/or colour indices become available at a future date, then the models presented
can be recalculated with an accurate estim ate as to the size of this effect. Also, since the
main thrust of this project was to examine the solid state dust features in the 8-23/zm
region of the spectrum, where the molecular blanketing effects are very small, it was felt
an unneccesary complication would be added, should an an attem pt be made to estimate
an (at the moment) unquantifiable effect.

4 .3 .2

T h e d is ta n c e to W X S er

To date, there have been two published estimates as to the distance of WX Ser. Hyland
et al. (1972) calculated a distance of 0.97 Kpc for the star, on the basis of assigning it an
intrinsic luminosity of ( l± 0 .5 ) x l0 4 L®.
Alternatively, Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris (1983) estimated the distance to WX Ser as
0.72 Kpc, on the basis of an assumed relation between bolometric magnitude and spectral
type at maximum light, which, as they adm itted, was only a plausible extrapolation of their
data for stars of spectral type later than M7. However, a comparison of distances ascribed
to other stars in the sample examined by Rowan-Robinson Sz Harris using their method,
and distances to the same stars provided by independent methods proved favourable, and
thus for this work, a distance of 0.72 Kpc will be assumed for WX Ser.
To date, the only published value for the expansion velocity of the envelope of WX Ser
comes from the work of Engels (1979) who studied maser emission from the circumstellar
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shell. The envelope has, as yet, not been detected in any CO transition; indeed this was
used by Knapp (1985) to put an upper limit to the gas mass loss rate of < 7.4 X 10- 7 Af®y- 1 ,
which is a factor ten lower than the estimate derived in this work (Table 4.1). It is perhaps
worthwhile noting here th at the stellar radius given in Table 4.1 for WX Ser is derived
from the modelling process as giving the best match to the observed energy distribution
for the star.

4.4

Selection o f photom etry

All M ira stars exhibit periodic variations in their light output, with any variation having
an amplitude which decreases with increasing wavelength (see for example Sopka et a l ,
1985 for details). If a self-consistent model is to be developed for such a star, it becomes
im portant to select photometry from the literature which has (ideally) been obtained
coevally at all wavelengths, which would then represent an unique dataset describing the
stellar energy distribution at a known photometric phase.
For many stars however, especially those which are optically faint, light curves may not
be available, due to lack of observations, and indeed at the longer wavelengths, the very
lack of observations can sometimes mean th at only a single measure of flux is available for
comparision with models, and no indication as to the amplitude of any variations at th a t
wavelength can be made, nor indeed accounted for in the modelling process.
It often becomes neccessary to use a composite photometric dataset to derive the energy
distribution for a star being modelled, with the individual photom etric points having being
obtained at different epochs. This introduces uncertainties into the modelling process,
since neither amplitude nor period of a M ira axe constant from cycle to cycle. Hence
any irregularities in either amplitude or period would tend to make a composite energy
distribution an inaccurate representation of the true photometric phase th at it is supposed
to describe.
This aspect is normally ignored in attem pts to model spectra for variable stars, since
the size of the inaccuracies introduced is probably small compared with the other un
knowns used in the modelling process. Also since the amplitude of variation decreases
with increasing wavelengths, the problem is only really serious in the UV to near-IR
regime, becoming unim portant at the longer wavelengths.
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It was decided to develop a model for the emergent spectrum of WX Ser for an epoch
corresponding to th a t of maximum optical brightness. Therefore, for WX Ser, a Mira,
whose amplitude and variation are fairly well defined, observations were selected at epochs
(as derived from the published light curve, e.g. Kukarkin et al., 1969) close to th at of a
maximum. The epoch of maximum given in the General Catalogue o f Variable Stars
(G CVS) by Kukarkin et al. was JD 2433365, and using this as a starting point the
literature was searched for photometry obtained within ±0.2 of the 425.1 day period of a
maximum.
Johnson magnitudes for WX Ser at B, V and R, obtained by Wisniewski et al. (1967)
were converted to absolute fluxes via the calibrations in Allen (1973).
A further photometric dataset was presented by Hyland et al. (1972) in the near-mid
IR region. The dataset was completed by the four colour IR A S fluxes, and 8-21/im LRS
spectrum for the star obtained during 1983 (Beichman et al., 1984).

4 .4 .1

I n te r s te lla r e x tin c tio n to w a r d s W X S er

In developing a model for the circumstellar dust shell of WX Ser, it becomes necessary
to have some estim ate as to the effect th at interstellar reddening has upon the observed
energy distribution of the star, before any models may usefully be compared with the
observations. ^

... WX Ser is located at a high galactic latitude (53 degrees above

the galactic equator, which Hyland et al.

(1972), assumed indicated a perpendicular
C c ^ /U f

distance of nearly 800 parsecs above the galactic plane) and c

m

e

L'J

escapes the

largest effects of extinction in the plane of the Milky Way. It was therefore decided to
investigate quantitatively whether extinction towards WX Ser should be included in the
models for the star.
The param eterisation of Sharov (1964), which is essentially the same as th at originally
developed by Parenago (1940) was used to estim ate the extinction in the Johnson V band
towards WX Ser, and then the interstellar extinction curve in the 1-13/mi region given
by Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) was used to calculate the effect th a t the degree of extinction
calculated at V for WX Ser might have upon the stars near to mid-IR spectra.
The method of Sharov was preferred to those of other authors since it provided a
quantitative estimate the directional dependance of the V band extinction over the whole
sky; in this scheme, the extinction A (r, 6 ), expressed as a function of galactic latitude, 6 ,
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Filter

Reddening Factor

V

3.98

R

2.81

I

1.95

J

1.48

H

1.27

K

1.16

L

1.08

M

1.03

N

0.78

/nn

1.07

1 0

Table 4.2: Calculated interstellar reddening factor as a function of A towards WX Ser

and distance, r, in magnitudes at the Johnson V band is given by:

* ■ * > - & ( — -■**)

<“ >

The values of the constants ao and f3 are given by Sharov for a to tal of 118 different
regions which cover the entire sky, one of which, region 117 contains the sightline to WX
Ser, for which values of ao =

2 .1

±

0 .2

and (3 = 83 ±

2 0

are given. For the adopted distance

of 720 parsecs, the formula gives a value of the interstellar extinction towards WX Ser in
the Johnson V band of « l m.5.
Table 4.2 gives the factor by which model spectra must be reddened to m atch observa
tions of WX Ser at a number of IR wavelengths, assuming the IR extinction law of Rieke &
Lebofsky (1985) applies to the sightline towards WX Ser and th a t the V band extinction is
l m.5; it can be seen from this th a t the effect of interstellar extinction is really confined to
wavelengths shorter than

1

fim for WX Ser. The reddening factor is the am ount by which

the model flux must be divided to ‘correct’ it for the effects of interstellar extinction.
The value of 1.5 magnitudes for the extinction towards WX Ser in the Johnson V band
did seem rather large, given the high galactic latitude of the star, and before adopting
it, it was decided to resort to another, more accurate method of deriving the interstellar
extinction towards the star, as an independent check.
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Burstein k Heiles (1982) derived line of sight reddenings in the galaxy using the
H l/galaxy counts method. These authors published maps giving E b - v as a function
of galactic latitude, which they aigue vales for the selective extinction accurate to ± 0 . 0 1
mag for any given direction. For the position of WX Ser, Burstein k Heiles give a value
of 0.03 magnitude for E b - v >
Adopting 3.1 as a value for the total to selective extinction (e.g. Allen, 1973) the
value of A y, or the extinction at V becomes 0.093 magnitudes, *.much smaller

' j than

th a t calculated via the Sharov method. It was decided to adopt this latter value for the
magnitude of the interstellar extinction towards WX Ser, and, as it was such a small
value, it was decided to neglect the effect of interstellar reddening towards WX Ser (as
an example of why it can be neglected, the reddening factor at V is reduced from 3.98 to
1.09 in Table 4.2, if the extinction towards WX Ser at V is 0.093 magnitudes.)

4.5

Silicate dust grain param eters

One of the m ajor aims of this work is to utilise the comprehensive model for radiative
transfer through circumstellar dust shells, which was developed in C hapter 2, to test
the relative merits of different proposed grain models against the photom etric dataset
described above for WX Ser at maximum light.
Presently however, there exists no real concensus as to the precise chemical nature of
the O-rich agent responsible for the observed 9.7 and 18fim silicate features, and a variety
of different ‘runs’ of complex refractive indices for the proposed grain materials have been
published since the first assertion th at silicate m aterial of some form was responsible for
the 9.7 and 18/im features.
Day (1979) gives the complex refractive indices of amorphous fosterite (a magnesium
rich olivine) in the 8-30^m region which Hoare (1988) dismissed as not giving reasonable
fits to IR observations of some sources, whilst Kratschmer & Huffmann (1979) gave a
different set of dielectric functions for an irradiated form of amorphous olivine in the
same spectral region, which Skinner & W hitm ore in a series of papers claimed gave an
excellent representation for the emergent spectra for M giants and supergiants in the midIR spectroscopic region (Skinner & W hitmore, 1987, 1988). Yet another set of complex
refractive indices, published by Dorschner et al. (1986) for amorphous bronzite were used
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by those authors to fit the mid-IR circumstellar spectra of T Tauri and young stellar
objects.
To date, the most comprehensive collation of optical constants for silicate grains, based
upon published IR astronomical spectra, has been th at presented by Draine & Lee, and
Draine (1985, 1987a,b) which cover the wavelength range from UV all the way through
to the mm region. The Draine & Lee silicate dust has been used by a number of authors
(e.g. Hoare, 1988; Hoare & Clegg, 1988; Middlemass, 1990) to model the emergent spectra
from O-rich envelopes around planetary nebulae.
However, Skinner & W hitmore (1987) found th at when the Draine h Lee dust was
incorporated into models for the circumstellar environment of the M supergiant star a
Ori, and for other M supergiants (Skinner & W hitmore, 1988), it did not m atch the
observed 9.7/zm feature in those stars, being broader than the feature observed in their
spectra. As described above, Skinner & W hitmore suggested th at the best m atch to the
IR spectra from the circumstellar shells of the stars they were modelling was provided by
dust grains whose emissivities were derived from the dielectric functions of Kratschmer &
Huffmann (1979).
In the following sections, the conclusions of Skinner and W hitmore as to the non
applicability of the Draine & Lee complex refractive indices for modelling the mid-IR
spectrum of WX Ser will be tested, using the more comprehensive radiative transfer code
described in Chapter 2 . It should be noted th a t, unlike the stars being modelled by Skinner
Sz W hitmore, WX Ser does not appear to exhibit chromospheric emission, and thus the
modelling process employed here has not the additional complication of the need for a
stellar chromospheric model.
At the inner edge of the circumstellar dust shell, the

heating mechanism for

the dust grains is by absorption of optical radiation from the stellar photosphere, and
therefore, if a fully self-consistent model is to be produced for the emergent spectrum of
WX Ser, it becomes im portant to have a ‘ru n ’ of complex refractive indices, or dielectric
functions, from ultraviolet to millimetre spectroscopic regions, for all grain materials being
tested in the model. For Draine & Lee’s dust, this information is already available, but for
the dust composition proposed by Kratschmer & Huffmann, the dielectric functions were
only measured between

8

and 30//m, and hence these must be joined to other measured

dielectic functions, if the wavelength coverage is to m atch th at of the Draine & Lee dust.
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Skinner it W hitmore joined the Kratschmer & Huffmann data to the measurements
of Jones & Merril (1976) for a ‘dirty silicate’; The substance was termed ‘d irty ’ because
the imaginary component of the refractive index was allowed to have a finite value, which,
unlike th at in ‘clean’ silicates, which have a small or absent imaginary component of the
refrac: :tive index, allowed some absorption in the offical region of the spectrum; in this
model the grain refractive index has a constant value, given by:

e = 2.39 + 0.31z
at all wavelengths shorther than

8

(4.3)

/zm. However, as pointed out by Draine & Lee

(1984), the more recent work of Rogers, M artin it Crabtree (1983) favoured a different
(but again constant) value of:

e = 2.3 + 0.03i

(4.4)

in the range 0.7-4.8/fm, as this gave a better match to observations made in th at
region.
Draine Sz Lee decided to adopt a dielectric function which was interm ediate in absorp
tivity between those of Jones & Merrill and Rogers, M artin & Crabtree, in the 1-5/zm
region but had the advantage of smoothly joining the mid-IR d ata to th at measured for
grains at much shorther wavelengths.
Although in reality, in the 1-5/fm region there is little difference between the dielectric
function adopted by Skinner & W hitmore, and th a t derived by Draine & Lee, the la tter
is adopted here since the Draine & Lee data provide a way of testing observations of WX
Ser obtained at wavelengths as short as 0.55/zm, whilst the models of Skinner it W hitmore
stopped at

1

/mi.

Thus, the'adopted dielectric function for Kratschmer & Huffmann dust grains in the
region A <

8

/im is th at for silicate grains derived by Draine it Lee (1984). At 8 /mi the

Draine h Lee dielectric functions are then swapped for those measured by Kratschmer &
Huffmann (1979), and in fact an examination of the data indicates a remarkably smooth
transition between the two datasets.
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4 .5 .1

G r a in s h a p e , s iz e d i s t r i b u t io n a n d d e n s i t y

As discussed in Chapter 2, the bulk grain properties (emissivity, albedo and scattering
asymmetry param eter) needed to specify the transfer of radiation through the circumstellar
dust shell can be calculated for dust grains via Mie theory.
However, the grain properties calculated in this way are strongly dependent upon grain
shape. In order to account for the observed polarization in the 9.7/im feature towards some
astronomical sources, Draine h Lee (1984) assumed their grains to be oblate spheroids,
with a

2 :1

axis ratio. Skinner & W hitmore on the other hand assummed their grains to

be spherical, and calculated their dust parameters accordingly.
In this work, it is assumed th at the dust grains in the envelope of WX Ser are spherical.
This is because, in the view of the author, an arbitrary assumption on grain shape, based
on observations of other sources would not be warranted at this time. If observations as
to the existence of polarization in the 9.7/im feature of WX Ser do come to light at some
future date, it will then be time to introduce this added complexity into the models for
this star.
As described in Chapter

2

, the radiative transfer code used to model th e emergent

spectrum of the star allows for a power law distribution in dust grain sizes, whereby the
number density of grains of radius a, per unit grain radius at a distance r from the central
star is:

n d ( a , r ) = 7id(r)a~p ,

a\ < a < a,2

( 4 -5 )

As a starting point for the modelling process, the M athis, Rumpl & Nordsieck (MRN,
1977) grain size distribution is adopted, in which p= 3.5, a\ = 0.005/im and a 2 = 0.25/im.

This distribution was adopted since it has been shown by Biermann & H arwitt (1980) to
provide a plausible description of the relative numbers and sizes of grains resulting from
grain-grain collisions in the outflows from massive cool stellar atmospheres.
More recent observational studies of dust grains in the outflow of a Sco (Seab Sz Snow,
1989) have implied th at there is a cut off in the size distribution of the circumstellar
silicate grains, and th at grains smaller than 800A are rare, or perhaps not present at
all in the circumstellar envelope of this star, implying, if true, th a t the lower limit to
the MRN distribution is a factor

« 1 0

too small for the grains in O-rich circumstellar

envelopes. However, the d ata are confined to just one star, and this work may provide
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further information as to the relevence of Seab $z Snow’s work to other stars.
The grain emissivity, albedo and asymmetry param eter was calculated via Mie theory
for each of

2 0

grain sizes at each wavelength of interest. The selected grain radii linearly

spanned the MRN grain size distribution, and this enabled the calculation of grain tem
peratures for each grain size component as a function of radial distance from the central
star, during the modelling process.
The density of the adopted grain material does of course vary with the chemical com
position of the grains. Olivine is a magnesium-rich silicate m aterial, whose density may
be approxim ated as (Deer, Howie & Zussmann, 1976):

PM g

= 4.32 - 1.8[Mg2+]gcm~z

(4.6)

In which [Mg2+] is the atomic proportion of magnesium. Generally, the composition
of olivine in circumstellar shells has been assumed in previous studies (e.g. Skinner &
W hitmore, 1987) to be ( F e o ^ M g o ^ ^ S i O ^ which gives pd ~ 3.30gcm ~3.

4 .5 .2

F a r - I R e m i s s i v i t y o f s i l i c a t e d u s t g r a in s

As discussed more fully in Chapter 3, the far-IR (i.e. A >

2 0

/im) emissivity of circumstellar

dust is dependent upon both its chemical and its physical structure, and indeed also upon
the size and shape of the grains which compose it.
For silicate grains situated in circumstellar dust shells, it has generally been assumed
th at the grains have metallic properties (Andriesse, 1974; Aannestad, 1975) and in conse
quence the grain emissivity should fall off as A-2 . This was indeed the claim of Skinner
and W hitmore based on their analysis of a number of M stars, whilst Forrest et al. (1979)
also obtained a A- 2 slope for the dust emissivities in the 16-39/zm region from simple
models of stars of the same spectral type.
Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1983a,b), and Rowan-Robinson et al. (1986) however chose
to explain the observed far-IR spectra of stars of the same spectral type (including in fact
WX Ser!) as those observed by Skinner & W hitmore by using a grain emissivity function
which fell off as A- 1 , whilst Volk h Kwok (1988), in their models for circumstellar shells
of M type stars

to use an emissivity law which was proportional to A- 1 in the

20-pm region, but which steepened to A- 2 longwaxds of 84/mi.
The differences between these modelling schemes, and the fact th a t all of them managed
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to fit identical spectra in a satisfactory manner, is an example of how difficult it is to
obtain an unique match to an observed spectrum with any model; Skinner & W hitm ore’s
model used a MRN distribution of grain sizes in the dust shell, and assumed a stellar
chromosphere was responsible for supplying free-free emission in the far-IR, whilst RowanRobinson et al. and Volk and Kwok chose to explain the far-IR emission from the objects
in terms of dust emission alone from grains of a single size in the circumstellar shells.
It was partly to examine which of these, very different models for the circumstellar
environments is closer to the tru th , th a t WX Ser was chosen for this project, since, as de
scribed above, it shows no evidence for the existence of a chromosphere, and may therefore
be safely modelled as an example of a star in which dust plays the m ajor role in sculpting
its observed spectrum. In this work, the far-IR emissivity of dust grains will be allowed to
fall off as A- 1 and A- 2 longwaxds of 25//m, to test which gave the best fit to the observed
energy distribution of WX Ser.

4 .5 .3

D u s t s h e ll in n e r r a d iu s

The dust shell inner radius is determined by the condensation tem perature of the grains.
For the purposes of this project, the dust shell inner radius is defined more precisely as
the radial distance from the central star at which the ambient tem perature of the warmest
dust grains (as calculated by the radiative transfer code) reaches the grain condensation
tem perature.
Once again, there exists no real concencus as to the precise coindensation tem perature
of silicate dust grains, with some authors favouring values as high as 1500K (Volk & Kwok,
1988), others (e.g. Skinner & W hitmore) a value of

1 0 0 0

K, whilst a value as low as 500K

was used as the dust tem perature in the shells of some stars by Rowan-Robinson et al.,
(1986). Given such a diverse selection of proposed condensation tem peratures, it was
decided to construct models for the dust shell of WX Ser with grains allowed to condense
at each of these temperatures, and to select the one which best fitted the observations.

4 .5 .4

D u s t s h e ll o u t e r r a d iu s

If a realistic model for the emergent flux from WX Ser at the far-IR and radio regions of
the spectrum is to be developed, then the choice of dust shell outer radius becomes fairly
im portant, since most of the flux at the longer wavelengths will originate in the cooler,
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outer regions of the dust shell. Rowan-Robinson et al. (1986) adopted a value of 1000
times the inner dust shell radius in their models for the dust shells around M stars, whilst
Skinner Sz W hitmore (1987, 1988a,b) chose to term inate their radiative transfer models
when the dust tem perature reached a ‘typical’ interstellar value, which they decided was
30K.
Spatially resolved observations of the WX Ser dust shell are not as yet available,
and hence can cast no additional light on its extent. In this work, it was decided to
follow the example of Skinner & W hitmore and chose the point at which the coolest grain
tem peratures reached 30K as defining the outer radius of the dust shell; In reality, as there
are no observations of WX Ser at wavelengths longwards of 100/zm, the difference between
adopting the Rowan-Robinson et al. outer radii, and the one chosen, was very small.
In all models discussed below, the mass loss which gives rise to the dust envelope is
assumed to be spherically symmetric, and constant for the time it has taken for the dust
shell to reach its present state.

4 .5 .5

D u s t t o g a s r a t io in t h e c ir c u m s t e ll a r e n v e lo p e

The dust to gas ratio in the circumstellar envelope of WX Ser is not known. Studies of the
dust to gas ratio in the interstellar medium (see for example J. L. Puget in Lucas et al.,
1985) suggest a dust to gas ratio by mass of between 1.0 X 10-3 and 1.0 X 10- 2 , but there
is no evidence th at the value in the circumstellar shell of WX Ser should be the same.
Knapp (1985) derived a mean gas to dust ratio by mass in a sample of O-rich Mira
variables of « 6 X 10~3 by comparing the gas mass loss rates calculated from her observa
tions of the staxs CO envelopes by the dust mass loss rates for the same sample of stars
derived from the radiative transfer models of Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1982, 1983a,b).
Using a different dust modelling method from th at of Rowan-Robinson & Harris, Skin
ner & W hitmore (1987, 1988a,b) discovered th a t a fixed value 0.002 for the gas to dust
ratio could be used to successfully model the emergent spectra of a large number of O-rich
envelopes around M type giants and supergiant stars, if the gas mass loss rates for the
same staxs were calculated from observations of circumstellar CO emission. Similarly low
values for the dust to gas ratio of < 1.0 X 10-3 have been calculated from models of the
dust emission from the neutral regions in envelopes of O-rich planetary nebulae by Hoare
(1988) and Hoare & Clegg (1988), who, like Skinner & W hitmore adopted the MRN grain
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size distribution in their modelling of the sources.
It was decided to copy Skinner & W hitmore and adopt a value of 0.002 for the dust to
gas ratio in the circumstellar envelope of WX Ser. As only an upper limit to the gas mass
loss rate existed, on the basis of the CO observations, this provided one way of deriving
the mass loss rate for the stax. Modelling the source then consisted of varying the gas mass
loss rate, until a good fit could be made to the observations, once the effects of interstellar
reddening had been taken into account.

4.6

R esu lts

4 .6 .1

D r a in e & L ee m o d e ls

The radiative transfer model calculated for the circumstellar envelope of WX Ser using the
Draine and Lee dust param eters provides a poor fit to the mid-IR spectrum of WX Ser.
The best model, presented as Figure 4.1, shows a definite difference in shape between the
observed 9.7/im feature and th a t predicted by the model. This model, which assumed a
dust condensation tem perature of 1000 K and a dust to gas ratio in the envelope of 0.002
provided a fair fit to the near and far-IR observations, but was completely inappropriate
to the IR A S LRS spectrum of WX Ser. Note th a t for these exploratory models, the grain
emissivity was allowed to fall off as A-1 at wavelengths longer than 22/im; this will be
examined in more detail in a later section.
A detailed comparison of the Draine & Lee dust model with the IR A S LRS spectrum
is given as Figure 4.2. Here it can be seen th a t though a fair fit to the 18/im region is
obtained, the 9.7/im feature of the model is different in character to th a t shown in the
observations.
Thus the finding by Skinner &: W hitmore th a t the Draine & Lee dust does not fit the
9.7/im feature observed in M type stars, is confirmed here for the M type Mira WX Ser.
However, the 18/im region of the WX Ser spectrum is matched quite well by the model
spectrum; since Draine & Lee derived their complex refractive indices in this region in
part from observations of dust shells of late type stars.
The discovery th at the WX Ser 9.7/im feature is not matched by a model based upon
Draine & Lee dust param eters is not at all surprising, since the aim of Draine & Lee in
providing a run of complex refractive indices was to match the 9.7/im feature observed in
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Figure 4.1: Model fit to WX Ser photometry, using Draine & Lee dust parameters
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the Trapezium region of the Orion nebula. This is an HII region, where the physical and
chemical environment of the dust grains is very different to th at thought to occur in a
circumstellar outflow, and it is not therefore surprising th at grains with slightly different
optical properties to those condensing in the outflows from evolved stars are observed
there.
Thus, although the Draine & Lee dust provides a good m atch to the spectra of HII
regions and PN (e.g. Hoare, 1988; Hoare &: Clegg, 1988), dust with different optical
properties in the 9.7fim region is required to m atch the observed spectrum of W X Ser. In
an attem pt to locate dust th a t does m atch the spectrum of WX Ser in th at region, the
Kratschmer & Huffmann dust, favoured by Skinner & W hitmore in their series of papers
will now be examined.

4 .6 .2

K r a ts c h m e r & H u ffm a n n M o d e ls

The best fit achieved to the photom etry of WX Ser using a model based upon the dust
param eters of Kratschmer & Huffmann (in the 8-20/mi region of the spectrum) is presented
as Figure 4.3. It was found th at the best fit to the photom etry again came by adopting
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Figure 4.2: Model fit to IR A S LRS spectrum of WX Ser, for model using Draine & Lee
dust param eters
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a dust to gas ratio of 0.002 in the stellar outflow, and by using a dust condensation
tem perature of 1000 K to determine the inner radius of the dust shell.
Generally the fit to the photometry is good, except, once again in the mid-IR region,
where the fit becomes poor at wavelengths longer than « 12/im.
A detailed comparison between the best model and the IR A S LRS spectrum of WX
Ser, which can be made using Figure 4.4. reveals th at a superior fit to the 9.7/im feature
is indeed obtained by using the Kratschmer & Huffmann data rather than those of Draine
& Lee; however, the fit in the region 13-20 microns is markedly poorer.
It appears th at the ratio of 9.7/im to 18/im features is too small in the Kratschmer h
Huffmann models, and th at the depth of the central ‘trough’ between the two features is
too deep in the model when compared to the observations. Because Skinner h W hitmore
always found th a t emission from a mooted chromosphere dominated in their sample of
stars at wavelengths longer than «15/im, they would not have discovered this effect of
using the Kratschmer & Huffmann dielectric function, which will, as shown here, only
become apparent for stars in which dust is the chief source of emission at «18//m.
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Figure 4.3: Model fit to photometry of WX Ser, for model using Kratschmer & Huffmann
dust param eters
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P r o d u c t i o n o f a ‘c o m p o s i t e ’ d u s t m o d e l

It became apparent th at neither the Kratschmer Sz Huffmann nor the Draine Sz Lee
datasets gave a good representation of the spectrum of WX Ser in the region 8-23/im.
However, it was noted, from examination of the fits of both of the best models to the
photometry, th at since the Kratschmer Sz Huffmann d ata provided a good fit to the obser
vations in the wavelength range 8 - 1 2 /mi and the Draine Sz Lee d ata provided a better fit
at the longer wavelengths, there might perhaps be some benefit in attem pting to create a
new ‘composite’ set of dielectric functions for the 8 - 2 2 /mi region, which utilised the ‘best
fitting’ regions of each run of dielectric functions. To this end, the individual runs were
compared, and a decision made where they could best be merged.
Table 4.3 presents the final set of dielectric functions adopted. The values of e\ and
62

from 0.3-7.93/im are those of Draine Sz Lee; from 7.93-11.69/zm the values are derived

from the measurements of Kratschmer Sz Huffmann, whilst longwards of 11.69/mi, the
values are again those of Draine Sz Lee. The adopted dielectric function provided for a
fairly smooth join between the different datasets.
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2 .9 3 0

0 .1 0 7

2 .0

2 .9 2 0

0 .1 1 3

2 .5

2 .9 0 4

0 .1 1 9

3 .0

2 .8 8 0

0 .1 2 6

4 .0

2 .8 1 4

0 .1 3 7

4 .5

2 .4 0 3

3 .1 E -0 2

5 .0

2 .4 1 1

3 .1 E -0 2

5 .2

2 .3 8 1

3 .1 E -0 2

5 .5

2 .2 6 9

3 .2 E -0 2

5 .8

2 .1 3 4

2 .9 E -0 2

6 .2

2 .0 1 2

1 .2 E -0 2

6 .6

1 .9 1 2

3 .2 E -0 3

6 .9

1 .8 4 3

1 .0 E -0 3

7.1

1 .8 0 4

4 .8 E -0 4

7 .2

1 .7 9 5

2 .6 E -0 3

7 .3

1 .7 8 2

9 .1 E -0 3

7 .6

1 .7 2 1

2 .3 E -0 2

7.9

1 .5 7 0

4 .0 E -0 2

8 .2

1 .4 0 2

0 .1 7 3

8 .6

1 .2 0 4

0 .2 7 9

8 .8

0 .9 9 3

0 .3 8 3

9 .0

0 .7 8 2

0 .5 1 2

9 .1

0 .7 5 7

0 .5 6 7

9 .4

0 .4 3 5

0 .8 5 4

9 .8

4 .4 E -0 2

2 .0 5 5

10 .1

0 .2 8 2

2 .6 0 7

10 .4

0 .8 8 2

3 .1 2 8

1 1 .6

3 .8 9 8

4 .4 6 5

1 3 .3

3 .9 2 8

2 .3 9 6

1 4 .2

3 .5 3 9

1 .8 2 9

1 5 .3

2 .8 9 8

1 .8 4 8

1 6 .6

2 .4 2 3

2 .2 6 4

1 7 .3

2 .2 5 9

2 .6 0 4

18.1

2 .1 7 9

3 .0 2 2

1 9 .0

2 .2 3 0

3 .5 0 0

2 0 .0

2 .4 7 0

3 .9 9 0

2 1 .0

2 .7 8 3

4 .3 0 5

2 2 .2

2 .0 9 7

4 .5 9 3

Table 4.3: Adopted Dielectric function for ‘composite’ silicate dust
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Figure 4.4: Model fit to IR A S LRS spectrum of WX Ser, for model using Kratschmer Sz
Huffmann dust parameters
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4 .6 .4

A c o m p o s i t e d u s t m o d e l fo r W X S e r

The dielectric function given in Table 4.3 was used to calculate grain emissivity, albedo
and scattering assymetry param eter for each of the 20 grain radii spanning the MRN grain
size distribution, and then these grain param etars were used as the basis for a radiative
transfer model for the dust shell of WX Ser, in exactly the same was as was done for the
individual Draine Sz Lee and Kratschmer Sz Huffmann datasets.
The best fitting model, presented as Figure 4.5 does indeed appear to give a better fit
to the observations than either of the two previous ‘best fits’, although the fit is still by no
means perfect in the 12-16/zm region, where the grain emissivity appears too high when it
is compared with the observations. This can be better seen in the larger scale plot of the
8-23/im region given as Figure 4.6, which shows th at the model emissivity is nearly 20%
higher than the observations in this region of the spectrum.
The dust optical depths in the 4-22/mi region of the spectrum may be compared by
examining Figure 4.7, which also effectively shows the ‘cross-over’ regions in the composite
model, where a change was made between the Draine Sz Lee and K ratschmer Sz Huffmann
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Figure 4.5: Model fit to WX Ser photometry, for model using composite dust param eters
of Table 4.3
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dielectric functions.
It can be seen from Figure 4.7 th at for all models, the optical depth in the 9.7/zm
feature is just over unity, and therefore the dust shell is just becoming optically thick at
this wavelength.
The param eters for this best fitting model with composite dust are identical to those
for the best fits obtained with the other dust dielectric functions (i.e. stellar param eters are
identical with those in Table 4.1); a dust condensation tem perature of 1 0 0 0 K again gave the
closest m atch to the optical photometric points. A gas mass loss rate of 4.0 x 10- 6 M 0 j/ - 1
is implied, for the adopted dust-to-gas ratio of 0 .0 0 2 . This is a factor of « 5 times greater
than the upper limit to the mass loss rate of the star inferred by Knapp (1985) from her
non-detection of CO lines from the circumstellar shell of the star. However, the mass loss
rate derived here is, rather surprisingly, given the differences in modelling techniques, in
agreement with th at derived by Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1983) for WX Ser.
The best model predicted th at the

1 0 0 0

K grain condensation tem perature was reached

at a radial distance of 1.27x 101 4 cm or 3.175 stellar radii from the photosphere, once again
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Figure 4.6: Model fit to IR A S LRS spectrum of WX Ser, for model using composite dust
parameters
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assuming a dust to gas ratio of 0.002 in the envelope. At this inner radius, the tem perature
difference between the largest and smallest dust grains was approximately 100K, with the
larger grains having the warmer tem perature.
In the model, the outer radius of the dust shell was assumed to be 1 .2 7 x l0 17cm,
where predicted grain tem peratures had fallen to a value of « 41 K for all grain radii,
for a model where the far-IR emissivity of dust grains was allowed to fall off as A~2 (see
below for discussion). The tem perature gradient through the dust shell for both largest
and smallest grain sizes in the MRN size distribution used in the modelling procedure is
plotted in Figure 4.8.
The 1000K condensation tem perature used in the best fitting model is identical to th at
used by Rowan-Robinson & Harris (1983b) in their model for this object, and is also the
same as th a t used by Skinner & W hitmore in their models for O-rich circumstellar shells.
Models which utilised the higher condensation tem perature, favoured by Volk & Kwok
(1988) of 1500K for Silicate dust grains were found to exhibit too much absorption in the
optical (0.5-1.0^m) spectroscopic region.
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Figure 4.7: Dust optical depths in the 4-22/zm spectral region for each of the three ‘best’
models for WX Ser
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This can be explained by the fact th at in th a t model, dust grains condensing at 1500K
would be present in the inner and more dense regions of the envelope (condensation was
predicted to occur at 2.3R*) and hence a larger number of grains would exist, causing
more obscuration in the optical than occurred in the model with condensation occuring
at 1000K.

4 .6 .5

F a r - I R e m i s s i v i t y o f g r a in s in t h e W X S e r c ir c u m s t e ll a r s h e ll

As discussed earler in this Chapter, one of the key ways of assesing the physical structure
of dust grains in circumstellar envelopes is to study how the grain emissivity varies as a
function of wavelength. To this end, models were calculated with emissivity variation in
proportion to A-1 and A-2 longwards of 22/xm.
In Figure 4.9, two models with different grain emissivities are directly compared with
the IR A S long wavelength photom etry at 25, 60 and 100/nn of WX Ser; it is easily apparent
that the best fit to the long wavelength observations comes from a model with emissivity
variation in proportion to A- 2 .
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Figure 4.8: Dust tem peratures as a function of radial distance through the WX Ser dustshell for largest and smallest grains in the MRN size distribution.
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It is perhaps worthwhile at this point discussing how the IR A S photometric fluxes
at 12, 25, 60 and 100/zm were ‘colour corrected’ for direct comparison with the model
spectra. The fluxes in the IR A S Point Source Catalogue were calculated by assuming
th at the intrinsic flux from the source f v oc i/_1. In order to compare the model spectra
with the IR A S observations, it is necessary to calculate the observed fluxes at the effective
wavelength of the photometric bands.
To perform this operation, the IR A S non-colour corrected flux was divided by a ‘colour
correction factor’ (IRAS Explanatory Supplement, 1985) whose size required knowledge
of the actual shape of the intrinsic spectrum of the source. One way to do this would
be to approxim ate the shape by assuming a single tem perature for the dust shell, and
then using the slope of the Planck curve appropriate to th at tem perature as the shape
However, this would not be appropriate if dust emission features were present in the bands.
It was therefore decided to use the slope of the model spectrum to calculate the colour
correction factor. In this case, the colour correction is given simply by the model band
flux, divided by the model flux at the effective wavelength of the band. The model band
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Figure 4.9: Model fit to complete WX Ser energy distribution, for model using composite
dust parameters
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flux was calculated by convolving the model spectrum with the known responses of the
IR A S filters, as tabulated in the IR A S Explanatory Supplement, 1985.
The best fitting model, with its fall off in emissivity proportional to A-2 is in agreement
with the models of Skinner k W hitmore, and does perhaps add weight to their suggestions
that chromospheric emission may be responsible for the observed far-IR excesses observed
in some M stars, where a fall off in emissivity less steep than A-2 longwards of 20/xm has
been derived.
It is interesting to note th a t for this (adm ittedly single example) of an M type Mira,
the A-2 emissivity does provide a much b etter fit to the observations than the A-1 law
favoured by Rowan-Robinson & Harris and Volk & Kwok in their models for M stars in
the 20-100/mi region.
The difference is almost certainly due to both sets of authors utilisation of singly
sized grains in their dust models. The superiority of the model proposed here over those
suggested by previous workers is perhaps best supported by the fact th a t what laboratory
observations and theoretical studies (e.g. Aanestad, 1975) there have been of silicate dust
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grain emissivity longwards of 20/im are suggestive of a A-2 emissivity law for the dust
grains. It seems therefore th a t a grain size distribution must be incorporated into grain
models if realistic properties of circumstellar dust, and indeed circumstellar dust shells are
to be derived.
However, the extension of this work to the sample of stars examined by Skinner &
W hitmore is required before this can be positively stated. Of particular interest also would
be an investigation as to whether the A-2 slope required to fit the observations of WX Ser
in the 20-100/mi region continues further into the mm and radio region of the spectrum.
This will have to await the availability of observations at the longer wavelengths, which,
given the recent advances in sensitivity of mm and sub-mm astronomical instrum entation,
should be forthcoming in the not too distant future.

4.7

Conclusions

A detailed radiative transfer model for the observed energy distribution for the M type
M ira star WX Ser at maximum light has been presented which can successfully match
observations of the star in the wavelength range 0.55-100/im.

D ust is found to play

the dominant role in determining the observed spectrum of this source throughout the
wavelength range modelled. A dust shell composed of silicate dust grains with radii in
the range 0.005< a < 0.25 fim (whose distribution in sizes was identical to th at proposed
by Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck, 1977) was found to give an excellent fit to photometric
observations of the star at maximum light.
A new ‘composite’ dielectric function has been proposed which gives a better fit to the
observations of WX Ser in the 8-23/^m region of the spectrum than th at given by dielectric
functions in the same spectroscopic region proposed by Draine &: Lee (1984, 1987) and
Kratschmer Sz Huffmann (1979). A dust condensation of 1000K for silicate grains was
found to provide the optimum fit to the observed spectrum, and a A-2 fall off in grain
emissivity was found to provide the best fit to the colour corrected IR A S photometric
fluxes for the source.
The best fitting model assumed a stellar tem perature of 1960K, and a dust-to-gas ratio
of 0.002 throughout the shell, implying a gas mass loss rate of 4.0 xlO -6 !!/®!/- 1 .
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C hapter 5

A M odel for th e Infrared and
R adio Spectral E nergy
D istrib u tion for IR C + 1 0 °2 1 6
In this chapter, a model is presented for the infrared, millimetre and radio continuum
emission from the mass losing Carbon star IRC+10°216 at maximum IR brightness. The
model is based upon a comprehensive analysis of the transfer of radiation through the
sta r’s circumstellar dust envelope. It is shown th a t recent observations of centimetre con
tinuum radio emission may be understood in terms of the sum of therm al dust emission
from amorphous carbon dust grains in the circumstellar envelope, plus the emission from
the stellar photosphere, which in the models, becomes im portant at long (A >100fim)
wavelengths, where the dust shell becomes optically thin to the underlying stellar photo
sphere. The dust to gas ratios for amorphous carbon and silicon carbide dust components
in the circumstellar envelope are found to be 2.5X10-3 and 5 .0 x l0 -4 by mass respectively.
Recent sub-millimetre and radio observations of the flux distribution from IRC-(-10o216
may be explained if the far infrared emissivity of dust grains is allowed to vary as A-1 ,
though at the longest wavelengths, the observations require another emission component,
which is suggested to be free-free emission from an optically thick chromosphere whose
tem perature is of the order 10,000K.
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5.1

In trod u ction

Since its discovery in the 2 /zm sky survey (Neugebauer and Leighton 1969), IRC +10°216
has been observed at a variety of wavelengths spanning the range from visible to millimetre.
Recently this wide wavelength coverage has been extended to centim etre radio wavelengths
by the work of Spergel et aZ.(1983) and Sahai et at(1989). As the prototype for the class
of highly obscured carbon stars, and because it is the only object of this class to have been
observed at the longer wavelengths, IRC-fT0°216 offers an unique opportunity to test the
emissivity of dust grains in carbon rich envelopes over the entire range from optical to
radio.
A number of different condensates are predicted to form in C-rich environments. Both
graphite (Hoyle & Wickramasinghe 1962) and amorphous carbon (AC) grains (Draine
1981) have been suggested as the chief sources of dust emission in C-rich conditions, though
the non-detection of the predicted 11.52/zm emission feature of crystalline graphite in
IRC-)-10o216 by Treffers and Cohen (1974) and by Glasse et al. (1986) in the circumstellar
shell of the Wolf-Rayet star Ve 2-45 has been used as evidence against graphite being a
m ajor constituent of grains in carbon rich environments, and most recent models for the
observed spectrum of IRC+10°216 (for example M artin and Rogers 1987; Le Bertre 1987,
1988b; Orofi.no et al. 1987, 1990) have relied upon single sized AC grains to represent the
I

: dust condensate.
'
Other condensates are also expected to form in C-rich circumstellar dust shells, and

spectral emission features seen at 11.4/zm and 30/zm are generally ascribed to silicon car
bide (SiC) (Treffers and Cohen 1974) and magnesium sulphide (MgS) (Goebel &: Moseley
1985), respectively. To date, most workers have ignored these ‘m inor’ constituents of Crich circumstellar envelopes, when attem pting to model emergent spectra, since outside
the regions of their spectral emission, they are thought to be irrelevant in determining the
overall characteristics of the emergent spectrum. However, Skinner and W hitm ore (1988)
have shown how the strength of the SiC feature may be used as a mass loss diagnostic for
cool carbon staxs, thereby implying th at the dust to gas ratio for the SiC component is the
same wherever the SiC emission feature is observed in C star spectra. In order to test their
relationship, it becomes necessary to include SiC as a component in full multi-component
radiative transfer models for a large number of staxs; this work reports a first step towards
achieving this goal.
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Table 5.1: The adopted Stellar Parameters for IRC+10216.

Param eter

5.2

Value

Distance

200 pc

R*

7 .2 5 x l0 13cm

T e/ /

2330 K

Voo

14.4 km s_1

Reference

Kwan & Hill(1977)
This work
Ridgeway & Keady(1988)
Schonberg (1989)

M

3.0 xlO -5 M@ y r-1

Schonberg (1989)

R,„

1.4XlO14 cm

This Work

Rout

6.0xlO 17 cm

This Work

T h e M od el C ode

The modelling utilises a code originally due to Haisch (1979) and modified by Hoare (1988)
in which a generalised two stream Eddington approximation is applied to the problem of
radiative transfer in a spherically symmetric extended dust shell. The code fully takes
into account the effects of non-isotropic scattering, absorption and therm al re-emission
and calculates the radiative equilibrium tem perature distributions consistent with the
radiation field for a multiple grain size, multiple grain component dust distribution. The
code is used to calculate the tem perature distribution for 20 grain sizes at 175 depth points
through the dust shell and hence the emergent spectrum at 75 wavelength points from
0.5/im-10cm.
The model code requires a number of input param eters which may be usefully divided
into those relevant to the star and those relevant to the dust grains. These will be discussed
in turn.

5 .2 .1

S t e ll a r P a r a m e t e r s

Table 5.1 lists the adopted stellar param eters. It is assumed th at the stellar energy distri
bution may be adequately represented by a Plank blackbody function appropriate to the
adopted T ef f .
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5 .2 .2

G r a in S iz e D i s t r i b u t i o n

The code allows for a power law distribution of grain sizes whereby the number density of
grains of radius a, per unit grain radius interval at a distance r from the central star is:

nd(a,r) = rid(r)a~p,

a\ < a < a2.

(5.1)

As a starting point, the M athis, Rumple and Nordsiek (MRN) (1977) grain size distri
bution is adopted, in which p = 3.5, ai=0.005/im and a2=0.25/im. This has been shown by
Biermann and Harwit (1980) to be a plausible description of the dust grain size distribution
resulting from grain-grain collisions in red giant winds.
A value for n j the number density of the dust grains at the inner (condensation) radius
may be derived from a knowledge of the velocity of the stellar wind and the dust to gas
ratio of the outflow. Hoare and Clegg (1988) give:

-m

ZrriH
(4 —p)
R n j j( r )
4 tt (a%~p - af ~p) ‘"
Pdy>

=

(5-2)

where R is the dust to hydrogen ratio by mass, nfj is the number density of hydrogen
nuclei, m jj is the mass ofthe hydrogen atom and pd is the density of the grain material.
Values forthe grain density of 1.8

g cm-3 , 3.2 g cm-3 and 2.0 g cm-3 are adopted for the

AC, SiC and graphite components respectively .
If the gas mass loss rate (M) has been measured then njj{r) is given by:

UH

4/jrr2pm H v(r)

where t>(r) is the outflow velocity at radial distance r from the star.

^

^

Integrating

equation (5.1) over the grain size distribution, and combining this result with (5.2) and
(5.3) a relationship is obtained for the dust grain number density at radial distance r:
3Md/M„

(4 - p )

M

1
1 ~P
( ’
Note th a t in equation (5.4) M d/M g is used to denote the more familiar dust to gas
ratio, which is the dust to hydrogen mass ratio divided by p =1.4 for a helium abundance
of 0.1 by number relative to hydrogen.
The modelling process assumes th at by the time dust grains condense out of the stellar
outflow, it has reached its term inal velocity (i.e. v{r) = v ^ ). This is not necessarily a
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valid assumption since in one of the few cases where a wind velocity has been traced as
a function of distance from the central red giant, th at of VX Sgr (Chapm an and Cohen
1986), the gas is still being accelerated at distances of 2-5 stellar radii which is where the
models predict tem peratures to be such th a t dust grains can begin to condense, and in
fact the gas in the envelope of VX Sgr only reaches term inal velocity at several hundred
stellar radii. However, Keady, Hall and Ridgeway (1988) found th a t gas velocities in the
envelope of IRC+10°216, derived from observations of the CO first overtone bands at 2/zm,
reached values close to term inal at around 10 stellar radii.
The lack of any realistic velocity law for red giant winds and the ready availability of
published values for Voo led to the adoption of v

as the velocity of gas everywhere in the

outflow with the awareness of the possible inaccuracies this assumption introduces into
the results. Thus the density of dust in the outflow is assumed to fall-off as the inverse of
the square of the distance from the star.
5 .2 .3

D u s t O p tic a l C o n s t a n t s

Values for the dust absorption efficiency (Q (a, A)), albedo (£ (a, A)) and the dust scattering
asymmetry param eter (<?(a, A)) were calculated assuming spherical grains, for 20 grain radii
spanning the MRN size distribution, using Mie theory (van de Hulst 1957) and dielectric
functions tabulated in the literature for a variety of proposed condensates.
For graphite the dielectric functions given by Draine and Lee (1984) were used (noting
the errata in Draine Sz Lee, 1987), and a tem perature of 100K was assumed when calculat
ing the free electron contribution to the opacity. Due to the anisotropic nature of graphite,
it was assumed th at the to tal grain efficiency factors for absorption and extinction, Qafo,
and Qext could be approximated by assuming the grains to be composed of a collection of
randomly orientated crystals such that;
Q { a , v ) = ^ Q ± { a , v ) + ^Q\\{a,v)

(5.5)

where Qj_(a, v) and Q||(a, v) axe the efficiency factors calculated for the cases where the E
vector is perpendicular or parallel to the c plane (itself perpendicular to the basal plane).
For AC grains, two runs of synthesized constants were compared; those tabulated in
Hoare (1990) (and used to model the dust emission from the C-rich planetary nebulae
IC 418 and NGC 7662) and those given by M athis and Whiffen (1989 preprint) for AC
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grains in the interstellar medium were compared. It is im portant to note th at both of
these runs of AC optical constants were derived essentially from laboratory measurements.
Those tabulated by Hoare were based on the measurements of Borghesi et al. (1985a) in
the wavelength range under study, whilst those listed by M athis & WhifFen are derived
from the measurements of Bussoletti et al. (1987) at the longer wavelengths, and Duley
(1985) for the optical region.
Finally, the optical constants derived by Pegourie (1988) for c*-SiC, were used to in
vestigate the effect th a t varying the mass loss rate and dust to gas ratio had upon the
observed strength of the 11.4/im feature in IRC+10°216. At wavelengths longwards of
those tabulated by the authors for all grain types, Q(a,A) was calculated for two power
laws, Q(a,A)oc A-1 0 for the AC, and Q(a,A)oc A-2 0 for the crystalline graphite and SiC.
The A-1 power law was selected as most recent laboratory measurements of the extinction
efficiencies for various types of submicron AC grains (eg Koike et al. (1979), Bussoletti et
al. (1987)) have found values close to this out to wavelengths as long as 300/zm, with no
apparent falling off in the power law at the longer wavelengths.
The lack of any published optical constants for MgS, observed in IRC+10o216 by
Forrest et al. (1979), precluded its inclusion as a component in the models for the dust
envelope of IRC-flO°216.

5 .2 .4

D u s t S h e ll I n n e r R a d iu s

The dust shell inner radius is determined by the dust grain condensation temperature.
Individual grain components have different condensation tem peratures and therefore in
the multi-component models, the dust shell inner radius is defined to be the point where
the ambient tem perature of the warmest dust grains reaches the tem perature of the grain
component with the highest condensation tem perature. The density of the second dust
component is set to zero until a point is reached within the dust shell where the hottest dust
grains reach their designated condensation tem perature, at which stage this component is
‘allowed’ to condense, and its effect on the transport of radiation through the dust shell
is calculated at all grid points outside this condensation radius.
Due to their more refractory nature, SiC grains are predicted to condense closer to
the star than do the AC grains. The precise tem perature of SiC grain condensation is not
absolutely clear. McCabe (1982) constructed a chemical model of carbon star envelopes
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in which SiC grains were found to condense from the outflow at tem peratures of 1500K.
More recent laboratory work by Frenklach et al. (1989) suggests th a t the SiC component
m ay condense from the gas phase at tem peratures as high as 2000K, and may already
have begun to condense within the photosphere itself. In order to investigate the effect of
SiC condensation tem perature upon the emergent spectrum, models were run using both
1500K and 2000K condensation tem peratures.
There is a much better consensus as to the condensation tem perature of the AC or
graphitic component. Both McCabe and Frenklach et al. have these grains condensing
at tem peratures of around 1000K. One im portant difference th at should be noted in the
models presented here, and th a t proposed for the circumstellar envelopes of carbon stars
by Frenklach et al. is th a t these have discrete dust components, whereas Frenklachet
al. suggest th at the SiC grains act as nucleation sites for the AC component. The lack
of any published dielectric functions for the ‘amorphous C arbon/SiC ’ composite grains
precluded the detailed testing of this model. In principle, an approach similar to th at used
by A annestad (1974) for silicate core grains with ice mantles could have been adopted,
where the grains were assumed to be composite spheres, enabling use of the formulae of
G uttler as described by Wickramasinghe (1975), to calculate dielectric functions for these
composite grains, which would presumably have SiC cores with AC mantles. At this stage
in the modelling though, it was felt th a t such a move would lead to an unnecessary increase
in the (already) large number of free param eters needed to model the grains, and should
only be attem pted, if multi-component grain models prove unable to give good fits to the
observations.

5 .2 .5

D u s t S h e l l O u t e r R a d iu s

If a realistic model is to be constructed for the millimetre and radio fluxes from the dust
shell, then the choice of dust shell outer radius becomes quite im portant, since most of
the flux at millimetre wavelengths will have its origin in the cool outer regions of the
shell. Previous authors have adopted a variety of outer radii: Rowan-Robinson et al.
(1986) used a value of 1000Rtn, where R,„ is the inner radius of the dustshell, to model
the emergent spectrum from IRC-f 10°216, whereas Le Bertre (1987,1988b) adopts a value
of 10000R,-n, and M artin and Rogers (1987) quoted the outer boundary of their model
dust shell as occurring at 10000R* Observations of the size of the CO molecular envelope
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(Huggins et al. 1988) may also be used as an indication of the extent of the shell, since
at the outer radius of the CO em itting shell, the CO molecules located within the dusty
stellar outflow are presumably being dissociated by the interstellar radiation field. In the
case of IRC+10°216, Huggins et al. found th at the CO emission was coming from a region
whose radius was less than 6 .7 x l0 17cm (9240R*). assuming a distance of 200pc for the
object. This was adopted as a realistic starting value for the model’s outer radius, since
the lack of emission from CO molecules beyond this radius observed by Huggins et al. ,
is presumably due to the CO molecules having been dissociated. If this is true, then the
dust shell may be taken to have become optically thin to the interstellar radiation field
at this radius, with the dust grains coming into therm al equilibrium with the interstellar
radiation field beyond this point. For this reason, the Huggins et al. outer radius was
selected as the starting point for the modelling procedure; however, in order to investigate
the effect th at variation of the outer radius of the dustshell has upon emergent far-IR
fluxes, model spectra were calculated for ail of the above values for RcUf, and the best
value for it was determined by comparison with the available photometry.

5.3

O bservations

Since IRC+10°216 is known to be variable with a period of «640 days (W itteborn et al.
1980, Ridgeway and Keady (1988)) it is necessary to select observations made at a similar
phase in the light curve, if the s ta r’s energy distribution is to be modelled in a self consistent
way. In making the selection of photom etry from the literature, no allowance was made for
the ‘light travel tim e’ whereby there is a phase lag between near-IR and far-IR variations
in brightness. The non-inclusion of this effect in the selection of the observations was due
to the relative scarcity of published multi-epoch photom etry at wavelengths longer than
30/xm.
The ephemeris given by Ridgeway and Keady (1988) was utilised to select observations
from the literature th a t were made within ±0.2 period of IRC+10°216’s peak 2/mi bright
ness. Due to its im portance in constraining the derived dust to gas ratio for SiC, the IR A S
LRS spectrum of the object, obtained in 1983 has also been included. The IR A S 12, 25,
60 and 100/zm photom etry have been colour corrected by convolving the model spectra
with the filter responses tabulated in the IR A S explanatory supplement (Beichman et al.
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1984).
At far-IR and radio wavelengths, beam-size effects become im portant, since the beam
used to observe the source may be smaller than the angular extent of the source on the sky,
leading to a reduction in the flux observed from the object. To compare the models with
the observations, the model spectra were convolved with circular gaussian beams whose
diameters m atch those given by the observers. The beam-size corrected model fluxes may
then be compared directly with the observations. Fluxes calculated in this way must be
regarded with some caution, since the beam convolution takes no account of the spectral
sensitivity of individual observers instrum entation, but this should hopefully be taken out
by the calibration process used during the original observations.
The best fitting model is compared with long wavelength observations in this way in
Table 5.2. In all the figures, the observed fluxes are plotted uncorrected for beam size
effects.

5.4

R esu lts

5 .4 .1

G r a in s iz e d i s t r i b u t i o n

The standard MRN size distribution gives a remarkably poor fit to the data. In Figure
5.1, it is shown how, for both types of AC and for graphite dust models using the standard
MRN size
distribution, the model spectra fall significantly below the observations at shorter wave
lengths. This diagram further illustrates how, in the far-infrared and longer wavelength
regions, the A-1 fall-off in grain emissivity used in the Hoare AC dust models gives a supe
rior fit to the observations than th a t given by the M athis and Whiffen or by the graphite
dust models, where the steeper fall-off in dust emissivity leads to a progressively larger
difference between observations and model fluxes with increasing wavelength. The optical
depth of the dust shell is given for the same models in Figure 5.2.
After some investigation, it was found th at by reducing the upper lim it of the grain size—
distribution, such th a t 0.005<a<0.05/nn, a far better fit to the observed spectral shape
in the near-IR could be obtained, implying th at large dust grains with a>0.05^m are not
present in large quantities in the outflow around IRC+10°216. This confirms a similar
finding by M artin and Rogers. The effect th at large grains in the outflow have on the
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Table 5.2: Model fluxes corrected for the finite beam size used for the observations.

1.5cm

3.3mm

1.0mm

450/zm

350/im

100/im

(m Jy)

(m Jy)

(Jy)

(Jy)

(Jy)

(Jy)

Observed Flux

6±1

145±39

4±1

29±8

73±19

2009±7

(reference)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

0
1-H
1

6 .7 x l0 17

2.3

140.0

3.9

33.2

96.1

1977.3

A"11

6 .7 x l0 17

1.4

83.0

2.5

22.7

67.7

1642.9

A"1-2

6 .7 x l0 17

1.1

51.0

1.6

15.5

47.6

1348.4

A"1*3

6.7X1017

0.9

37.0

1.1

11.0

34.3

1106.1

A -i.o

1.4X1017

1.4

69.0

1.9

16.5

49.3

1448.8

A-i.0

1.4X1018

2.9

196.0

5.4

44.7

127.1

2175.2

Model

O uter Radius

Emissivity Law

(cm)

R efere n ces: 1. Sahai et al. (1989), 2. Fazio et al. (1980), 3 Sopka et a/.(1985).

emergent energy distribution may be dem onstrated by assuming the circumstellar dust to
be composed of single sized grains, and running models in which mass outflow from the
star is composed of grains of these discrete sizes. Figure 5.3 indicates how, for the Hoare
AC, grains larger than 0.05^m absorb too efficiently in the optical and near-IR region,
and the model spectra fall beneath the observations.
C ^ :l^

behaviour is found for the M athis and Whiffen AC grains, and also for pure graphite

grains, where better fits to the observed optical and near-IR energy distribution came from
models with grains smaller than 0.05/nn.
The AC grain models gave a superior fit to the observed photom etry than did the
graphite models, over the entire range of wavelengths at which the object was being
modelled. It was therefore concluded th a t graphite grains are not a m ajor opacity source
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of model spectra calculated for 3 grain types (plus SiC grains)
with a standard MRN grain size distribution.
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in the circumstellar environment of IRC+10°216.
The Mathis and Whiffen AC dust gives an inferior fit to the far-IR observations when
compared to dust whose far-IR emissivity falls off as A-1 0 , as suggested by Hoare (1990).
The fit to the observations of models calculated using the Mathis and Whiffen AC dust
was markedly poorer compared to the A-10 emissivity fall-off, at wavelengths longwards
of 0,7mm.
At this stage it was decided th a t since the Hoare AC optical constant synthesis gave
the best fit to the observations, they should therefore be used in all further investigations.
Figure 5.4 presents the best model fit to the photometry, calculated using the Hoare
(1990) optical constants. W ith the adopted stellar and dust param eters, a gas to dust
mass ratio of 400 for AC grains gives a good fit to most observations longwards of 0.5/^m
with the exception of the 1.5cm and 6cm data. This value is in excellent agreement with
those derived by Knapp (1985) and Sopka et al. (1985) whose values for this ratio were 400
and 330 respectively. The value also agrees (within the errors) with the value of 350±200
found by Olofsson et al. (1987) from a survey of optically bright Carbon stars.
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Figure 5.2: Dust optical depths for the models shown in Figure 5.1
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Exam ination of the optical depth of the dust shell, as predicted by the best fitting
model (Figure 5.5) reveals th a t even at wavelengths longwards of 1 mm, the shell is still
of sufficient optical depth th at dust emission is an im portant contributor to the emergent
spectrum . This is contrary to the findings of Sahai et al. (1989) who using a less detailed
analysis, in conjunction with a steeper fall of in dust emissivity in the far-IR, found that
the photosphere dominated dust emission in the radio region of the spectrum.
The relative im portance of the contributions of the (reddened) photosphere and ther
mal emission from dust in the circumstellar envelope for the best fitting model are shown
in Figure 5.6.

5 .4 .2

T h e A m o u n t o f C a r b o n in D u s t g r a in s

The best fitting model gives a dust to gas ratio for the AC component of the dust envelope
of 2.5XlO-3 by mass.

This converts to a value of « 2 .1 x l0 -4 by num ber relative to

hydrogen. Adopting the cosmic abundance presented by Grevesse Sz Anders (1989) for C
relative to H of 3.63 xlO -4 by number then one finds th a t «60% of the available Carbon
is locked up in the AC grains. Of course, the abundance of C relative to H in a carbon
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of model spectra calculated for AC dust grains using single
sized dust grains of the indicated radii. The optical constants used to calculate the grain
param eters come from Hoare (1990).
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star envelope is by no means cosmic; Lambert et al. found th a t for a sample of 30 C stars,
the C /H ratio was enhanced, relative to the solar photospheric value, by a mean value
of 0.05±0.1 dex. Adopting this value for the C abundance, the fraction of carbon in AC
grains lies somewhere in the range 0.4—0.64, assuming the photospheric abundances for
IRC-flO°216 to be similar to the sample of Lam bert et al. .

5 .4 .3

D u s t T e m p e r a tu r e D is tr ib u tio n

The condensation tem perature for the AC grains was found to be an im portant constraint
in matching the optical and near-IR photom etry. A condensation tem perature of 1000K
was found to give the optimum fit to the photom etry, with the adopted grain size dis
tribution. The effect on the model spectra of allowing the AC grains to condense at
tem peratures of 1500K, 1000K and 500K is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Tem peratures larger
than 1000K were found to give models with too much extinction in the optical, whereas,
lower condensation tem peratures gave progressively less extinction, due to the absence of
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Figure 5.4: The model providing the best fit to the observed photometry. Note that
the model fluxes have not, in this figure, been corrected for the finite beam-sizes of the
observations. Beam-size corrected fluxes are compared directly with the observations in
Table 5.2
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the AC grains from the dense inner regions of the outflow. The models described above
imply th at AC condensation must occur at tem peratures lower than «1000K, though pre
cisely how much lower is difficult to determine, until accurate model atmosphere fluxes for
cool C stars become available enabling account to be taken of the line blanketing in the
underlying cool stellar photosphere, which would reduce the stellar fluxes when compared
to those of a black body in the optical and near-IR regions of the spectrum.
The condensation tem perature for the SiC dust grains was found to be of little im
portance in determining the properties of the model spectra. Increasing the condensation
tem perature from 1500K to 2000K did make a small difference to the total dust opacity
at shorter wavelengths as can be seen in Figure 5.8. For the adopted AC condensation
tem perature of 1000K, the best fit to the observations was given by the lower SiC conden
sation tem perature of 1500K, though within the observational and modelling uncertainties,
the certainty of this better fit must be questionable, and no firm conclusions can be drawn
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Figure 5.5: Dust optical depth as a function of wavelength for the best fitting model
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the relative im portance of the contributions to the model
energy distribution of reddened photospheric and therm al dust emission components.
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Figure 5.7: The effect of changing the condensation tem perature of AC grains upon the
emergent model spectrum. All other param eters are identical to those of the best fitting
model.
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as to the accuracy of either the McCabe or the Frenklach et al. models.
The tem perature distribution for the largest grains (0.05/mi) is shown for both AC
and SiC components in Figure 5.9, as a function of radial distance from the star. It can
be seen th a t at the adopted outer radius of 6 .0 x l0 17cm (which equates to 8275R, or
4786rjn), dust tem peratures are of the order 35K. This is a factor 3 higher than the gas
kinetic tem peratures calculated by Huggins et al. for the CO molecules at this distance
from the star; these authors finding th at tem peratures approached 10K at this point in
the shell.
Increasing the outer radius to the values suggested by M artin and Rogers, or Le Bertre
of around 10,000R,n increases the model fluxes in the sub-mm and radio regions since emis
sion from cooler dust in the outer regions contributes mainly at the longest wavelengths.
In Figure 5.10, the effect of altering the adopted outer dustshell radius to the values pro
posed by a number of different authors is investigated. Increasing the dustshell outer
radius to the value of 10,000R,n increases the model fluxes in the far-IR and radio regions
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Figure 5.8: The effect of increasing the condensation tem perature of the SiC grains from
the 1500K used in the best fitting model to the 2000K value suggested by Frenklach et al.
has upon the emergent spectrum.
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Figure 5.9: The tem perature distributions of the largest (a=0.05/nn) grains in the AC^nd
SiC components for the best fitting model.
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to such an extent, th at when convolved with the beams used by individual observers, the
predicted fluxes are greater than those observed. The excess however is generally within
the errors of the original observations, and therefore no clear conclusions may be drawn
as to the actual extent of the outer radius of the dustshell on this basis.
It will be shown however in Section 4.5, th a t adopting a power law dust emissivity
whose fall-off is steeper than A-1 necessitates a large outer radius if the observed far-IR
and radio energy distribution of IRC+10°216 is to be matched. The modelling predicts
grain tem peratures of around 20K at this large outer radius of 10000R,n
Decreasing the outer radius to the value of 1000R,n suggested by Rowan-Robinson et
al. decreases the far-IR model fluxes to a level which is below the observations longwards
of 350/rm. Dust tem peratures predicted by the models at this outer radius are of the
order of 60K, which seems high when compared to ‘standard’ interstellar values of 1030K. The convolved fluxes for models run with both Rowan-Robinson et al. ’s and Le
B ertre’s adopted outer radii are presented in Table 2, whilst the models are compared
directly with the observations (uncorrected for finite aperture size) in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: The effect th at variation of the outer radius of the dust shell has upon the
emergent fluxes, for a model comprising dust grains in the ‘modified’ MRN distribution
whose emissivity is assumed to fall off as A~10.
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SiC dust grains are unim portant in determining the gross properties of the energy distri
bution, their effect being concentrated within the H A fim resonance feature. Assuming
th a t the optical constants for a-SiC used in this study, derived by Pegourie from the labo
ratory measurements of Phillip and Taft (1960) in the UV and optical and by Borghesi et
al. (1985a,1985b) in the IR, are valid for SiC grains in circumstellar dust shells, then this
result m ust cast much doubt upon Le B ertre’s suggestion (1988a) th at SiC dust could be
a dominant source of opacity in carbon rich circumstellar dust shells.
The weak SiC feature exhibited by the IR A S LRS spectrum of IRC+10°216 required a
dust to gas mass ratio of 5 x l0 -4 in the SiC grain component for a good fit to be obtained.
For the best model, this implied a SiC:AC ratio of 1:5 by mass, or 1:17 by number, its value
being relatively insensitive to the other adopted model param eters. Figure 5.11 illustrates
the sensitivity of the SiC feature strength to the adopted dust to gas ratio for SiC by
comparing models run with different SiC:AC ratios with the IR A S LRS spectrum of the
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Figure 5.11: A comparison of a model calculated with different dust to gas (D /G ) ratios
for the SiC model component, w ith the IR A S LRS spectrum of IRC+10°216. The best fit
to the observed SiC feature occurs when D (S iC )/G « 5.0 X 10- 4 .
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object. It is noted in passing, th at though the dust optical constants derived by Pegourie
give a feature whose profile is somewhat narrower than th at suggested by the observations,
the fit, which assumes spherical grains, is in fair agreement with the observations.
The derived dust to gas ratio for SiC implies a derived abundance of Si locked up in
SiC in the circumstellar dust shell of IRC+10°216 corresponding to 1.25X10-5 by number
relative to H. This implies, assuming a cosmic abundance for Si of 3 .5 5 x l0 -5 (Grevesse &:
Anders, 1989) th a t « 0.35 of the available Si is tied up in the SiC grains. For their sample
of 30 carbon stars, Lambert et al. found th a t -0.3<[M /H ]<0.0, where [M/H] is the metal
abundance relative to the cosmic (solar) value. If [Si/H] for IRC+10°216 is as low as -0.3
relative to the cosmic value, then the fraction of Si in dust rises to 0.70. Thus using the
calculated dust-to-gas ratio for SiC, the fraction of Si in dust lies somewhere in the range
0.35—0.70 depending on the adopted Si abundance, though the likely errors associated
with this determ ination of the dust to gas ratio for SiC probably increases this range to
0.20—0.80.
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The figure of 35% for the fraction of Si in dust grains is in m oderate agreement with
th a t quoted by Sahai, W ootten & Clegg (1984), who found th a t to explain the observed
upper lim it to the am ount of SiS molecules in the IRC+10°216 circumstellar envelope, it
became necessary to invoke a scenario where most of the Si was locked up in dust grains.
The value derived for the ratio of SiC to AC dust also compares favourably with those
found empirically by Baron et al. (1987) for their sub-class 1 objects (i.e. those C stars
with weak 11.4/zm features) but is somewhat higher than the value quoted by M artin and
Rogers, who assuming ju st a single grain size, and using the (Q /a) values of Borghesi et
al. (1985a), found th at only a small fraction of the total number of Si atoms were in the
dust.
The calculated SiC:AC ratio is within a factor of 2 of th at derived by Hoare (1990) for
the C-rich planetary nebulae IC 418 and NGC 7662. The fact th a t the ratio is higher than
th a t found by Hoare may be evidence for preferential destruction of the AC or indeed
preferential formation of a SiC component in the PN environment; though the errors
involved in both models must make this conclusion very uncertain.
W hittet et al. (1990) have recently estim ated the abundance of Si in SiC dust, in
the interstellar medium, as being no more than ~ 5 per cent of th a t in silicates, using the
sightline to the galactic centre as the basis for their argument. This value is at least a factor
2 lower than the value calculated for the best model of IRC+10°216 presented above, and
if the abundance calculated by W hittet et al. is true for all sightlines, then it seems that
circumstellar dust composition (at least in the case of IRC+10°216) is very different to that
observed in the ISM, and th a t grain destruction mechanisms are particularly effective. It
should be noted th at the qualitative discussion, by W hittet et al. , of the general absence
of an 11.4/im SiC absorption feature in the spectra of C stars (not necessarily meaning
th a t SiC is underabundant) is bourne out by the quantitative models for the envelope of
IRC+10°216 presented in Figure 5.9; the different grain species do have slightly different
radial tem perature gradients.

It is clear th a t the lack of apparent SiC absorption in

the thickest C rich shells (of which IRC+10°216 is surely the best example!) need not
necessarily imply a low abundance of SiC.
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5 .4 .5

F a r -I R D u s t E m is s iv it y

The best model assumes th a t the dust emissivity falls off as A~p, w ith p —1, for wave
lengths longer than 5pm, and gives a fair m atch to the observed energy distribution for
IRC+10°216 in the range 0.5pm to 1cm. The emissivity law in the far-IR for AC dust is
far from certain though, and published values for p lie in the range 1-1.5.
Le Bertre (1987, 1988b), in his models for IRC+10°216 adopted a value for p of 1.3, as
suggested by Jura (1983) and managed to model the energy distribution of IRC+10°216 in
the range 0.7pm to 3mm. O ther values suggested for p are 1.2 by Sopka et al. (1985) and
1.1 by Zuckerman & Dyck (1986). In order to compare the adoption of p=1.0 with other
published values, models were calculated in which dust emissivity varied as A- 1 1 , A-1 -2
and A-1,3 longwards of 5pm. The results of these calculations are presented as Figure
5.12. The models indicate th a t, assuming a dustshell outer radius of 6 x l0 17cm, p=1.0
gives the best fit to the observed energy distribution, just as measured for AC grains in
the laboratory (Koike et al. (1980), Bussoletti et al. (1987)). Of course, increasing the
adopted outer radius would (as described in Section 4.3) increase the long wavelength
model fluxes for the other values of p, but since the emissivity of the dust grains is also
falling off faster than for p=1.0, so for the higher values of p, the dust shell outer radius
has to be increased more to m atch the observed fluxes. W ith the adoption of p = l the
agreement between model and observations remains fair out to 3.3mm.

Orofino et al.

(1987, 1990) have also used laboratory derived optical constants for AC to model the
circumstellar environment of IRC+10°216, as well as a number of other C-star envelopes.
In their most recent (1990) model for the envelope, a stellar tem perature of 1400K was
found to provide the best fit to the observations near maximum light; this appears a rather
low value, especially when recent observations (Ridgeway & Keady, 1988) of the CO band
heads in the near-IR FTS spectra of IRC+10°216 at phase 0.01 (near maximum light)
indicate an excitation tem perature in excess of 2000K for the stellar photosphere. Orofino
et al. criticise the use by M artin &: Rogers (1987) of bulk optical constants derived from
amorphous carbon film by Mie theory, as introducing considerable inaccuracies into the
values of the derived cross sections. In practice, a direct comparison between the M artin
Sz Rogers optical constants (essentially the same as those tabulated by Hoare) and those
used by Orofino (which are similar to those used by M athis and Whiffen) shows th at there
appear to be no large differences in the far-IR spectral region (Figure 5.1). In any case, the
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Figure 5.12: Models calculated using various power laws for the far-IR emissivity of the
AC grains with the ‘modified’ MRN grain size distribution.
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best fit to the data, in the models presented here comes from the Hoare optical constant
synthesis, and since the models presented by Orofino et al. in both papers (Orofino et al.
1987,1990) are based on a less comprehensive m ethod of radiative transfer calculation that
neglects scattering and the heating of inner dust by IR radiation from the outer grains, it
is felt th a t inaccuracies in the modelling process adopted by Orofino et al. , in conjunction
w ith the single grain size approach adopted in their models lead to the differences between
their best model and th at presented herein.
The fact that the adopted far-IR AC dust emissivity agrees well with the laboratory
derived values is very encouraging, and perhaps indicates the superiority of using a grain
size distribution rather than a single grain size, in the modelling process. At the longest
wavelengths however, the model fit becomes inadequate, and possible reasons for the
poorness of fit at wavelengths longer than 3mm will now be discussed.
Inspection of Table 2 reveals how, for the best model, when beam size effects are taken
into account, the model flux lies below the 1.5cm flux detected by Sahai et al. (1989)
even when account is taken of the finite beam-size of the observation. The same model
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lies well above the measured 2cm flux, which, as pointed out by Sahai et al. (1989) was
not obtained at an epoch close to visual maximum, and should therefore have a reduced
photospheric contribution. Since at 2cm, the best model predicts th a t approxim ately 50%
of the observed flux is blackbody emission from the stellar photosphere, then the model
excess over the observations may understood.
Even with p= 1 though, the predicted model fluxes are well below both the observed
1.5cm and 6cm fluxes of 6±1 m Jy (Sahai et al., 1989)) and 0.42±0.10 mJy (Spergel et
a/., 1983) from IRC+10°216 suggesting th a t at these radio wavelengths at least, another
emission component, in addition to the sum of therm al emission from dust and blackbody
emission from the stellar photosphere, is required to increase model fluxes to the level sug
gested by the observations. In order to investigate the nature of this additional component,
the excesses of observations over model were calculated at both 1.5cm (20Ghz) and 6cm
(5Ghz), and found to be 3.75 m Jy and 0.3 m Jy respectively. The excess is proportional
to v 1-8 and is therefore close to the v2 proportionality th at would be indicative of free-free
emission from an optically thick medium. The most likely candidate for the source of this
excess would be a warm circumstellar chromosphere. Of course, if the excess emission of
observation over model is optically thick, then the actual excess over the optically thin
dust emission at 1.5 and 6cm is greater than th a t given above, by an amount equal to
the photospheric contribution at each wavelength, which for the best model is 1.2 m Jy at
1.5cm and 0.08 m Jy at 6cm. The ‘corrected’ excesses therefore becomes « 5 m Jy at 1.5cm
and 0.38 m Jy at 6cm. If it is now assumed th a t the excess is coming from a region close
to the stellar surface (i.e. R « R») then at the adopted distance of 200 parsecs, with a
stellar radius of 7 .2 5 x l0 13cm, the region m ust have a tem perature of 9020K to sustain
the observed excess, if it is assumed to be a blackbody radiating in the Rayleigh-Jeans
tail. Interestingly, this is reasonably close to the 10000K value assigned to the chromospheric tem perature of the C star TX Psc by Luttermoser et al. (1989), the only C star
whose chromosphere has been studied in detail to date, using UV d ata from the IUE. It
is therefore suggested th at there is definite evidence for an optically thick chromospheric
emission component from IRC-f 10°216 at 1.5cm and 6cm.
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Figure 5.13: Normalised (to peak value) surface brightness profiles for the best fitting
model, at a selection of wavelengths, for offsets of up to one arcsecond from the star.
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S u rfa ce B r ig h tn e s s D is tr ib u tio n s

One of the key tests for any circumstellar dust model for IRC-f-10°216 is its ability to re
produce spatially resolved observations of the object, at a number of different wavelengths.
Figure 5.13 presents normalised surface brightness profiles, calculated for the best fitting
model, at a number of wavelengths, at distances up to one arcsecond from the star. The
behaviour of the selected profiles within the central arcsecond may be seen to be relatively
complex, and the observed profiles are worthy of some discussion.
The first point to note is th a t there are two apparent ‘peaks’ in the surface brightness
profiles at the shorter wavelengths. Each discontinuity is due to a limb brightening effect
at the point in the shell where a dust component is condensing. The inner peak arises as
the SiC dust condenses at a tem perature of 1500K, whilst the second occurring further
from the central star is due to the condensation of the AC component. At the longer
wavelengths (A >100/zm) the inner peak is missing, due to the negligible contribution of
the hot SiC grains to the flux at these long wavelengths ( the emissivity of SiC grains
in the far-IR has been assumed to decline as A-2,0 due to their crystalline structure, and
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hence will always be dominated in these m ulti component models by the AC grains, whose
fall-off in emissivity is less steep than A-2 in these models).
The effect of scattering at shorter wavelengths for the AC dust used in the modelling
m ay be seen by the broadening of the 0.7/xm and 1.0/xm profiles when they are compared
w ith the 2.0/im profile. It should be noted however th a t when these model profiles are
compared with those calculated by Mitchell and Robinson (1980) for a dust shell composed
of graphite grains, the effect of scattering is relatively unim portant at large angular offsets
for AC grains at the wavelengths under consideration here. To test whether this deduction
is true, the predicted surface brightness profiles are now compared with observations made
at a num ber of wavelengths, obtained from the literature.
In the optical and near-IR region, Le Bertre (1988b) obtained CCD frames of IRC+10°216
through Gunn g, r, i and z filters, and derived an intrinsic width of the IRC+10°216 cen
tral core region at each of these wavelengths by deconvolving the instrum ental profile
as measured by observing a nearby point source, from the observed surface brightness
profile of IRC-flO°216. In Table 5.3 the calculated FW HM ’s are compared with those
measured by Le Bertre; in general, the calculated FW H M ’s are much narrower than the
deconvolved observations, indicating th a t though at these shortest wavelengths the best
model is predicting the fluxes fairly accurately, the scattering effects of the dust are not
being reproduced as well as one might desire, though the signal to noise ratio of the Le
Bertre observations, and indeed the spatial resolution are not high enough for any detailed
conclusions to be drawn by comparing the models with them. It is noted th at Le Bertre
himself, using his single sized grains was unable to find an unique model able to m atch the
observed FW HM ’s at all wavelengths; this probably reflects poor knowledge of the grain
albedo’s in the optical.
At longer wavelengths, direct images are more difficult to obtain due to the relative
scarcity of IR array detectors. Instead, most workers have used interferometric techniques
to derive information as to the spatial extent of IRC+10°216. Ridgeway and Keady (1988)
used both lunar occupation and speckle interferom etry to derive the half intensity radius of
the source profile (assumed to be gaussian) at wavelengths of 1.66, 2.22, 3.05 and 4.64^m.
The resolution of their interferometric beam was 0".084, whilst the estim ated resolution
lim it of the occupation data was 0".06. To compare a model with the observations the
model surface brightness profiles were convolved at these wavelengths with gaussian beams
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Table 5.3: The FW HM ’s of the model surface brightness profiles, are compared w ith the
measured FW HM ’s for IRC+10°216 by Le Bertre (1988b) and Ridgeway & K eady(l988).

Filter

Deconvolved FWHM

Calculated FWHM

(")

(")

Gunn g

1.4±0.2

0.10

Gunn r

1.3±0.1

0.14

Gunn i

1.3±0.2

0.12

Gunn z

1.29±0.07

0.13

1.64/im

0.1

0.095

2.22/im

0.15

0.15

4.64/im

0.15

0.16

w ith diameters matching the quoted resolutions, and then measured the FWHM of the
resultant profile. These results axe also given in Table 3; there is good agreement between
the calculated FW HM ’s and those obtained from the observations.
Sutton et al. (1979) used a spatial interferometer w ith a maximum spatial resolution
of 0".2 to measure the surface brightness of IRC+10°216 at a wavelength of ll/zm . Their
interferometer passband was wide enough to include the 11.4^m SiC emission feature,
and thus these observations are of use in constraining the inner radius of the circumstellar
dust shell. They interpreted their observations in terms of two gaussian components, the
first of diameter < 0".2, assumed to be due to stellar emission, the second having a 1/e
diam eter of 0".90, which was thought to be due to dust emission. The two components
contributed < 14% and >86% to the total flux respectively. The result of convolving the
best fitting model’s surface brightness profile with a gaussian beam of FWHM 0".2, is a
profile th at has a full width to 1/e diameter of 0".6 which is a little narrower than that
measured by Sutton et al.. T hat model does not however predict the unresolved central
component, which Sutton et al. assumed to be due to the star, since the optical depth
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in the SiC feature is greater than unity (Figure 5.5), and therefore dust emission should
dom inate at this wavelength; the star should be invisible, as it contributes <1% of the
flux at this wavelength.
A t a longer wavelength of 61/zm, Fazio et al. (1980) used a gaussian beam of diam eter
O'.92 to observe IRC+10°216. Convolving the best fitting model’s surface brightness profile
at 61/im with a gaussian beam of this diam eter results in a predicted observed size for
the best model of 1'.03. This is slightly smaller than the size as measured by Fazio et
a l of l'.3 ± 0 '.l, but since bandpass of the photom eter used by Fazio et al. covered the
wavelength range 40-250/mi, and the observed size will be an ‘average’ of the source size
in the quoted region of spectral sensitivity. It is therefore felt th a t the agreement between
model and observations is reasonable.
It has been assumed throughout the modelling process th at the mass loss from IRC-f-10°21G
is uniform and th at the dust envelope is spherically symmetrical. Observations show th at
for the outer envelope this assumption is fairly safe; the CO emission mapped by Wannier
et al. (1979) presents very little evidence for large (angular) scale asymmetry. On smaller
scales, the evidence for asymmetry has been reviewed by

& Rogers who surmised

th a t the asymmetry was most pronounced within the central 20" of the object, and th at
this reflected the fact th a t the region of most recent mass loss was being studied at these
scales. Recently, Le Bertre (1988b) has obtained a series of images, which he suggests
give direct evidence of non-uniform mass mass loss, where the departure from circular
symmetry was interpreted as being due to random radial inhomogeneities in the mass loss
on large time scales (which he puts at longer than 20 years). It is interesting to note
th at though the models presented in this paper do not attem pt to take into account the
observed departures from spherical symmetry in the inner envelope, the model fluxes do
agree fairly well with those measured by the observers, though at the shortest wavelengths,
where the most notable asymmetries have been observed, the fit of model to observation
could be improved. Although as pointed out above, b etter knowledge of the dust grain
albedoes via improved optical constants may well improve the fit, particularly with regards
to m atching the spatial data. To summarize; the observed asymmetries in the envelope
occur at the shortest wavelengths where knowledge of dust optical constants is not good,
and also, as the asymmetries are observed on relatively small scales in the hotter, inner
regions of the dust envelope then the properties of the outer envelope derived in preceding
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Sections remain unchanged.

5.5

C onclusions

In the range 0.5/im< A < 1.5cm the observed energy distribution of IRC+10°216 may
be understood in term s of a multiple component optically thick dust shell comprised of
AC and SiC dust grains with radii spanning the range 0.005/mi<0.05/2m in a modified
MRN size distribution, surrounding a 2300K stellar photosphere.

The best fit to the

far-IR observations occurs if the grain emissivity is allowed to vary as A-1 0 . The best
fitting model has dust to gas ratios by mass of 2 .5 x l0 “ 3 and 5 .0 x l0 -4 for the amorphous
carbon and SiC components respectively. W ithin the adopted param eter space, graphite
dust grains are unim portant in determining the character of the emergent spectrum of
IRC-f 10°216, since models calculated for the object using pure graphite grains give an
unacceptable fit to the observations.
A t wavelengths longer than 3mm, it is suggested th at optically thick free-free emission
from a chromosphere with a tem perature of <10000K is needed to explain the observed
continuum emission from IRC+10°216.
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C hapter 6

A n om alou s D u st E n velopes
6.1

In trod u ction

Mass loss, typified by cool and dusty winds, is a dom inant feature in the lives of AGB
red giant stars. Dust th a t condenses in outflows around these objects should reflect the
chemical composition of the underlying photosphere, since th a t is presumably the source
of any mass outflow. Around ‘oxygen-rich’ ( C /0 < 1.0) stars, silicate dust w ith its char
acteristic solid state spectral features at 9.7/xm and 18/im is expected to condense. In
‘carbon-rich’ outflows ( C /0 > 1), dust composed of amorphous carbon and/or graphite,
together with silicon carbide (SiC) should condense, and the 11.4/zm SiC emission feature
should be visible. Thus the winds from most M giants and most S stars are characterised
by silicate dust features and those from C stars by SiC dust features. Strong S stars (so
called because their carbon and oxygen abundances are almost exactly equal) sometimes
show a m ixture of both silicate and SiC dust in the same spectum (W hitmore, 1986; Little
et a/., 1988; Skinner et al., 1990). Observations of most red giant stars have generally
confirmed this scenario. In this chapter, an attem pt is made to apply the lessons learned
in modelling O and C-rich circumstellar envelopes around these ‘norm al’ red giants to two
recently discovered classes of star which appear to have abnormal dust shells.
Previously published observations of, and models for, stars with anomalous dust are
reviewed.

In the succeeding sections, details of a multi-wavelength investigation of a

number of the ‘oddball’ stars are given, and in the resulting analysis a comparison is made
between these observations and published models for these objects.
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6 .1 .1

C S ta r s w it h O x y g e n -r ic h D u s t

One of the most unexpected discoveries, made as a result of post-mission analysis of the
IR A S LRS database of 7-23/im spectra of point sources, was th a t a number of objects
th a t had been classified as C stars on the basis of their optical spectra, exhibited 9.7/zm
and 18/nn emission features, normally associated w ith O-rich circumstellar envelopes.
The precise number of C stars with apparently oxygen rich circumstellar envelopes is
a topic of much debate. Initially, Little-M arenin (1986) listed ju st 3 C stars as having
anomalous dust shells, whilst later discussions by Willems & de Jong (1986); Vardya
(1989); Skinner et al. (1990) and Lloyd Evans (1990, 1991) have raised the num ber of
candidate objects to between 7 and 20. It appears th at most of the stronger candidate
objects have a further observational characteristic in common, in th a t as well as having
silicate dust shells they all appear to be ‘J ’ type C stars (Lloyd Evans 1990,1991; Lam bert
et al. 1990) (J stars are objects with enhanced 13C lines in their spectra). Confirmation
th a t at least some of these objects have unusual circumstellar envelopes has come from the
detection of a number of OH or H 2 O maser sources (Benson & Little-M arenin 1987; Nakada
et al. 1987; Nakada, Deguchi Sz Forster 1988; Little-M arenin et al. 1988) coincident with
the optical positions of the C stars (these masers axe also a diagnostic of oxygen-rich
environments).
A num ber of models have been suggested to explain the unusual nature of these objects.
Willems & de Jong (1986,1988) have suggested th a t these stars are transition objects th at
have recently and rapidly evolved from oxygen-rich stars to carbon-rich stars; in this model
the observed silicate dust shell is a ‘fossil’ rem nant of mass loss during a previous O-rich
phase. A similar model has been quantitatively applied to a few objects by Chan & Kwok
(1988) who attem pted to m atch the observed energy distributions for two ‘oddball’ stars
using a detached shell model, in which mass loss had ceased from the C star, w ith the IR
emission coming from the dust th at condensed in the stellar wind during the previously
O-rich epoch of mass loss.
An alternative binary model has been proposed (Benson & Little-M arenin 1987) to
explain the observed energy distributions of these stars. In this qualitative model, the
objects are assumed to be spectroscopic binary systems containing a C star and an M
star. The C star has a very low mass loss rate; in consequence its dust shell has a low
optical depth, and the star is relatively unobscured in the optical, whilst the low mass loss
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rate means th a t the star has relatively little IR emission, and a weak SiC feature. The
companion star is assumed to have a very high mass loss rate; it is therefore surrounded by
a high optical depth of dust which is opaque to the underlying O-rich stellar photosphere
in the visible region of the spectrum , whilst the therm al re-emission of the absorbed
stellar radiation makes the dust envelope a bright mid IR object. Thus, Benson & LittleM arenin suggest th a t the observed spectrum is a composite one, dominated in the optical
by the relatively unobscured C star, and in the mid and far-IR by dust emission from the
circumstellar envelope of the (optically invisible) companion M star. A variation on this
model, again qualitative in nature, designed to overcome some of the problems associated
with the original, was proposed by Lloyd Evans (1990) and also favoured by Lam bert et
al. (1990) in which the objects are still assumed to be binaries, but the dust emission
originates in an accretion disk surrounding a main sequence companion, rather than an
M star.
Vardya (1989) has offered a different qualitative model for these objects, in which
it is suggested th at an unusual chemical equilibrium exists in the circumstellar m atter
such th a t an O-rich environment is produced out of C-rich m aterial due to an interac
tion between graphite and SiC grain formation, with CO molecules in the circumstellar
envelope. This model is largely derived from the work of Sharp (1989) whose theoretical
studies of chemical reactions occuring in stellar envelopes first indicated th a t graphite
could condense in marginally O-rich envelopes. A model involving dust grains forming
out of therm odynamic and chemical equilibrium in the circumstellar envelopes of these
objects is also favoured by Skinner et al. (1990), who also use it to explain a second type
of star observed to have anomalous dust; M stars with apparently C-rich dust shells.

6 .1 .2

M S ta r s w it h S iC D u s t

A further unexpected discovery of a search through the IR A S LRS catalogue was the
apparent association of a number of (optically classified) O-rich M stars with C-rich cir
cumstellar envelopes. The first two examples of this type of object were discussed by
Skinner & W hitm ore (1988a), and a further 8 candidates were presented by Skinner et al.
(1990), who suggested the model described in the previous section, to explain the existence
of both types of stars observed to have anomalous dust.
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6.2

O bservations

Before any detailed observing programme could be embarked upon, it was decided to re
examine the observational m aterial for both types of ‘oddball’ star, and select for further
study only those for which there was the strongest observational evidence of anomalous
dust emission. In common w ith previous workers, the starting point for this re-examination
was the IR A S catalogue of low resolution spectra (LRS). The procedure adopted for this
work will now be described. It should be emphasised th a t for this project, all of the
catalogues described were cross-correlated independantly of the work of Skinner et al.
(1990), and th a t the work below is in fact more up to date than th a t presented therein.
The IR A S LRS catalogue (IR A S Science team 1986) contained 7-22/im spectra of 5425
sources, and is only one of a num ber of catalogues available to astronomers in machine
readable form on the UK Starlink computer network. By cross-correlating the contents
of the LRS catalogue with other catalogues also available in machine readable form, a
database of available catalogued inform ation on stars with spectral types M, S and C was
created. The cross correlation, performed using the Starlink d ata manipulation package
SCAR (Software Catalogue Access and Reporting System) developed at the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, involved d ata drawn from the Michigan Spectral Catalogue (Houck
Sz Cowley 1975, hereafter MSC), the General Catalogue o f Variable Stars (Kukarkin et
al. 1969, hereafter GCVS), the Yale Bright Star Catalogue (Hoflleit & Jaschek 1984,
hereafter YBSC), A General Catalogue o f Cool Carbon Stars (Stephenson 1978,1989),
as well as d ata from the LRS. The final database gave a compilation of spectral types,
photom etry, variable types and periods and, of course the 7-22/im LRS spectra for each
object. P articular care had to be taken over the positional associations between the IR A S
and other catalogues, since the accuracy to which the IR A S source positions were known
was low, and some spurious associations could have arisen.
Each IR A S LRS spectrum had been autom atically classified by computer according to a
2 digit scheme, in which the digits characterised the shape and also gave some quantitative
indication as to the strength of any significant feature present in the observed spectral
window (Beichmann et al. 1988). Of particular interest for this project were the classes
2n and 4n, since these correspond to either silicate (class 2) or silicon carbide (class 4)
dust emission of strength n, where n is an integer in the range 1 to 9. Candidate stars
with anomalous dust emission were therefore defined as either stars flagged with spectral
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type C as having LRS spectra of class 2n, or M Stars having 4n class LRS spectra. In
practice, owing to the low signal to noise ratio for some sources, and owing also to the
inability of the IR A S classification algorithm to cope w ith weak silicate or silicon carbide
dust emission (if the strength of the emission band is less than 10% of the local continuum,
then a . . classification into class 2 or 4 is arbitrary, IR A S Science team 1986), all candidate
spectra were inspected by eye to determine the nature of the dust associated with them
It is not surprising th at since the method employed here is similar to th a t used by
the earlier workers, particularly Skinner et al. (1990), the final list of candidate sources
differs little from those already published. Table 6.1 lists physical param eters, derived
from the cross-correlations w ith the other catalogues for the 8 C stars for which there is
strongest evidence for an association with silicate dust, whilst Table 6.2 lists the same
param eters for 11 M stars th at appear to be associated w ith silicon carbide dust emission.
Figure 6.1 presents the IR A S LRS spectra of the 7 best candidate C stars with O rich
circumstellar dust; the dust features associated with the stars may be directly compared
w ith those associated with the ‘norm al’ red giants R Lep (C star with C rich circumstellar
envelope as exemplified by the l l A f i m SiC emission feature) and WX Ser (M Star with
O rich circumstellar envelope exhibiting 9.7/mi and 18/mi silicate emission features), both
of which axe included in the diagram. The IR A S LRS spectra for the 10 candidate M
stars w ith apparently C-rich circumstellar envelopes are given as Figure 6.2; once again
the LRS spectra for WX Ser and R Lep are given for comparison.
The final lists of candidate objects given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 do differ a little from
those previously published, most recently by Skinner et al. and Lloyd Evans. Specifically,
the objects C1633 and C2123 listed by Skinner et al. are not included, as they are now
generally recognised as being mis-identifications or mis-classifications (Lloyd Evans, 1990;
Le Bertre et al., 1990), whilst the star RV Cen, present in the C star list presented by
Skinner et al., has been left out of Table 6.1, as a close inspection of the IR A S LRS
spectrum revealed th at the dust emission from this star was in fact due to SiC rather than
to silicates. Note also the m isprint in Skinner et al.; FJF270 is incorrectly labelled FJF272
throughout the paper.
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Figure 6.1: IR A S LRS Spectra for C Stars with Silicate Dust. Spectra of WX Ser and R
Lep are given for comparison
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Figure 6.2: IR A S LRS Spectra for M Stars exhibiting SiC emission. Spectra of WX Ser
and R Lep are given for comparison
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Table 6.1: P h y sica l p ro p erties o f C stars w ith silica te dust
Star

Spectral

Variable

Stellar vr

Name

Type

Type

(kins- 1 )

BM Gem

C5,4J

Lb

85.3±0.3

1,2

C1003

C3,5J

-

+40±1

1,3

MC79-11

C4,5J

-

-

1

RV Cen

Nb

M

-

4

FJF270

C5,5J

-

-

1

NC83

C

-

-20.81±0.35

1,2

V778 Cyg

C4,5J

Lb

-33.01±0.35

1,2

EU And

C4,4J

SR

-43.69±0.25

1,2

Reference

R e fe re n c e s
1. Lloyd Evans (1990)
2. Lam bert et al. (1990)
3. Lindgren Private communication
4. Skinner et al. (1990)

6 .2 .1

V is u a l a n d P h o to g r a p h ic P h o t o m e t r y

The variability types and periods have been very well defined for the sample of M stars
with SiC features, as may be seen in^able 6.2. The C star sample though has not been well
observed; the GCVS lists variability types for only three of the stars, and no periods are
given. In an attem pt to improve knowledge of the light curves of these object^ and better
define the periods and amplitudes of any light variations in the optical, a collaboration
was begun in May 1988 with am ateur astronomers in the British Astronomical Association
Variable Star Section (BAAVSS) whereby the three brightest N orthern members of the
C star sample; EU And, BM Gem and V778 Cygni and another J type C star, VX And,
whose IR A S LRS spectrum did not exhibit anomalous dust emission (observed as a control
w ith which any derived periods for the oddball stars could be compared), were observed
visually by a number of BAAVSS members on a regular basis during the period 1988-1990.
Unfortunately, visual photom etry of red stars is fraught with difficulties, and great care
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Table 6.2: P h y sica l p rop erties o f M stars w ith silicon carbide du st

Star

Spectral

Variable

Period

Name

Type

Type

(days)

MZ Cas

M2 lab

SRb

-

V465 Cas

M3

Lb

-

AD Per

M3lab

SRc

320

Z Cas

M7e

M

497

KV Car

M 4 III

-

-

OS Cen

M

M

433

ST Her

M6-7S

SRb

148

SY Oph

M4

SRb

132

BG Her

M3

M

348

TV Sco

MS

SRb

200

m ust be used in interpreting results from a visual photom etric observing campaign involv
ing C stars, which owing to the combination of cool surface tem perature, and enshrouding
dust envelopes are amongst the reddest objects th at a visual observer can study. There
are several physiological reasons as to why these difficulties arise, and if full value is to
be obtained from any results obtained from any observations, then these reasons m ust be
understood, and attem pts made to circumvent their effects. If this is not done, the work
of a single observer may show considerable internal scatter, and when the work of several
observers is compared it is not uncommon to find th at one is systematically brighter than
another by as much as a magnitude.
The main physiological cause of scatter in visual photom etry of red stars is the ‘Purkinje effect’ which arises because of the different spectral responses of the rods and cones
in the hum an eye. At low light levels, only the rods whose spectral sensitivity peaks at
5100A are triggered by radiation, whereas at higher light levels, vision is mainly via the
cones whose spectral sensitivity peaks at 5500A. Thus, if R and W are the intensities of
a red and a white star as viewed by the naked eye, R will appear up to 0.5 magnitudes
brighter than W when observed by a telescope of m oderate aperture, due to the increased
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intensities of tlie telescopic images.
In principle, problems associated with the Purkinje effect may be avoided by using a
filter to isolate light of a particular colour. The use of filters in visual photom etry of stars
does however introduce other problems though; particularly the loss of light, greatest in
the narrow passband filters th a t would be most useful; and the need to determine a new
set of comparison star m agnitudes as seen through the filter. Nevertheless these problems
may be less troublesome than th a t of analysing observations contam inated by the Purkinje
effect, and it was therefore decided to attem p t an experiment in visual photom etry using
a set of filters for these stars. The experiment, described by Isles (1989), m eant that
as well as observations obtained with unfiltered equipment, a small number of filtered
observations were available to evaluate the errors in the unfiltered observations due to the
Purkinje effect. The filters selected for use in this study were gelatine filters manufactured
by Rosco Laboratories Ltd for use in stage lighting. These had the advantage of a well
defined spectral response, and (im portant where am ateur observations are concerned) were
supplied free of charge to the observers by the m anufacturer. Two gelatine filters were sent
to observers. The first selected filter was Rosco filter num ber 15 which had an equivalent
wavelength of 5370A, and a transm ission of 22%, selected because visual estim ates made
w ith this filter would closely m atch photoelectric observations made with the standard
V filter (Isles, 1989). The other filter selected was Rosco filter 67, having an equivalent
wavelength of 4630A, and a transm ission of 44%. The spectral response of this filter, when
convolved with th at of the hum an eye, was such th a t for stars with a wide range of colours,
provided their spectra approxim ated those of blackbodies, the visual estim ates made with
the filter had a spectral response peaking 76% of the way between th a t of the V and B
filters (Isles, 1989).
In addition to the programme of observations of C stars w ith unusual dust, the
BAAVSS analysis of observations for two M stars with apparent SiC features was obtained
(Isles 1989 private communication) spanning the years 1971-1988 in order to compare with
the GCVS derived light curve for each star.
Finally, during the process of arranging the observing collaboration with the BAAVSS,
serendipitous photographic observations of one of the target stars, V778 Cygni came to
light. In 1980, a supernova (SN 1980K) appeared in a nearby galaxy NGC 6946, and
for a period of time V778 Cygni was used as a comparison star for the supernova, as it
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Table 6.3: S u m m ary o f I N T o b serv a tio n s

O bject

date

U.T. Start

Exposure (S)

Z.D.

ac(A)

V778 Cyg

9/10/88

23:56

60.0

46.2

7500

V778 Cyg

10/10/88

00:01

100.0

46.8

8500

ST Her

10/10/88

19:44

1.0

49.6

8500

ST Her

10/10/88

19:46

2.0

49.8

7500

AD Per

11/10/88

05:29

10.0

44.6

7500

AD Per

11/10/88

05:31

10.0

44.8

8500

BM Gem

11/10/88

05:45

60.0

19.5

7500

BM Gem

11/10/88

05:47

60.0

19.0

8500

was close enough to the supernova’s position th a t it appeared in around 50 photographic
observations of the supernova, obtained by a num ber of am atuer astronomers.

Once

the true identity of V778 Cygni was realised, these 50 observations, spanning the period
O ctober 1980 to January 1981 were analysed (Taylor 1981) and a photographic light curve
constructed for the stax for the 3 m onth period. The results of this analysis were obtained
(H urst 1989, private communication) and added into the database of visual observations
for the star, in the hope th at analysis would reveal any longer term periodicities in the
light curve th a t analysis of the visual d ata from 1988-1990 alone would not.

6 .2 .2

O p tic a l S p e c tr o s c o p y

Low resolution spectra covering the wavelength range 6700A-9800A were obtained for
4 stars, BM Gem, V778 Cyg, AD Per and ST Her during a visit to the 2.5m Isaac
Newton Telescope (INT) at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory La Palm a in October
1988. The spectra were obtained using the 500mm cam era on the Interm ediate Dispersion
Spectrograph (IDS) with a GEC CCD. The R150V grating was used, giving a dispersion
at the detector of 131.2A m m - 1 . The individual observations are summarised in Table
6.3. The spectra were extracted using the PAMELA optim al extraction algorithm (Horne,
1986) which has been incorporated into the FIGARO analysis package. This algorithm
was used in place of the conventional FIGARO routine since it offered offered a gain in
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Figure 6.3: INT IDS Spectra of V778 Cyg, BM Gem, AD Per and ST Her
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effective exposure time over it, whilst autom atically accounting for the effects of m oderate
geometric distortion and cosmic ray hits.
Once extracted, the spectra were wavelength and flux calibrated, also using routines
contained in the FIGARO package. The wavelength calibration was performed by applying
a polynomial fit, derived from a similarly extracted CuNe arc spectrum , to the extracted
stellar spectra. The flux calibration was based upon observations made on the same night
of the spectrophotometric standard star EG247. The flux calibration procedure included
a correction for extinction at the zenith of 0.13 and 0.10 m agnitudes, as measured by the
Carlsburg Meridian Circle at La Palm a, on the nights of 10th and 11th October 1988
respectively (D. Monk, private communication). The observed spectra for the four stars
are presented in Figure 6.3, which also indicates identifications for any spectral features
present in the spectra.

6 .2 .3

N e a r -IR S p e c tr o sc o p y an d P h o to m e tr y

Near IR spectra were obtained as service observations using the Fabry-Perot Infrared
G rating Spectrometer (FIGS) (Bailey et a l , 1988) on the 3.9 m etre Anglo A ustralian
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Table 6.4: S u m m ary o f A A T FIG S O b servations, M arch 1988

Object

Date

U.T. Start

Window

C1003

04/03/88

14:29

H,K,L

KV Car

04/03/88

14:54

H,K,L

OS Cen

04/03/88

15:14

H,K,L

TV Sco

08/03/88

19:42

H,K,L

SY Oph

08/03/88

19:53

H,K,L

BG Her

08/03/88

20:29

H,K,L

Telescope (AAT) for 6 stars during March 1988. The observations, summarised in Table
6.4, were made in the H (1.5-1.8/zm), K (2.0-2.5/zm) and L (3.0-4.1/im) atmospheric
windows at a resolution (AA/A) of 560 at H, falling to 480 at K and L. Wavelength and
flux calibrated spectra were extracted from the raw FIGS d ata cubes using the FIGS
reduction programmes in the FIGARO package. Wavelength calibration was performed
using observations of a Xenon arc at H and K, whilst at L, the calibration was enacted using
the telluric absorption line at 3.3109/zm. Each spectrum was flux calibrated by ratioing
the spectrum w ith th a t of a known near-IR standard from the list given by Allen & Cragg
(1983) th a t had been observed shortly before or after it. Further flux calibrated near-IR
spectra were obtained of MC79-11 and BM Gem using a 1.2-4.1/zm Circular Variable Filter
(CVF) spectrom eter during a visit to SAAO in November 1988. These spectra were at
relatively low resolution (AA/A « 50) and covered the J (1.2-1.3/zm) atmospheric window,
as well as the H, K and L bands. The K- and L- band spectra obtained of these stars were
of rather poor signal to noise, prim arily due to the fact th at the flux calibration process
used at SAAO neccesitated division of the observed spectrum by th a t of a standard A type
star; most standards proved to be faint at the longer wavelengths. The poor observing
conditions encountered made it difficult to obtain standard spectra of particularly high
S/N ratio, and consequently during the division additional noise was introduced into the
spectrum of interest purely due to the inherent noisiness of the standard.
A near-IR spectrum was also obtained of the star V778 Cygni as a service observation
using CGS2 (a 1-5/mi Cooled G rating Spectrometer) on UKIRT during late 1987. This
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Figure 6.4: Near-IR spectra of C stars w ith silicate dust. A spectrum of C1633, a normal
C Star is included for comparison.
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spectrum was of relatively high (AA/A « 300) resolution and was centered on the 3.1^m
C 2 H 2 feature, which is often observed in the spectra of C stars.
A montage of the best near-IR flux calibrated spectra of C stars with silicate dust
features are presented as Figure 6.4, whilst Figure 6.5 presents a similar montage for
the best (i.e.

highest S/N ) observations of M stars w ith SiC dust.

In both figures,

identifications are offered for observed spectral features.
Finally, ground based 8-13/im spectra of the stars C1003 and TV Sco were obtained
(C. Smith, private communication) with the UCL 10^m spectrom eter on the AAT during
December 1988. These spectra are presented as Figure 6.6, and provide the first inde
pendent evidence for the anomalous nature of the mid-IR emission from the circumstellar
envelope of C1003. For TV Sco though, the spectrum presented in Figure 6.6 is fairly fea
tureless, and there is certainly no conclusive evidence for either SiC or silicate emission.
More recently, observations of the stars TV Sco and BG Her with the new common-user 10
Sz 20/im spectrometer on UKIRT (Skinner, private communication) show a broad emission
feature, starting at ?s9//m, extending through to 12.5/im, with a small emission hump at
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Figure 6.5: Near-IR spectra of M Stars with SiC emission features.
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«11.2/im . The broad feature observed in these spectra is different to th a t observed for
‘norm al’ 0 -rich stars, whose spectra were obtained using the same instrum entation. The
20/mi spectrum of BG Her showed no excess at all, despite the prescence of significant
excess in the 10/mi spectrum. The CGS3 spectra of the unusual M stars do suggest that
the spectra are unusual, but it is difficult to confirm th a t emission from SiC dust is the
explanation for the broad spectral feature.
It is therefore apparent th a t for at least some of the M stars listed in Table 6.2, the
SiC features are just artifacts of the low S/N ratio in the IR A S LRS Spectra. Further
observations of the other stars listed in Table 6.2 are required to confirm the reality of the
dust classifications.

6 .2 .4

O H S i n g l e D i s h M a s e r O b s e r v a t io n s

Observations were obtained at 5 separate epochs in the case of V778 Cygni, and at two
epochs for both BM Gem and EU And using the 76M M kla Lovell telescope at Jodrell
Bank, which has a halfpower beam width of 10' at the frequencies of interest, which were
the 1667.359 and 1665.402MHz mainline, and 1612.231MHz satellite OH maser line fre-
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Figure 6.6: Ground based 8-13/im spectra for C1003 & TV Sco
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quencies. The sources were observed simultaneously in left- and right-hand circular po
larisations using a dual-channel receiver system, identical to th a t described by Cohen et
al. (1987), which used cooled Field Effect Transistor (F E T ) amplifiers and had system
tem peratures in the range 20-120K in both polarisations during the epochs in question. A
frequency-switching mode was used to obtain spectra using a 1024 channel autocorrelation
spectrometer, which was divided into two banks of 512 channels (one bank per polarisa
tion) in order to make the observations. A bandw idth of 625kHz gave a channel spacing
of 1.22kHz, and a frequency resolution of 2.16kHz (this is less than the channel spacing
because of the triangular weighting of the autocorrelation function). The frequency res
olution corresponded to a velocity resolution of 0.4 km s-1 over a to tal velocity range
of 116 km s-1 . For each source, the frequency of the central channel was adjusted such
th at it corresponded to the radial velocity of the stellar photosphere relative to the local
standard of rest at the epoch of observation, as derived from the literature. The adopted
values for these photospheric radial velocities are indicated in Table 6.1.
Table 6.5 lists all observations made of the oddball stars during the period 1988 April
to 1990 April. For all observations, the integration time listed in the table was split into
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several shorter integrations, normally either 600 or 1000 seconds, but in some cases, as
long as 3000 seconds. The raw observations were baseline subtracted, and the individual
baseline subtracted spectra averaged to form mean spectra which could then be calibrated
using the known calibrations (R. J. Cohen, private communication) in conjunction with the
d ata m anipulation routines contained within the Spectral Line Analysis Package (SLAP)
on the Jodrell Bank Starlink node.
Note th a t in Table 6.5, the N, S, E and W suffixes to the April 1988 V778 Cyg data
correspond to observations made at offsets of 5' (half of one beam width at the frequencies
of interest) from the stellar position. This was done in an attem pt to investigate the
angular extent of the maser region around V778 Cygni.
The individual baseline-subtracted and flux-calibrated OH maser spectra for all ob
served sources are given in Figures 6.7 through 6.10. In Figure 6.7 the multi-epoch spectra
at each of the three frequencies are shown for the source V778 Cygni, whilst the ‘m ap’
of the 1667MHz emission made in April 1988, discussed above as a means of estimating
the size of the masing region is presented as figure 6.8. Although observations were made
in both polarisations at all positions, only the spectra obtained when observing in RHC
polarisation are shown. This is because the emission from V778 Cyg is polarised, and as
may be seen from the on-source spectra in Figure 6.7, in April 1988 the LHC on-source
spectra showed very weak emission and as such were very noisy. The observations made
in April 1988 and April 1990 of the sources BM Gem and EU And are given as Figures
6.9 and 6.10 respectively. Note th a t in all Figures containing OH spectra, unless explicitly
stated, the X-axis is the radial velocity of the source relative to the local standard of rest
(V l

s r

6 .2 .5

) whilst the Y-axis represents the flux from the source in mJy.

M E R L I N O b s e r v a t io n s o f V 7 7 8 C y g n i

The star V778 Cygni was observed on 12th February 1989 using four telescopes of the Mul
tiple Element Radio Linked Interferom eter Network (MERLIN) which has been described
by Thomasson (1986). The telescopes used to make the observations were the MkLA. tele
scope at Jodrell Bank, and outstation telescopes at Knockin, Darnhall and Defford. The
longest baseline (between the MklA and Defford) was 127 km long, which corresponded
to a lobe spacing on the sky of 0".3. Observations were taken at the mainline frequency
of 1667MHz in left-hand circular polarisation, and V778 Cyg was tracked by the telescope
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Table 6.5: L ovell T elescop e O b servations o f OH M a sers A sso cia ted w ith C S ta rs.
Object

Date

U.T. Start

Integration (s)

Frequency (MHz)

V778 Cyg

1/4/88

23 56 19

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg (N)

2 /4/88

08 14 03

15000

1667.359

V778 Cyg (S)

2 /4/88

13 13 29

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg (E)

2 /4 /8 8

15 16 57

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg (W )

2 /4/88

17 13 45

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

2 /4/88

19 10 45

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

2 /4/88

21 07 42

15000

1665.402

V778 Cyg

3/4/88

21 36 13

9000

1612.231

BM Gem

5/4/88

16 14 25

6000

1612.231

BM Gem

5/4 /8 8

18 10 28

6000

1665.402

BM Gem

5 /4/88

20 07 35

6000

1667.359

EU And

6 /4/88

13 52 28

6000

1612.231

EU And

6/4/88

15 49 47

6000

1665.402

V778 Cyg

26/6/88

12 58 00

6000

1665.402

V778 Cyg

26/6/88

14 57 42

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

26/6/88

16 56 35

6000

1612.231

V778 Cyg

19/7/88

02 49 29

6000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

19/7/88

03 49 08

6000

1665.402

V778 Cyg

25/8/88

09 08 20

3000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

25/9/88

10 07 56

1800

1665.402

BM Gem

22/04/90

16 40 00

2000

1612.231

BM Gem

22/04/90

17 08 24

2000

1665.402

BM Gem

22/04/90

17 45 56

2000

1667.359

V778 Cyg

22/04/90

18 44 27

2000

1612.231

V778 Cyg

22/04/90

19 21 40

2000

1665.402

V778 Cyg

22/04/90

19 58 56

2000

1667.359

EU And

22/04/90

20 40 41

2000

1612.231

EU And

22/04/90

21 17 55

2000

1665.402

EU And

22/04/90

21 55 11

2000

1667.359
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Figure 6.7: Multi-Epoch. OH Spectra of V778 Cygni
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Figure 6.8: 1667MHz RHC polaxisation observations at 5' offsets from V778 Cyg in April
1988
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Figure 6.9: M ulti-Epoch OH Spectra of BM Gem
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Figure 6.10: M ulti-Epoch OH Spectra of EU And
1665 MHz
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network for a period of 22 hours between 01:00 and 23:00.
As the radio flux density of V778 Cyg was low at the epoch of observation (< 0.5Jy),
the technique of ‘phase-referencing’ was adopted (Peckham 1973) to perform the obser
vations. In this mode, the source observations were interrupted every 3 1/2 minutes and
the MERLIN beam ‘nodded’ to a nearby phase reference source (in this case, 2021+614)
which was observed for a further 1 1 /2 minutes before the beam was nodded back to V778
Cyg and the cycle begun again. Observations of V778 Cyg were also interrupted to make
regular observations of the source 3C84 which was used as an am plitude calibrator, with
an assumed flux density of 22.5 Jy at the 1667MHz observing frequency.
Cross-correlation functions for each baseline were obtained on-line during the obser
vations using 128 channels of a digital autocorrelator; these were weighted off-line using
a triangular weighting function and were then Fourier transformed to give 64 channel
cross-correlation spectra for every integration. An observing bandw idth of 312.5kHz gave
a total velocity range of 56 km s-1 at 1667MHz with a velocity resolution of «1.4 km s-1 .
The cross-correlation spectra were then edited, vector averaged and calibrated using
the routines in the off-line analysis form at (OLAF) package at the Jodrell Bank Starlink
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node. The visibility d ata created during this process were then turned into an inten
sity m ap of the source using the astronom ical image processing system (AIPS). Initially
2021+60.4 (the phase reference source) was m apped using a self- calibration technique
(Schwab 1980). The telescope gain solutions found from this m ethod were then applied
to the V778 Cyg d a ta which were then further processed by Fourier inversion and use
of the CLEAN algorithm (Hogbom, 1974) which accurately related the flux density and
position of V778 Cyg to th at of the reference source (2021+60.4). The S/N ratio of the
phase reference calibrator was increased by averaging the d ata from all 64 channels into
one, and it was this average th a t was used as the reference for each of the channels making
up the d ata for V778 Cyg.
V778 Cyg is am ongst the faintest objects ever observed by the MERLIN network, and
was the first object for which phase referencing spectral line observations were attem pted
(R. J. Cohen private com munication). Unfortunately, due to a clerical error at Jodrell
Bank, the source was observed in LHC polarisation, which is far weaker than RHC in
V778 Cyg., and the resulting maps failed to detect any maser emission, to an upper limit
of 100 m Jy w ithin 5" of the stellar position in the sampled velocity range.

6.3

R esu lts

6 .3 .1

A n a ly s is o f th e V is u a l D a t a

A periodogram analysis was made of the available visual photom etry of each star, after
first inspecting the ‘raw ’ observations for any obvious system atic differences from observer
to observer. If any differences were identified, then the d ata from separate observers were
analysed separately. The analysis used the algorithm of Belserene (1988) which utilises the
Discrete Fourier Transform (Deeming, 1975) to search for strong periodic phenomena in a
dataset. The advantage of this algorithm for the purposes of this project was th a t it has
been used w ith great success in identifying both amplitudes and periods in semi-regular
variable stars at the M aria Mitchell Observatory for a num ber of years (Belserene, 1988).
The original version of the code was w ritten in BASIC and run on a small PC, but to
take advantage of the increased speed available on a minicomputers such as the Vaxes
used in the Starlink network, the code was rew ritten in FORTRAN. In the version of the
algorithm used in this study, the value of z, a statistic which is a measure of how strongly
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a frequency is represented in the d ata (sometimes called its power) has values of around
1.0 for worthless periods, whilst it can have a maximum value of approxim ately half the
to tal num ber of observations.
There are m any pitfalls associated w ith periodogram analysis (for a review see Scargle,
1982), and it is im portant if full meaning is to be attached to any results th a t these are
taken into account during the analysis. The m ain problem associated w ith the employment
of a periodogram analysis is th a t of spectral leakage’, for a sinusoidal signal at frequency uo,
the power in the periodogram not only appears at i/ q, but also leaks to other frequencies.
This problem occurs with frequency analyses confined to a finite d ata sample. Leakage
to nearby frequencies (sidelobe leakage) is due to a finite to tal d ata sampling interval,
whilst leakage to distant frequencies can also occur, due to the finite size of the distance
between samples. A good example of spectral leakage is aliasing which is leakage of power
from high frequencies to much lower frequencies. Aliasing is very sensitive to the evenness
of sampling, and may therefore be reduced greatly if the d ata are sampled irregularly.
However, alias frequencies are still present in the data, due to unavoidable regularities
in the sampling interval; for example observers tend to observe stars as they cross the
meridian since they then are at their highest elevation, and suffer the least atmospheric
extinction. Taken to extreme, this regularity in observation can lead to a peak in the power
spectrum , after periodogram analysis; in reality this is a 0.997 day alias corresponding to
one sidereal day.
In an attem p t to account for aliasing in the d ata, due to regularities in the sampling,
a programm e was w ritten th a t randomly scrambled the dataset (i.e. the times of the
observation were common to both scrambled and unscrambled data, but the d ata them
selves were randomly assigned to these times of observation). The scrambled d ata were
then subjected to the same Discrete Fourier Transform (D FT ) periodogram analysis as
the unscrambled data, and the powers contained in the resulting power spectrum com
pared to those in the unscrambled data. In practice, for each dataset, this procedure was
repeated 100 times, and a statistical weight could thus be attached to any periods present
in the original d ata, by comparing them with those occurring in the randomly scrambled
datasets.
The results of this analysis for each of the four stars investigated during the collabo
ration with the BAAVSS will now be presented.
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V 778 C ygn i
V778 Cyg was the faintest of the 4 stars under study (the GCVS gives a mean photographic
m agnitude of 11.0), and as such, proved to be too faint for study through narrow band
filters by the visual observers involved in the project. Thus, for this star, no study could
be made th a t the Purkinje effect had upon the observations.
However, as mentioned previously, the visual observers’ d ata for this star were com
plimented by a set of photographic observations made during 1980-1981. The spectral
response of photographic emulsions differs somewhat from th at of the hum an eye, and
thus, the magnitudes derived from these d ata could very well differ system atically from
those derived from the later, visual dataset. Internally though, each dataset utilised a selfconsistent m agnitude system, and hence it should be safe to search for periodic phenomena
within each dataset th a t are common to both.
The 1980-1981 dataset spanned a 76 day period, and could thus be usefully searched
for periods in the range 0-38 days. The 1988-1990 d ata could also be searched for periods
in the range 0-38 days, but also enabled longer periods, up to 280 days, to be searched for
in the analysis. By combining the 2 datasets, the reality of any longeT periods identified
in the analysis of the 1988-1990 d ata could be further tested, with the proviso th a t there
may be system atic differences between the photovisual magnitudes derived for the earlier
dataset, and the visual magnitudes derived from the latter.
Figure 6.11 gives the derived photovisual m agnitudes as a function of Julian date for the
1980-1981 data, whilst Figure 6.12 performs the same function for the 1988-1990 dataset.
It is interesting to note th at there is no strong evidence for systematic differences between
the 4 observers who supplied d ata for Figure 6.12. In most cases, observations made
(almost) coevally by different observers agree to w ithin 0.5 magnitudes; given the large
uncertainties in the use of visual d ata for red stars discussed previously, the agreement
between observers was felt to be sufficient to w arrant a periodogram analysis of the (visual)
dataset as a whole.
The individual datasets for V778 Cygni were initially searched for periods ranging
upwards from their pseudo-Nyquist frequencies (defined as the reciprocal of twice the mean
d ata spacing) to half the total period spanned by the observations. For the photographic
d ata the pseudo-Nyquist frequency converted to ssl.5 days, whilst for the visual d ata it
WcLS ^ 11 days.
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Figure 6.11: Photographic Observations Of V778 Cyg 1980-1981
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Figure 6.12: Visual Observations Of V778 Cyg 1988-1990
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A D FT analysis of the photographic d ata revealed no evidence for periods in the range
1.5-38 days with powers in the power spectra greater than twice the minimum possible
value; a similar analysis for the visual d ata gave an identical result in the range 11-38
days. It is therefore apparent th a t there is no evidence for recurrent short period variations
in either dataset. This does not neccesarily rule out such variations in the s ta r’s optical
brightness; indeed a dataset w ith a much higher frequency resolution (i.e. a higher rate of
observations per interval sampled) than either of those presented here would be required
to do th a t.
W hen the D FT analysis, was extended to search the full range of periods worthy of
exam ination in the visual dataset (1000 frequencies in the range 11-280 days), three peri
ods, the weakest one of «80days (actually 80.7±5d), one of s s l l l days (actually 111.2±5d)
and one of «150 (actually 147.8±5) days did become evident. Figure 6.13 presents the
full periodogram covering the range 11-280 days, and the 150 day period is obvious as the
frequency with the strongest power statistic (z value) of 8 times the minimum value (or
«0.1 the maximum possible value) whilst the 111 day period is present at approximately
half the strength of the longer period. It should be noted though th a t the longer period
is not an alias of the shorter ones, as it is not an integral multiple of either of the shorter
periods. The am plitude of the 150 day period was found to be « 0.3 magnitudes, whilst
th a t of the 80 and 111 day periods were both «0.2 magnitudes.
In fact, due to noise in the d ata, a spread of periods in the range 65-80, 102-118 and
140-200 days are strongly represented in the data. The reality of all three periodicities,
and their confinement to the observed dataset was confirmed by scrambling the d ata 100
times and repeating the D FT analysis on each of the scrambled datasets. In none of
the randomly scrambled datasets did a peak in the power spectrum occur in the range
65-80, 102-118, or 140-200 days with a strength greater than 0.6 th a t observed with the
unscrambled data. For the shortest period, in 12 out of the 100 scrambled datasets, a peak
w ith power «0.5 th a t observed in the real d ata occurred, whilst for the longer periods, a
peak corresponding to 0.5 the power contained in the real d ata at periods of 111 and 150
days was identified in only 4 and 1 respectively out of the 100 datasets generated. The
confidence levels for the identified d ata are therefore 88% for the 80 day period, 96% for
the 111 day period, and 99% for the one of 150 days.
Figure 6.14 indicates quite clearly how the 80, 111 and 150 day periods are confined
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Figure 6.13: DFT Periodogram for 1988-1990 Visual observations of V778 Cyg
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to the observed dataset by comparing the power spectrum calculated for the ‘real’ d ata
w ith th a t for one of the random ly scrambled datasets; The only peaks not apparent in
both spectra are those at 80, 111 and 150 days. The commonality of all other peaks to
both power spectra is indicative of aliasing due to regularities in the d a ta sampling rate.
As a final check on the three periods identified in the d ata above, the photographic
d ata and the visual d ata were combined to form a single dataset covering some 10 years
(with a long gap in the years 1981-1987!). The entire dataset was then subjected to
periodogram analysis. The resultant power spectrum can be studied in Figure 6.15.
Once again the two periods at around 80 days and 150 days are strongly present in
the data, although in the combined dataset, the values of these peaks have shifted slightly
to 73 and 170 days. The 111 day period is however, almost completely absent from the
combined dataset, and its reality therefore must be open to question. Note th a t in Figure
6.15, the individual components are b etter resolved as a higher number of frequencies were
sampled (5000 rath er than the 1000 used in Figures 6.13 and 6.14).
It is therefore concluded th a t there is strong evidence for a regular variation of period
^170 days w ith an observed am plitude of «0.3 m agnitudes in the visual m agnitude of
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Figure 6.14: Compaxison of periodogram analysis for real and scrambled observations of
V778 Cyg
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Figure 6.15: Periodogram analysis of all V778 Cyg observations 1980-1990
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Figure 6.16: BAAVSS Visual Photometry of EU And 1988-19^0
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the star V778 Cyg. A variation w ith period «73 days and am plitude 0.2 magnitudes
is also evident in the data. The reality of these variations m ust be somewhat open to
question, as a 0.2-0.3 m agnitude variation is right at the lim its of detectability for a
visual observer. Clearly, a long term observing campaign using either photoelectric or
photographic photom etry would be the best way of resolving this issue for V778 Cyg.
EU A nd
This star proved to be too faint for observers to employ filters whilst observing it, and
hence, as for V778 Cygni, no analysis of the Purkinje effect upon the observations could be
made. However, inspection of the collated BAAVSS photom etry for this object (presented
as Figure 6.16) reveals th a t once again, the agreement of the m agnitude measurements
from separate observers is good, and there appear no significant system atic differences
between observers. A periodogram analysis was therefore performed upon the dataset as
a whole.
The D FT analysis, combined w ith the d ata randomizing m ethod (described above for
V778 Cyg) identified 3 periods th a t did not appear to be due to spacings in the dataset.
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The strongest peak in the power spectrum was for a 0.38 magnitude variation w ith period
of 300±10 days (98% confidence) whilst the other two (in order of power in the DFT
power spectrum ) were a variation 0.33 magnitudes in 144±10d (95% confidence) and 0.26
m agnitudes in 200±10 days (94% confidence). Since the dataset for this star spanned
only the 2 years of BAAVSS visual photom etry, the analysis was term inated at this point;
clearly further observations are still required to b etter define which (if any) of the 3
periodicities best fits the data, though the best (as defined by having strongest peak in
the D FT power spectrum and having least repetitions in the scrambled datasets) value of
the 3 would currently appear to be the one at 300±10d.
B M G em
BM Gem appeared on average to be « 1 magnitude brighter than the other two oddball
stars being investigated by the visual observers, and as such proved to be easily visible
through the filters being used in the study. Figure 6.17 collates the observations made
by visual observers using the two Rosco filters, together with observations made visually
w ithout the filters.
It can be seen from figure 6.17 th a t there is considerable scatter in the unfiltered obser
vations of BM Gem; Unfortunately the scatter is also present in the filtered observations
and therefore no conclusions may be drawn about system atic effects in the dataset. It may
be seen th a t the extreme range of variation is less th an one m agnitude for BM Gem at
visual wavelengths within the dataset, and no obvious variability trends may be gleaned
from figure 6.17. A periodogram analysis of the unfiltered observations of BM Gem con
firms th a t there are no strong periodicities in the dataset of am plitude greater than 0.2
m agnitudes in the period range 11-300 days. Clearly, if there are periodicities present in
the variations of this star, then more sensitive photoelectric techniques will have to be
used to detect them.
V X A nd
This star was observed as a ‘control object’ as it has a similar spectral type as some of
the ‘oddball’ C stars, is also a J type C star, and yet its IR A S LRS spectrum does not
apparently show silicate emission. It was therefore observed by the BAAVSS observers
to see whether its variations were significantly different to those of the ‘oddball’ stars to
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Figure 6.17: BAAVSS Visual Photometry of BM Gem 1988-1900
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which its optical spectrum was identical.
Figure 6.18 presents the BAAVSS observations of this star (both filtered and unfiltered)
made during 1988-1990. It appears th a t there are system atic differences between observers
for this star, w ith magnitude estimates differing by as much as one m agnitude for coeval
observations. Unfortunately, filtered observations were received from only 2 observers and
hence no estim ate may be made of the Purkinje effect. It is encouraging though th a t the
trend of the filtered observations is similar to th a t seen in the unfiltered observations, and
th a t for the two observers who reported observations, the systematic difference between
them has been reduced slightly in the filtered observations when compared to those made
unfiltered. Despite the obvious system atic differences between observers though, a regu
larity is im mediately obvious in the unfiltered observations, and a periodogram analysis
suggested th a t the observations were best m atched by an «188 day period w ith an am
plitude of «1.0 magnitude. Interestingly, VX And has also been observed sporadically
by the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) (M attei, private com
munication) and these observations suggest a period of «369 days, with an amplitude
of 1.5 magnitudes; the period is almost exactly twice th a t found by the analysis in this
work, and suggests th at an aliasing is present either in the BAAVSS or in the AAVSO
data. The BAAVSS data do not as yet span a sufficient timescale to resolve this aliasing
problem, and the non-availability of the AAVSO d ata at the time of writing did not help
the situation either. However, the BAAVSS observations of this star did serve the initial
purpose in discovering a difference between the periodic behaviour between it, a ‘norm al’
J star, and the ‘oddball’ C stars. Large (>0.5 m agnitude) periodic variations were not
observed to be present in any of the 3 stars investigated during the epoch of examination.

ST H er & A D P er

These stars have been on the BAAVSS monitoring programme since 1971, and the d ata
are currently being analysed (Isles, private communication) for publication, but the prepublication results of Fourier analysis of the light curve were made available for this
study. For ST Her the analysis suggested irregular variations in a period of about 200
days, with an extreme range in m agnitude from 7.0-8.6. The periodogram analysis of this
star indicated possible periods of 149.0 days (peak to peak am plitude 0.23 m agnitude),
268.7d (0.20 mag), 458.2d (0.20 mag), 969.Od (0.19 mag) and 2117d (0.29mag). The first
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visual m agnitude

Figure 6.18: BAAVSS Visual Photometry of VX And 1988-1900
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detected period (149d) agrees well with the 148d period listed in the GCVS.
For AD Per, the light curve suggests irregular variations with periods in the range
300-1600d, with an am plitude in the m agnitude range 7.7-9.0. A periodogram analysis
of the BAAVSS d ata fails to find the periods listed in the GCVS of 362.5 days and 2950
days, but instead gave possible periods of 314.2d (0.24 mag), 2167d (0.49 mag) and 3665d
(0.27 mag).
It may thus be seen th a t the periods listed in the GCVS for variable stars, are not
always present at all epochs, and if a full understanding of a s ta r’s tem poral variations
in light are to be understood, then a long term monitoring programm e becomes very
im portant, especially when one is attem pting to correlate variations in a s ta r’s spectral
appearance with those same tem poral variations.

6 .3 .2

T h e O p tic a l a n d N e a r -I R s p e c tr a

The rationale for obtaining the flux calibrated optical and near-IR spectra was to provide
a twofold test of a binary model suggested for the C stars w ith silicate dust by LittleMarenin (1986) which implies th a t the energy distributions should be bim odal; at some
point in the near-IR (w ith 1< A < 8fim in Little-M arenin’s favoured model) the spectra of
the optically bright C star and optically obscured (but IR bright) M star should cross over.
Thus, at some point in the predicted wavelength window, according to the Little-M arenin
model, one should see ‘the wrong’ spectral features appearing in the stellar spectra (i.e. for
the C stars, M star features should become visible). Assuming th a t the M stars with SiC
dust are also a binary phenomenon, then an analogous explanation might be attem pted
to explain their composite spectra.
Unfortunately for the Little-M arenin model, in all cases where observations were ob
tained, the spectral features identified in the optical and near-IR spectra confirmed the
spectral classifications for individual objects derived in the past by other workers; not one
of the spectral identifications offered in Figures 6.3-6.5 is anomalous, given the optical
stellar spectral classification.
Further evidence against the binary model comes from an exam ination of the stellar
energy distributions of the candidate ‘oddball’ stars. In the previous section it has been
shown th a t for 3 of the C stars w ith silicate dust features, the am plitudes of any long term
variations in the optical m agnitudes are small (<0.4 m agnitudes in all cases). If we assume
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the same to be true for ail of the candidate (C star) objects, then spectrophotometric
observations made at different epochs and wavelengths longer than the optical may safely
be combined to provide a study of the objects spectral energy distribution, since the
am plitude of variations will decrease at longer wavelengths (e.g. Sopka et al., 1985).
Figure 6.19 presents a montage of the spectrophotom etric observations described in
Section 6.2 for 4 C stars, together with the IR A S LRS spectra and 12, 25, 60 and 100/mi
photom etric fluxes, as given in the IR A S Point Source Catalogue (IR A S Science Team,
1988). It is im mediately apparent from these plots th a t there is no obvious discontinuity or
change in spectral slope for any of these 4 stars; the bim odal energy distribution predicted
by the binary model is not at all obvious.
Though the amplitudes of m agnitude variations for the M star sample are in general
larger at visual wavelengths than is the case for the C stars, even for the most extreme
case (6M <1.5 at V) the am plitude of variation is sufficiently small, th at combining
spectrophotom etric observations at wavelengths longer than 1/zm made at different epochs
introduces errors th a t are generally smaller than those contained within the original flux
calibration procedures at the various wavelengths.

Therefore, as was done for the C

stars, the available spectrophotom etric observations were combined in an attem pt to look
for bim odal structure in the resulting energy distributions. These energy distributions,
presented as Figure 6.20, also show a singular lack of evidence for binary nature in the
source.

6 .3 .3

A n a ly s is o f th e R a d io d a ta

The fluxes in the 1612, 1665 and 1667 MHz OH single dish maser spectra were measured
using the trapezoidal integration routine INTEG in the SLAP software package. In cases
where no OH emission was detected, upper limits to the maser flux were estim ated from
the observed noise at the expected maser velocity. The measured fluxes are presented in
Table 6.6 (for observations of V778 Cyg) and Table 6.7 (for observations of BM Gem and
EU And).
Inspection of Figure 6.7 and Table 6.6 reveals th a t the OH Maser emission from V778
Cyg is polarised, and highly variable in both flux and line profile as a function of time. At
all epochs, the 1667 MHz emission is stronger than th a t at 1665 MHz by a factor greater
than 2, and the stronger emission occurs in observations made in RHC polarisation. The
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Figure 6.19: Combined Spectrophotometic Observations of C Stars witb Silicate Dust
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Figure 6.20: Combined Spectrophotometric observations of M stars with SiC dust
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-16.3

1.5

99

99

1665L

0.23

-15.4

3.3

99

June 1988

1665R

0.61

-16.1

1.4

99

99

1665L

<0.1

—

99

July 1988

1665R

0.20

-16.0

2.2

99

99

1665L

<0.1

—

—

99

Aug 1988

1665R

0.25

-15.0

2.7

99

99

1665L

< 0.1

—

—

99

Apr 1990

1665L

<0.3

—

—

99

99

1665R

0.72

-15.1

1.0

99

April 1988

1612R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1612L

<0.2

—

—

99

Apr 1990

1612L

<0.1

—

—

99

99

1612R

<0.1

—

—

5' N

April 1988

1667R

0.41

-15.4

2.4

5' S

99

99

0.48

-15.4

2.3

5' E

99

99

0.38

-15.4

2.0

5' W

99

99

0.42

-14.9

1.6
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Table 6.7: OH maser flux measurements for BM Gem Sz EU And
Velocity
D ate
Flux
Star
FWHM
Freq
(MHz)

(Jy)

(km £_1)

( k m ^ - 1)

BM Gem

April 1988

1667R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1667L

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1665R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1665L

0.3

84.5

1.0

99

99

1612R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1612L

<0.1

—

—

99

Apr 1990

1667R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1667L

<0.1

—

—

99

99

1665R

<0.1

—

—

99

99

1665R

<0.15

—

—

99

99

1612R

<0.15

—

—

99

99

1612R

<0.1

—

—

EU And

A pr 1988

1667R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1667L

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1665R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1665L

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1612R

<0.2

—

—

99

99

1612L

<0.2

—

—

i

99

99

1665R

<0.1

99

99

1665L

<0.1

—

—

99

99

1612R

<0.1

—

—

99

99

1612L

<0.1

—

—
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maser emission is concentrated in the velocity range -14 to -20 km s-1 w ith the mean
velocity being -15±1 km s-1 having a FW HM of « 3 .0 km s- 1 . During the 4 epochs of
observation in m id-1988, the line flux in the stronger 1667 MHz RHC polarisation remained
fairly constant a t « 0 .7 Jy, bu

v *

■

x_ade

j; a similar behaviour was observed in the LHC 1667 spectra. The flux in
the 1665 MHz lines did not show such extreme variation, and at all epochs, the RHC 1665
line flux was observed to lie in the range 0.1-0.7 Jy 1612 MHz maser emission was not
detected from V778 Cyg at any epoch to an upper lim it of «0.1 Jy in either LHC or in
RHC polarisations. The velocity displacement between the OH masers and th a t measured
for the stellar radial velocity o f -33 km s-1 (Lam bert et a/., 1990) remained constant at
«17 km s-1 during the entire 2 year period spanning the maser observations.
Positive detections of OH maser emission at 1665/1667 MHz from V778 Cyg have
previously been reported only by Little-M arenin et al. (1988), who found weak («0.1 Jy
at 1665 MHz, « 0 .2 Jy at 1667 MHz) single lined emission features, at radial velocities
of -15.3±1 and -16.5± 1 km s-1 at 1665 MHz and 1667 MHz respectively. The LittleM arenin et al. observations were made simultaneously in bo th circular polarisations, and
hence could not detect any intrinsic source polarisations.
For EU And, Table 6.7 confirms th a t w ithin the given upper lim its, no emission has
been detected at any epoch. Little-M arenin et al. (1988) failed to detect OH emission at
1665/1667 MHz from EU And to an upper lim it of 0.1 Jy, and the observations presented
here as Figure 6.10 confirm th a t in April 1988 a similar upper limit could be placed upon
the maser flux at these frequencies.
To date, w ith the exception of the one detection of V778 Cyg at 1665/1667 MHz
discussed above, all observers have concentrated upon studying the 6i6~523 H 2 O maser
emission line, at 22 GHz. M onitoring observations (Little-M arenin et al., 1988, Benson
Sz Little-M arenin, 1989) have shown this line to be highly variable for both V778 Cyg
and for EU And on timescales as short as one day, w ith the fluxes ranging from <1.5-8.2
Jy for EU And, and 1.9-10.9 Jy in the case of V778 Cyg. Interferom etric observations,
made using the Nobeyama millimetre array (Deguchi et a/., 1988) have confirmed th at the
agreement between the measured optical photospheric and radio maser positions is better
than 0".5. The velocities measured for the H 2 O maser emission features in V778 Cyg are
in good agreement w ith those found above for the strongest components observed in the
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OH masers, which perhaps suggests th at maser activity is confined to a single region. The
FWHM of the line profiles is also close to th a t measured above for the OH lines, i.e. 3
km s- 1 . Unfortunately, the spectra published by Little-M arenin et al. (1988) and Nakada
et al. (1987, 1988) for the 22 GHz H 2 O emission around EU And do not extend to the
-48.5 km s-1 value relative to the LSR at which the weak OH feature was identified in
the April 1990 Jodrell Bank observations, and hence can not be used to investigate the
reality of th a t feature.

6 .3 .4

A n g u la r e x te n t o f O H e m is s io n fr o m V 7 7 8 C y g

The flux measurements made at 5' offsets N,S,E &W from the emission peak at 1667 MHz
of V778 Cyg in April 1988 may be used to estim ate the degree of any angular extension
of the masing region. Ideally, to perform this task, the beam profile used to make the
observations should be deconvolved from the data; however the simple 4 position map
under exam ination here is far from the ideal case, and provides insufficient samples to use
the deconvolution technique.
Instead, it was assumed th a t the source, as well as the beam profile was a gaussian. In
this case, the FW HM of the source on the sky, 9a = (0% +

where 0Ois the FWHM

of the observed profile, and 9 is the FWHM of the beam profile. The beam profile of
the M kla telescope was assumed to be a gaussian w ith diam eter 10' at the zenith (R. J.
Cohen, private communication)
The FW HM of the observed profile was calculated by finding the w idth of the best
fitting gaussian profile to the measured flux at an offset of 5', using a least squares method.
The mean flux at an offset of 5' was calculated to be 0.55±0.05 Jy, and in Figure 6.21 it
may be seen th a t the best fit to the d ata is provided by a gaussian beam with a FWHM of
lO 'A iO '^ . If due to real extension, this would correspond to an angular size of the source
of 2'.8 on the sky.
However, it was assumed above th at the angular size of the telescope beam on the sky
was 10'. In practice, this is the value when observing at the zenith. W hen observing at
other angles to the horizon, the telescope beam size can vary by up to 1' (R. J. Cohen,
private communication). Therefore it is highly likely th a t Figure 6.21 is really ju st showing
the instrum ental profile, and th a t the OH maser emission from v778 Cygni is not resolved
by the M kla telescope.
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Figure 6.21: The fit of different gaussian beam models to the off source flux measurements
for V778 Cyg
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Peery (1975) has used a near-IR photom etric d ata to estim ate the distance to V778
Cygni as 1.4 kiloparsecs. If this distance is adopted, then an upper lim it to the angular
size of the circum stellar OH masing region may be inferred, if an upper lim it to the linear
diam eter of the masing region at the source of 1016-1 0 17cm is assumed as being typical of
OH shell diam eters for red giant stars (e.g. Reid & M oran, 1981; Cohen, 1989). A simple
calculation then reveals th at if the maser region associated w ith v778 Cyg is similar to
th a t observed in other red giant circumstellar envelopes, and it is at a distance of 1.4 kpc,
then one would expect it to be no larger than 7" in diameter; in effect confirming th at the
M kla beam would observe the region as being pointlike.

6 .3 .5

C o r r e la tio n o f M a s e r a n d O p tic a l V a r ia b ilitie s

Observations indicate th a t maser emission, at OH and in H 2 O maser frequencies is highly
variable. Most accepted theories for H 2 O and OH masers adopt some form of radiative
pum ping mechanism to prime the maser emission, either via far-IR radiation from dust
(Elitzur, 1978) or IR radiation from the central star (Cim erm an & Scoville, 1980). In either
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case, as the ultim ate source of the pumping mechanism is radiation from the central star,
some correlation should exist between variations in stellar lum inosity and observed maser
strength.
Unfortunately, the sampling of published maser emission fluxes for EU And, and V778
Cyg at both OH and H 2 O frequencies is far too sparse to perform a detailed analysis, and in
any case, hardly overlaps at all with the BAAVSS photom etry of the stars presented above.
However, a fairly extensive database of observations of H 2 O maser emission associated with
the star V778 Cyg does exist (Little-M arenin et al., 1988, Benson & Little-M arenin, 1988),
which although not obtained coevally with the BAAVSS data, contains a sufficient number
of observations made during 1987-1988.5 th a t a D FT analysis could usefully be employed
to investigate any periods present. This analysis, performed identically to th a t done on
the BAAVSS data, found th a t the period most strongly represented in the d a ta was one
of 143±20 days, with an am plitude of 7 Jy. The confinement of this period to the ‘real’
dataset was confirmed when the randomising procedure, described in the analysis of the
visual data, found th a t similar periods in the range 120-160 days appeared in only 3% of
the scrambled datasets at strengths compatible w ith th a t observed in the real data. The
143 day periodicity is, given the uncertainties involved in its derivation (small dataset,
short period of observation), in fair agreement w ith the period of 148 days found in the
visual dataset, although the am plitude of the maser variation, as a fraction of the mean
maser flux from V778 Cyg, is greater than th a t observed in the visual data. It is also
interesting to note th a t on the 2 occasions where H 2 O maser measurements published
by Benson k Little-M arenin were obtained within 1 day of OH measurements presented
here, the trend in H 2 O maser flux was followed by the OH masers (i.e. the increase in
H 2 O maser flux observed between JD 24447300 and JD 24447400 by Benson k Little
M arenin was also observed in the OH observations (Table 6.7). This evidence is by no
means conclusive though, since the H 2 O flux was noted to be highly variable (factor 2
variations in 8 hours were observed by Benson k Little-M arenin, 1988) and to gain a
real insight into correlations in OH and H 2 O emission a coordinated observing campaign
would be necessary. It is perhaps w orth mentioning at this point th a t the factor 2 increase
in brightness in a period of less than 8 hours reported by Benson k Little-M arenin is
totally unprecedented for an astrophysical maser source; the fastest variability reported
previously to this for an H 2 O maser was a factor of 3 increase in a time period of 3 weeks
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(Cohen, 1989). One possible explanation for the variation reported by Benson & LittleM arenin might be pointing errors in the observations, which, when coupled w ith the source
being very close to the edge of the telescope beam m ight lead to the observed variations.
This explanation, although purely speculative, is supported to some extent by the lack of
inform ation supplied about pointing checks by the authors.
A t this stage, very little can be said about the ‘phase lag’ (caused by the light travel
time across the circumstellar dustshell between stellar photosphere and the region of maser
activity) between peaks in the H 2 O maser fluxes and th a t shown by the star; however, it is
notable th a t the peak flux recorded by Benson & Little M arenin (1988) of 17.5 Jy at « JD
2447400, occurred when the visual m agnitude of the star was at around its lowest value.
If it is assumed th a t this is due to a phase lag of one half the period of the visual light
cycle, and th a t the period of variation for V778 Cyg is 170 days, then another estim ate
may be made as to the radius of the masing region of 85 light days, or « 2 .2 x l0 17cm.
It should be mentioned though, th a t Cohen (1989) reports values of 20-30 days for
typical phase lags between optical and maser variation. In reality, a more extensive co
ordinated optical and radio dataset would be required before an accurate value could be
assigned to the phase lag for v778 Cyg.
There are too few published maser observations available of ETJ And to attem p t any
form of periodogram analysis for th a t star, and at the tim e of w riting the BAAVSS obser
vations covering the period of the first OH detection of this source were not available, and
hence nothing can be said relating the variation in visual magnitude of the photosphere to
the observed maser flux from this star. No maser emission at either H 2 O or OH frequencies
has been detected towards BM Gem to limits of >0.1 Jy.

6.4

R ad iative transfer m od els for stars w ith anom alous
dust en velop es

6 .4 .1

C sta r s

The key assumption of the binary model for C stars w ith silicate dust th a t was proposed
by Benson & Little-M arenin (1987) is th a t the silicate emission features associated with
the stars arise in a dust cloud whose opacity is such th a t it totally hides the companion
M star around which it is presumed to be situated. Even in the alternative binary model
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proposed by Lloyd Evans (1990) the silicate emission, assumed to arise in a disk around a
companion object to th e C star, is frequently described as ‘optically thick’, particularly for
the three stars w ith the highest S/N in the IR A S LRS spectra (BM Gem, C1003 and V778
Cygni). However, Chan & Kwok (1988), in the only quantitative model for a C star with
silicate dust thus fax published, found th a t the observed energy distribution for the stars
BM Gem and C1003 could be understood in term s of a stellar photosphere illum inating a
‘recently detached’ dust shell composed of O-rich (silicate) dust grains.
The detached natu re of the shell comes from the assum ption in the Chan Sz Kwok
model th a t BM Gem is a transition object, in which the stellar photosphere has recently
changed from O-rich to C-rich, w ith mass loss term inating at the time of the transition;
Chan Sz Kwok found th a t they could m atch the observed energy distribution of BM Gem
by assuming the inner radius of the dust shell to be

6

times its original value at the

tim e of dust grain condensation ( « 6 .0 x l0 14cm , whilst for C1003 the inner radius of the
dust shell needed to fit the observations has grown to « 1 .6 x l 0 1 5 cm, which, according to
Chan & Kwok indicated th a t mass loss had term inated much earlier for th a t object. Of
particular interest w ith regard to the binary model are the optical depths in the silicate
features of the stars BM Gem and C1003. For BM Gem, Chan & Kwok give
0.696, whilst for C1003 the value given for

7 9 .7

7 9 .7

as

is 2.088. In both cases, the extinction

caused by the circum stellar dust shell at optical (A < 1 .0 /im) wavelengths is insufficient
to hide the mooted M star binary companion for these objects, given the synthesis of
optical constants adopted. For

2

of the 3 stars w ith th e highest S/N in their LRS spectra,

the energy distributions could be m atched w ithout recourse to a binary companion. The
modelling procedure adopted by Chan Sz Kwok could not m atch the energy distribution
of V778 Cyg, which they implied to be evidence for th e binary nature of th a t source.
The models used by Chan & Kwok were not as comprehensive as those developed earlier
in this thesis, since they assumed the circumstellar envelopes to be composed of only single
sized grains, and also, the optical constant synthesis adopted by them (essentially those of
Volk & Kwok, 1988) are not derived from laboratory measurements of real m aterials (e.g.
Draine Sz Lee, 1984, K ratschm er Sz Huffman, 1979). It was therefore decided to re-model
the sources BM Gem, V778 Cyg and C1003 using the same code, optical constants and
grain size distribution th a t were used to model the circum stellar envelope of WX Ser in
chapter 4, in the light of the observations of these three objects presented in this chapter.
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Table 6.8: Parameters for model binary system
P aram eter

O-star

C-star

T*

2500K

2500K

D

0.75Kpc

0.75Kpc

Voo

15 km %_1

3 km 5 _1

R*

4 .0 x l0 13cm

3 .0 x l0 13cm

M

4.0 X l 0 ~ 6M q Y - 1

i . o x i o - 7M 0 y

Since it was shown in chapter 4 th a t a ‘com posite’ silicate dust provided the best fit to
the overall energy distribution for WX Ser, it was decided to utilise the same ‘com posite’
dust param eters derived there to model the mooted silicate dust in the envelopes of the
C stars observed in this chapter.
However, given the uncertainties in the physical param eters for each of the stars, the
uniqueness of any of the presented fits m ust of course be open to question.

6 .4 .2

T e s t in g a b in a r y m o d e l fo r C s ta r s w it h s ilic a te d u s t

Before an attem p t was made to model any real object, it was decided to utilise the radiative
transfer code described in chapter 2 to test the qualitative binary model for EU And,
first proposed by Benson &: Little-M arenin (1987) in which an M star ‘w ith a relatively
thick circumstellar shell’, analagous to th a t observed around W X Ser, and a C star, were
responsible for the observed energy distribution.
The param eters adopted for the model of each star are given in Table 6.8; The binary
system was located arbitarily at a distance of 0.75 Kpc for modelling purposes. The dust
model param eters given for the ‘O-rich’ star in Table 6.8 are identical with those derived
for the star W X Ser in Chapter 4; only the distance is different. A two component model
was used for the circumstellar envelope of the C star, w ith the components assumed to be
amorphous carbon and silicon carbide grains. Grains in the envelopes of both stars were
assumed to be in an unmodified MRN size distribution.
The mass loss rate for the C star was set to the low value of 1.0 X 10~7M q Y -1 , again
purely to fit in w ith the model of Benson & Little-M arenin, who suggested th a t the C star
was not particularly obscured by its own circum stellar shell. The dust to gas ratio s in
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the model C s ta r’s envelope are identical for those derived for IRC+10°216 in chapter 5.
The result of this attem p t to present a quantitative version of the Benson & LittleM arenin model is given as Figure 6.22, where both the final ‘composite’ spectrum and
its two components are indicated.

In this model, the ‘cross over’ between the C-rich

component and the O-rich component dom inating the energy distribution occurs at ss
2fim. Thus, in this case, one might expect to see O-rich spectral lines in the spectrum of
such a system longwards of 2/un, wheras at shorter wavelengths the C-rich lines from the
C star should be apparent. One point to note also is th a t for this case where the mass
loss rate for the carbon star is taken to be as low as 10~7M q Y -1 then the emissivity of
the silicate grains determines the slope of the observed far-IR spectrum; this would not
be the case were the C star mass loss rate to climb as high as « I O ^ M q T -1 (assuming
a circumstellar shell similar in nature to th a t found for IRC+10°216 in chapter 5) at
which point the A-1 slope of the amorphous carbon grains would determine the observed
spectrum from the system. However, if the mass loss rate for the C star was as high
as this value, the star would become less dom inant in the optical and near-IR region,
and the nature of the observed composite spectrum would become very confused indeed.
The implications of this quantitative test for the Benson & Little-M arenin model will be
discussed below.

6 .4 .3

M o d e l l i n g r e a l C s t a r s w i t h O - r ic h d u s t s h e ll s

Only fair model fits to the observed energy distributions for each of the three stars could
be found (given the uncertainties in the absolute flux calibrations for the individual ob
servations, as well as the ill defined stellar and dust param eters for the stars). The model
param eters which gave the best fit to the observations are listed in Table 6.9, whilst the
model fits to the observations for each of the three stars are presented as Figure 6.23.
In the modelling process, a dust condensation tem perature of 1000K and density of 3.3
g cm -1 were assumed for the silicate dust grains, whilst the M athis, Rumpl and Nordsieck
(MRN, 1977) grain size distribution was used to represent the grain size distribution within
the dust shell.
For all initial models, a dust to gas ratio of 2.0X l0 -3 by mass was assumed, for silicate
dust in the circum stellar envelope. The expansion velocity of the V778 Cyg circumstellar
shell was taken to be 3 km s- 1 , as measured from the OH & H 2 O maser lines; identical
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Figure 6.22: Production of a composite model spectrum from model O-ricli and C-rich
envelopes
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values for

were assumed for the shell of BM Gem and C1003. For V778 Cyg, the

distance of 1.4 kpc given by Peery (1975) was adopted. In the cases of BM Gem and
C1003, the distances quoted were those derived from the best fit to the observations, and
as such rely on the assumed stellar radii. No account was taken of the effect of interstellar
reddening upon the observed stellar energy distributions, once again due to the uncertainty
in the accuracies of the quoted distances.
The individual models will now be discussed:

6 .4 .4

V 778 C yg

The best model for this star was obtained by adopting a dust condensation tem perature
of 1000K, which gave the inner radius of the stellar dust shell as 1.8x lO 14 cm. Thus, if
this model is to be believed, silicate dust is required close (i.e. w ithin 5 stellar radii) to
the C star in order to obtain the observed energy distribution.
One obvious region where the model does not fit the observations of V778 Cyg very
well is in the near-IR region of the spectrum; one reason for this may be an uncertain
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Table 6.9: Model parameters for stars with anomalous dust emission
Star

Distance

T*

R*

M

(kpc)

(K)

(cm)

(M© y r " 1)

(km s- 1 )

BM Gem

0.75

2500

3.0X1013

2 .5 x l0 " 7

3.0

V778 Cyg

1.4

2500

3.5X1013

7.5X10"7

3.0

C1003

1.2

2350

3.0X1013

1 .5 x l0 ~ 6

3.0

AD Per

2.1

3000

6.0X1013

6 .0 x l0 ~ 6

15.0

calibration of tbe near-IR AAT spectra, whicb were obtained on a night of poor seeing.
The model fit to the rest of the energy distributionios good however, as optical, mid-IR
and far-IR observations are well matched.

6 .4 .5

B M G em

Again the best fitting model assumed a dust condensation tem perature of HOOK; W ith
the adopted stellar param eters, this gave the inner radius of the dust shell as 1.25 X 1014cm,
or 4.1 stellar radii. As with V778 Cygni, the model fit is good in all except the near-IR
spectral region, where again the plotted observations are derived from AAT FIGS spectra.

6 .4 .6

C 1003

This star proved impossible to model using silicate dust alone. Models run assuming a
dust shell composed only of silicate dust could only m atch the mid-IR spectral region; in
the optical, they overestimated the observed flux by a factor ten or more, whilst in the
far-IR, the obseved flux was underestim ated.
The model plotted for C 003 is the best obtained to date, which assumes a dust shell
composed of both silicate and am orphous carbon dust grains. A dust condensation tem 
p erature of 1000K was used for the AC dust component, whilst a tem perature of 750K
was adopted for the silicate dust in this model. For both components, a ‘stan d ard ’ MRN
grain size distribution was assumed.
For the AC component a dust-to-gas ratio of 2,5x lO -3 was used, whilst for the silicate
com ponent, the normal value of 2.0 x 10-3 was incorporated. It is obvious th a t the model
shown in Figure 6.24 for this star is still not perfect, with the near-IR observations quite A
i
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Figure 6.23: Model fits to observed spectra of BM Gem, V778 Cyg & C1003
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lOOjum photometry. However, it is felt th at the model presented is at least as good a fit to
the d a ta as th a t presented by Chan &: Kwok in their study of the system, and the fact th at
amorphous carbon dust was required to obtain a b etter m atch to the near-IR observations
could perhaps be im portant if the true nature of this object is to be understood.
The models presented for BM Gem, V778 Cyg and C1003 indicate th a t the stars may
be understood in terms of a single cool central star w ith a relatively low mass loss rate
(in all three cases, < 1 .5 x l0 “ 6 M® y r-1 ) illuminating a spherically symmetric expanding
shell of oxygen-rich gas and dust. The optical depth in the 9.7/im feature is 0.4 for the
best fitting model of V778 Cyg, whilst for BM Gem its value was 0.16. For all models,
the optical depth of the circumstellar shell at optical wavelengths is consistent with the
observed energy distribution of the underlying C star photosphere.
The adopted run of optical constants for silicate dust, used to successfully model the
emergent spectrum of WX Ser in chapter 4, does not provide enough opacity at short
wavelengths to hide the mooted companion around which the binary model suggests the
silicate emission to arise. Thus the findings of Chan & Kwok th a t C1003 and BM Gem
are probably single stars illum inating diffuse, if not detached, circum stellar shells are
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confirmed by this work for BM Gem, and the single star model has been extended to
V778 Cyg.

6 .4 .7

M S ta r s

The status of the M stars w ith apparently SiC features is open to question. All of the
LRS spectra show weak emission features, but in all cases the S/N ratio for the individual
spectra is relatively weak.
The energy distributions for all of the stars presented in Figure 6.20 appear similar,
and show no obvious evidence of binaxity. To test this, radiative transfer models were
constructed for one of the b etter studied objects, AD Per, an M3Iab supergiant star,
which had the advantage of a well defined distance, radius and T e/ / on the basis of its
membership of the h h x Persei open cluster (Skinner & W hitm ore, 1988; Tarafadar,
1988). Models were constructed for this star using the optical constants for SiC given by
Pegourie (1988), once again in a standard MRN size distribution. It was found th a t a
good fit could not be obtained utilising these constants, and therefore the search for an
adequate m atch to the observed energy distribution was extended to include models run
utilising optical constants for silicate dust grains. The best fit model, shown in Figure
6.24, occurred w ith the param eters listed in Table 6.8. Also included in Figure 6.24 for
reference purposes is the best fit to the energy distribution of AD Per th a t was obtained
using the SiC optical constants; it was found th a t there was no way to get sufficient farIR emission (A > 20/im) from the SiC dust models w ithout the resulting SiC feature at
11.4/zm becoming too strong.
This best fit was obtained adopting a dust condensation tem perature of 500K, implying
th a t the dust shell is a detached one, similar to those modelled for the stars BM Gem and
C1003 by Chan & Kwok. This is particularly interesting when one closely examines the
optical spectrum of AD Per (Figure 6.3) since this does show some characteristics normally
found in the spectra of S stars; for example the 9100A ZrO feature may be present, and
only the two strongest lines of the Ca II triplet are prom inent which again is expected to
be the case in S stars (Wing 1972). Although the case is far from certain, the fact th a t a
good model for the dust shell could only be obtained w ith a detached shell for this object
may indicate th a t AD Per is in the process of evolving from spectral type M to S, and its
spectrum should be m onitored carefully over the next few years. Given the low S/N ratios
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Figure 6.24: Model fits to observed energy distribution of AD Per
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in the IR A S LRS spectra of the other M stars w ith apparent SiC features, and the growing
evidence th a t at least some of the stars listed in Table 6.2 have been misclassified on the
basis of these noisy spectra, and th a t such a good fit to the observations of AD Per had
been achieved using silicate dust optical constants, it was decided th a t detailed radiative
transfer modelling of all of the stars could w ait until further 10^m spectra become available
confirming the reality of the SiC features.

6.5

D iscu ssion

The observations and models discussed above, when taken in conjunction with recent
observational (e.g. Skinner et al., 1990, Lam bert et al., 1990) and theoretical (Chan Sz
Kwok, 1988) studies present difficulties for the standard binary model for C stars with
silicate dust. Extensive searches for the spectroscopic signatures of M star companions,
which according to the standard (Benson et al., 1987) model should begin to dominate the
energy distributions somewhere in the range 1-8/zm, have been unsuccessful for all of the
stars listed in Table 6.1; thus if the binary model is correct for all stars, the ‘cross-over’
region, where the M star spectral features become dom inant over those of the C star, is
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constrained to be in the region 4.5-7/im , which is completely inaccessible to ground-based
observers. Thus, the observations alone cannot rule out either the standard binary model,
or the modified binary model of Lloyd Evans, which in any case would not produce M star
absorption features since the dust emission is assumed to come from O-rich dust associated
w ith an accretion disk around the m ooted companion object.
The radiative transfer models presented in the previous section for the three C stars
w ith the strongest silicate features indicate th a t the observed energy distributions in the
range 0.6-100/mi for these stars m ay be understood w ithout the need to invoke a binary
companion, and also th a t the optical depth of the dust in the shells needed to reproduce
the observed silicate features is too low in the optical to hide any reasonably luminous
companion to the C Star, assuming a reasonable synthesis of silicate dust optical constants
is adopted It is also notable th a t neither the H 2 O nor the OH maser emission from V778
Cyg have shown any evidence for radial velocity variations, relative to the underlying
stellar photospheric radial velocities, over the 2 years in which m onitoring observations
have been collected, which may also be used as evidence against orbital motion in a
suspected binary system.
Given th a t there is strong evidence against the binaxy interpretation for C stars with
silicate dust, the other models for the phenomenon will now be discussed, also in the light
of the observations and models presented above.
Willems Sz de Jong (1986) suggestion th a t the observed silicate dust shells are fossil
rem nants of an earlier phase in the stars evolution, when its photosphere was O-rich, has
been supported by radiative transfer models (C han Sz Kwok, 1988) for the stars BM Gem
and C l003. These models proposed th a t the inner radii of the dust shells needed to be
« 6 .1 x l0 14cm (BM Gem) and « 1 .7 x l0 15cm (C1003) respectively in order to m atch the
observed energy distributions for the two stars. W ith the adopted value of v<», the shell
expansion velocity, being 10 km s-1 implied th a t the O-rich phase of mass loss term inated
some 54 years ago in the case of C1003, whilst for BM Gem the smaller value of inner
radius used by Chan Sz Kwok would imply th a t O-rich mass loss term inated within the last
19 years! The photosphere of BM Gem was first reported to be C rich by Sandford (1944),
whilst Stephenson (1973) first reported the C-rich natu re of C1003. For BM Gem at least
then, there is observational evidence th a t its photosphere was carbon rich during a period
when the Chan Sz Kwok model still required the condensate to be O-rich. This apparent
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contradiction m ay perhaps be explained if the expansion velocity of the gas around BM
Gem is as low as the 3 km s-1 value implied by the OH and H 2 O maser spectra of the
V778 Cyg circum stellar shell, although this would still require a fairly rapid evolution
(«10-100y) of the stellar photosphere from O-rich to C-rich chemistry. There is then a
problem if one wishes to identify the C stars w ith silicate dust as examples of transition
objects whose photospheres have recently undergone a change in chemistry.
The models presented in Figure 6.2^ were made by assuming th a t mass loss was still
occurring at the rates given in Table 6.8; the dust shell inner radii for these models being
determ ined by the adopted dust condensation tem perature of 1000K. Thus, the model fits
to the observed energy distributions were made assuming th at th e

;

;p»l . condensate

from the stellar wind was O-rich. This would be the case if, as suggested by Vardya (1989)
and Skinner et al. (1990), an unusual chemical equilibrium exists in the stellar wind such
th a t an O-rich wind is produced following grain form ation in a nominally C-rich shell. A
scenario such as this was suggested by Thronson and Bally (1986) for the dust cocoon
of the planetary nebula NGC 7027. Thronson and Bally suggested th a t silicate grains
might form in a C-rich wind, if prior to their form ation, graphite or silicon carbide grains
had condensed in the C-rich wind at a tem perature too high ( « 1500K) for significant
quantities of CO molecules to form. If a significant proportion of the C available in the
wind was condensed out of the wind in the C-rich dust grains, the speculation was th a t
the wind could become O-rich, and consequently silicate grains could begin to condense.
In this case, the stellar outflow would contain both C-rich and O-rich dust grains. The
ideas of Thronson and Bally have been given support by theoretical calculations by Sharp
(1989) who showed th a t graphite dust grains could condense out of stellar winds th a t were
slightly O-rich.
There is both observational and theoretical evidence th a t for stars whose C fO ratios
are close to unity (‘S’ stars) the type of dust th a t condenses in the circumstellar wind
becomes quite unpredictable.

In their survey of the dust associated w ith 84 S stars,

Skinner et al. (1990) found th a t 20 appeared to have SiC dust, 20 to have silicate dust,
11 to have a m ixture of silicate and SiC dust whilst the remaining 33 showed no evidence
for dust emission features at all (though this did not rule out the presence of amorphous
carbon or graphite as a source of opacity around these stars). There was apparently no
correlation between any of the physical properties of the stars and the type of dust th at
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condensed around them . Thus, Skinner et al. suggested th a t the presence of silicate dust
around the C stars implied a C jO ratio fairly close to (but not exactly) 1.0. (If the
C jO ratio was extremely close to 1.0, the optical photospheric spectra would exhibit the
characteristic S star features, e.g. ZrO bands, which are not apparent.) The Skinner et al.
model would also similarly account for the identification of M stars w ith SiC features as
being objects th a t had C /O ratios close to the window of unpredictability at C jO «1.0.
U ntil fairly recently, chemical models of grain form ation in circum stellar envelopes
have assumed th a t chemical, as well as local therm odynam ic, equilibria are m aintained
throughout a stellar wind. Gilman (1969) used these assumptions to predict th a t in winds
w ith C jO >1 the chief condensate should be SiC, whilst in cases where C /O < 1 silicate
grains should condense preferentially. However, the assum ption of chemical equilibrium
holding in the wind has been shown to be violated, even for the case of an abundant
diatomic molecule (Scalo Sz Slavsky, 1980) in th e wind of a red giant star. The classical
nucleation theory, upon which Gilman based his calculations has also been questioned in
its applicability to cool stellar winds (Donn Sz N uth, 1985). Thus, although the Gilman
model for dust condensates m ay hold for environm ents which are very O or C-rich, it
may well break down as the C /O ratio approaches unity. The assum ption of LTE in the
circum stellar envelope, assumed by Gilm an, as well as by more recent dust condensation
models such as th a t of Gail Sz Sedlmeyer (1987) m ust also be open to question, especially
when there is observational evidence for cool molecular m aterial existing cospatially with
warm plasmas in the chromospheric regions of red giants.
The ‘chemical equilibrium ’ models of V ardya, and Skinner et al. do not explain why all
C stars w ith silicate dust features have enhanced 13C (J stars). The m ajority of C stars are
believed to be evolutionarily located on the asym ptotic giant branch (AGB); the 12C and
s-process elements having been added to the envelope by dredge up from the He-burning
shell. For these AGB C-stars, 12C /13C «50 (Lam bert et al., 1986) whilst for the J stars,
the 12C /13C ratio approaches the equilibrium value of 3.4 for nuclear processed m aterial
th a t has undergone the CN cycle. The J stars also differ from the AGB C-stars since they
show little evidence for the presence of s-process elements in their spectra (U tsum i, 1985;
Dominy 1984).
The differences between the J stars and ‘norm al’ C stars has led Lam bert et al. (1990)
to suggest th a t the two groups of stars have different origins; rath er th an assuming th a t
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the J stars are resident upon the AGB (as suggested by Willems and de Jong 1986, 1988),
Lam bert et al. (1990) suggested th a t the progenitors of J-type C stars were early-R stars.
These objects have identical surface tem peratures and luminosities to those found for core
He-burning K giants, whilst the analysis of Dominy (1984) found th a t they were similar
to the J-type C stars (i.e. 13C enhancement w ith little evidence for s-processed m aterials
in the spectra). In the Lam bert et al. (1990) evolutionary scenario, the origin of J type C
stars w ith silicate dust is linked into the binary model of Lloyd Evans, since it is assumed
th a t mass lost during the stage of the stars life when its photosphere was O-rich (i.e.
during the K giant phase) condenses to form silicate grains th a t are stored in an accretion
disk around a low mass main sequence companion nearby. After further evolution, the
K star has become a J-type C star, whose mass loss rate is sufficiently low th a t emission
from SiC grains condensing in its wind is negligible, whilst the luminosity of the star
is sufficient to heat the silicate grains in the accretion disk giving rise to the observed
emission. However, the scenario is tied to the binary model only by the need to explain
the assumed optically thick dustshell, which, as shown above by the successful radiative
transfer models, was found to be a fallacious assum ption. It is interesting though th a t the
mass loss rates derived by the modelling process are relatively low, which is in keeping
with the Lam bert et al. model, although of course the chemical composition of the grains
in the outflow is different.
It seems then th a t there is, at present, no conclusive explanation for the phenomenon
of C stars w ith silicate dust grains. However, I feel th a t there is fairly strong evidence th at
a model involving anomalous dust grain form ation in environments where C /O «1.0 may
be successful in explaining the observations. The fact th a t all of the C stars with silicate
dust shells are J stars is rather difficult to explain though; as pointed out by Lambert
et al. (1990), the difference in chemical bond energies th a t affect the rate constants for
chemical reactions involving 12C and 13C are small in relation to the therm al energy at
the tem peratures in the circumstellar dust shell.
A good test as to whether the envelopes associated w ith the C stars are derived from
a current phase of mass loss would be to search for emission from H12CN and H13CN
molecules in the envelope. This is not as surprising an idea as it seems, since 88.6 GHz
emission from the H 12CN J = l - 0 transition has been identified with O-rich circumstellar
shells associated w ith the O H /IR stars GK Tau and OH231.8+4.2 (Deguchi Sz Goldsmith,
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1985). Since all of the C stars w ith silicate dust are known to be J stars, an observational
search for H12CN and H13CN molecules might confirm a scenario in which O and C-rich
species are present simultaneously in a stellar outflow.
The existence of M stars w ith

. dust features is by no means certain, and further

observations are needed to confirm the nature of the dust associated with the candidate
objects suggested by Skinner et a l (1990).
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C h ap ter 7

S u m m ary and fu tu re w ork
This thesis has presented the first stage of w hat it is hoped will lead to a much more
extensive study of the circumstellar environments of late type stars.
A numerical m ethod has been described by which the transfer of radiation through a
circum stellar dust shell may be calculated in a general case where the shell is composed
of m ultiple dust components w ithin which grains are present w ith a distribution in sizes.
The m ethod provides a large am ount of inform ation as to the physical conditions
w ithin the model dust shell, such as the tem perature gradient and intensity distributions
throughout the shell, as well as predicting the emergent fluxes.
The radiative transfer models presented for W X Ser and IRC+10°216 in chapters 4 and
5 respectively represent arguably the most detailed studies yet published for O-rich and Crich circumstellar environments, and the models calculated for both objects suggest th at a
fair representation of their emergent spectra m ay be obtained by assuming th a t dust grains
located w ithin the circumstellar shell of each object bare a chemical affinity to materials
whose optical properties have been studied in Earth-based laboratories. It has also been
suggested th a t one of the reasons other workers have found E arth based materials to be
poor analogues for circumstellar dust may have been due to their assumptions th a t the
shells consisted of single sized dust grains, rath er than a distribution of grain sizes.
In the case of O-rich circumstellar shell around WX Ser, grains w ith optical properties
interm ediate between those of olivines described by K ratschm er & Huffmann (1979) and
Draine & Lee (1984, 1987) in a distribution of sizes identical to th a t proposed by M athis,
Rumpl & Nordsieck (1977) were found to provide a good m atch to the observed energy
distribution for this star in the wavelength range 0.5<
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The best m atch to the far-IR observations of the circumstellar shell of W X Ser was
found to occur if the emissivity of the grains was allowed to fall off as A-2 longwards
of 20/xm, whilst a dust to gas ratio of 0.002, similar to th a t found by Skinner & W hit
more (1987, 1988a,b) for the circum stellar envelopes of other late type stars w ith O-rich
circum stellar shells was utilised for the adoped mass loss rate.
For the C-rich envelope around the star IRC+10°216 a m ultiple component dust shell
had to be invoked to m atch the observed energy distribution. Amorphous carbon grains,
w ith optical properties similar to those described by Hoare (1988) were found to account
for the bulk of the dust opacity in the region 0 .3 < l/m i whilst a component of silicon
carbide grains proved necessary to m atch the 11.4/im emission feature observed in the
IR A S LRS spectrum of this object. A modified MRN size distribution w ith lower and
upper lim its to the grain radii of 0.005/mi and 0.1/xm was found to give a superior fit to
the observations than the standard MRN size distribution, whose lower and upper grain
radii were 0.005/mi and 0.25^m for the AC grains in the model.
The best m atch to the observations longwards of 20/mi was provided by a A-1 emis
sivity law for the am orphous carbon grains, although at th e very longest wavelengths (i.e.
A > 100/im) neither emission from dust grains nor the stellar photosphere could m atch
the observed flux from IRC+10°216, and it was suggested th a t free-free emission from a
stellar chromosphere w ith a tem perature of 10000K could be responsible for the excess
over the predicted model flux.
Extensive new observations of carbon stars w ith apparently O-rich circum stellar shells,
and of O stars w ith apparently C-rich circumstellar shells were presented in chapter 6.
A num ber of proposed models for these objects were reviewed in the light of the new
observations, and some initial radiative transfer models calculated using the m ethods
described in chapter 2 were given.
It is not clear either from the new observations, or from the initial models presented
for these objects in chapter 6 w hat their precise nature is, and further observations at
a num ber of wavelengths, and over a relatively long timescale m ust be made before any
real conclusions m ay be drawn. However, observations over a two year period, of the
m aser emission from one of the stars, V778 Cyg, shows no indication, w ithin experim ental
accuracy, of radial velocity variations, which might be expected were it situated in a binary
system.
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It will also be necessary to gain a much more accurate idea as to the param eters of
the individual systems (especially their distances) before any insights m ay be gained into
w hat these ‘oddball’ stars are.
Of particular im portance in deriving a distance to the stars from which maser emission
has been detected will be trying to correlate the maser variations with observed variations
in the optical brightness for each object; Although as pointed out in chapter 6, this will
require a dedicated m onitoring campaign at optical and radio wavelengths. Unfortunately,
visual observations by

* astronomers will not provide inform ation of sufficient pho

tom etric accuracy for this, and the d ata m ust be obtained using electronic photometric
methods, for the project to be a success.
One possible test for the latest binary model for the ‘oddball’ stars (th at of Lloyd
Evans, 1991) will be observations in the UV spectroscopic region either by the I.U.E. or
by space telescope, since it is only there th a t a contribution to the energy distribution
from a mooted compact companion might become visible.

7 ..1

F u tu r e w o rk

It is believed th a t the models presented within this thesis for the circumstellar shells of
WX Ser and IRC+10°216 are amongst the most detailed yet published for any late type
stellar environments. However, as with any modelling technique, there are several ways in
which the models presented could be improved to provide a b etter representation of the
true nature of the circumstellar shells th a t they are being used to study.
Perhaps the most obvious way of improving the models presented would be to in
corporate stellar atmospheric models, to represent the stellar energy distributions in the
modelling process. Currently, the best stellar models for late type stars are those devel
oped by Bessell Sz his co-workers for M stars (e.g. Bessell Sz Scholz, 1989), and those
of Gustafsson and his collaborators (e.g. Lam bert et al., 1986, B. Gustafsson, private
communication) for C stars.
As yet however, no accurate model atmosphere has been produced for stars of either
O-rich or C-rich composition whose surface tem peratures are lower th an 2500K, and to
some extent this has ham pered their inclusion into radiative transfer analyses, since the
central stars which provide the illum ination for the dust shells are almost invariably cooler
than 2500K.
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Added to this is the problem th a t the atmospheres of nearly ail late type stars are
non-static, and consequently a static model atmosphere coupled w ith a static dust shell
model can at best provide an accurate representation of the situation at only a single
photom etric phase; However, non static model atmospheres for M ira stars have recently
become available, for warmer stellar atmospheres (e.g. Bessell & Scholz, 1989; Bowen,
1989), and the ultim ate model for the circumstellar environment for a late type stellar
atmosphere will certainly be derived from coupling the dynamics of the stellar photosphere
w ith those in the circumstellar shell.
A further problem which has to be addressed before a model atmosphere can be in
corporated into the dust models described in this thesis is the question of precisely how
many flux points are required in the model to provide an accurate description of the stellar
energy distribution; Obviously some form of smoothing must be introduced in order to
reduce the number of wavelengths for which fluxes axe calculated to a number which will
produce an accurate representation of the emergent flux from a circumstellar dust model
w ithin a reasonable (i.e. ~hours) com putational timescale. At this stage, a quantitative
analysis will become possible, as to the true disadvantages of utilising a ‘black body’ model
for the energy distribution of the central star.
Some objects (e.g. a Ori, w ith an estim ated surface tem perature of « 3000K) do have
effective tem peratures which fall within the range of presently available (and reasonably
reliable) model atmospheres, and, although intrinsically variable stars, it would certainly
be worthwhile studing these objects using the methods described in this thesis, now that
a self consistent set of dust optical constants has been derived from models for the stars
WX Ser and IRC+10°216. A model for a Ori, incorporating a model atmosphere, a
stellar chromosphere, and using the radiative transfer method described within this thesis
is currently possible, and will in fact be the next development of the work presented here.
A nother way of expanding upon the results presented within this thesis will be to
extend the modelling techniques presented here to a much larger sample of stars, in much
the same way as was done (using inferior models) by Skinner &: W hitm ore (1987, 1988a,
b) and Rowan-Robinson and his co-workers (Rowan-Robinson &: Harris, 1983; Rowan
Robinson et al., 1986). Of particular interest will be to re-model some of the stars studied
by Skinner & W hitmore (1987, 1988a,b) using the more realistic m ethods of this thesis
to test their conclusions as to the number of M stars having warm chromospheres and
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coronae contributing to their energy distributions in the far-IR regions of the spectrum .
If unique and good model fits can be derived for a large sample of O-rich late type
stars, then it will also prove interesting to compaxe the results of th a t study w ith those
of workers such as Hoare (1988) for planetary nebulae, which represent a stage of stellar
evolution later than th a t exhibited by the late ty p e staxs modelled in this thesis.
Similarly, models should also be developed for a larger sample of C stars so th a t the
conclusions drawn from the study of IRC4-10°216 in chapter 5 may be tested on other C
stars; It will prove interesting to study whether the ratio of A C /SiC dust remains constant
from star to star, as is inferred from the work of Skinner Sz W hitm ore, 1988b), or whether
some C stars can be modelled on the basis of SiC grains being the sole opacity source in
their circumstellar shells, as was implied by Le B ertre (1988b). Of p articular interest will
be the development of models for stars such as R Lep and V Cyg, whose photospheric
compositions have been derived from optical and near-IR spectroscopy by Lam bert et al.
(1986). By using the techniques discussed in chapter 5, whereby inform ation about the
chemical composition of the circumstellar dust shell was derived from the observations,
it will prove interesting to compaxe chemical compositions of photosphere and dustshell,
albeit in a gross fashion.
A further group of objects which would repay study using the radiative transfer tech
niques developed in this thesis axe the S stars, whose photospheric caxbon to oxygen ratio
is approxim ately unity. Some of these stars (as discussed in Skinner et al., 1990) present
emission features which appear to be ‘blends’ of 9.7/zm silicate and 11.4/zm SiC features,
and interesting inform ation as to the chemical composition of the circum stellar dust shells,
compared w ith the stellar photospheres of these objects could be drawn from a modelling
campaign for these objects too.
Finally, once the paxameters of the ‘oddball’ stars have been b etter defined, perhaps
w ith the availability of b etter and more extensive coeval m ultiple wavelength photom etry,
even the nature of these objects may be identified^
As mentioned in the very first line of this final chapter, this work m ust be regarded as
the very initial p art of what will eventually be a much larger study, which, when complete,
will present a more reliable picture as to the nature of the circum stellar dust shells around
late type stars.
The techniques and some of the problems associated w ith using them have been laid
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down, discussed and, to some extent understood for single examples of bright and well
studied O-rich and C-rich circumstellar shells, and it is in the extension of these models
to more stars w ith which the next stages of this work will lie. Much work remains to be
done, and it is felt th a t the m ethods described w ithin this work may perhaps be amongst
the best techniques thus far presented, by which the nature of dust grains and indeed the
conditions within circumstellar envelopes in which they lie, m ay be studied.
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